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Abstract 
Assembly plays a vital role in the quality of a final product and has a great impact on 
the manufacturing cost. The mechanical assemblies consist of parts that inevitably 
have variations from their ideal dimensions. These variations propagate and 
accumulate as parts are assembled together. Excessive amount of variations in an 
assembly may cause improper functionality of the product being assembled. 
Improving assembly quality and reducing the assembly time and cost are the main 
objectives of this thesis. The quality of an assembly is determined in terms of 
variations in critical assembly dimensions, also known as Key Characteristics (KCs). 
Key Characteristics are designated to indicate where excess variation will affect 
product quality and what product features and tolerances require special attention. 
In order to improve assembly quality and reduce assembly time and cost, it is 
necessary to: (1) model non-ideal parts based on tolerances defined in design 
standards or current industrial practice of component inspection, (2) model 
assemblies and their associated assembly processes to analyse tolerance stack-up 
in the assembly, (3) develop probabilistic model to predict assembly variation after 
product assembly, and (4) implement control strategies for minimising assembly 
variation propagations to find optimum configuration of the assembly. 
Two assembly models have been developed, a linear model and a fully non-linear 
model for calculating assembly variation propagations. The assembly models 
presented in this thesis also allows for inclusion of geometric feature variation of 
each assembly component. Methods of incorporating geometric feature variations 
into an assembly variation model are described and analysis techniques are 
explained. The assembly variation model and the geometric variation models have 
been developed for 20 and 3D assemblies. Modelling techniques for incorporating 
Modelling and Controlling Variation Propagation in Mechanical Assembly of High-Speed 
rotating machines 
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process and measurement noise are also developed and described for the non-
linear assembly model and results are given to demonstrate the calculation of 
assembly variations while considering part, process and measurement errors. 
Two assembly case studies originating in sub-assemblies of aero-engines have 
been studied: Case Study 1, representing the rotating part (rotor) of an aero-engine, 
and Case Study 2, representing non-rotating part (stator) of an aero-engine. A 
probabilistic method based on the linear model is presented as a general analytical 
method for analysis of 3D mechanical assemblies. Probability density functions are 
derived for assembly position errors to analyse a general mechanical assembly, and 
separate probability functions are derived for the Key Characteristics (KCs) for 
assembly in Case Studies 1 and 2. The derived probability functions are validated 
by using the Monte Carlo simulation method based on the exact (fu"y non-linear) 
model. Results showed that the proposed probabilistic method of estimating 
tolerance accumulation in mechanical assemblies is very efficient and accurate 
when compared to the Monte Carlo simulation method, particularly if large variations 
at the tails of the distributions are considered. 
Separate control strategies have been implemented for each case study. Four 
methods are proposed to minimise assembly variations for Case Study 1, and one 
error minimisation method is suggested for assemblies of Case Study 2. Based on 
the developed methods to optimise assembly quality, the two case studies were 
investigated, and it was found that the proposed optimisation methods can 
significantly improve assembly quality. The developed optimisation methods do not 
require any special tooling (such as fixtures) and can easily be implemented in 
practice. 
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E9 Minkowski sum. 
e Minkowski subtraction. 
tM Maximum limit of tolerance. 
tL Least limit of tolerance. 
S Nominal geometry of solid part. 
Ml Model variable representing size deviations. 
M2 Model variable representing orientation deviations. 
ST Size tolerance. 
FT Form tolerance. 
dX, dY, dZ Position error in x, y, and z directions, respectively. 
dO Orientation error due to geometric tolerance measured in local 
coordinates. 
Maximum orientation error due to geometric tolerance. 
d8x , d8y, d8z Orientation error of a feature about x, y, and z axes due to geometric 
tolerance. 
dPk A vector representing position error of kth feature frame in assembly 
measured in global coordinates. 
dOk A vector representing orientation error of kth feature frame in 
assembly measured in global coordinates. 
Vp Covariance matrix of translation error vector dp. 
Vo Covariance matrix of rotational error vector dO. 
Tt Tolerance of ithcomponent. 
TASM Assembly tolerance. 
J.l. Mean. 
q Standard deviation. 




















Sensitivity of the assembly tolerance to variations in individual 
component dimensions. 
Correction factor. 
Nominal height of as component. 
Actual height of as component after considering manufacturing error. 
Nominal radius of the circle. 
Actual radius of a point on circular element after considering run-out 
variation. 
Actual value of axial run-out at a point on circular element. 
Actual value of radial run-out at a point on circular element. 
Randomly simulated value of axial run-out at a point on circular 
element. 
Randomly simulated value of radial run-out at a point on circular 
element. 
A transform matrix representing purely translation. 
Matrices representing individual rotations about the x, y and z 
axes, respectively. 
Transformation matrix representing relationship of a Coordinate 
frame with the reference frame. 
Rotation matrix representing the rotational component of a transform 
matrix T. 
Translation vector representing the translational components of a 
transformation matrix T. 
Rotation matrix representing the rotational component of a transform 
Ai representing assembly of nominal components. 




PAi Translation vector representing the translational component of a 
transform Ai representing assembly of nominal components. 
DT Variation transformation matrix. 
6R Differential matrix representing the rotational error component of 
variation transform matrix DT. 
dp Translation vector representing the translational error component of 
variation transform matrix DT. 
dTrans Differential transform for translation error. 
dRotx , dRoty, dRotz Differential transforms representing the angular orientation 
, 
PAi 
error about the x, y and z axes, respectively. 
Rotation matrix representing the rotational component of a transform 
Ai representing assembly of manufactured (non-nominal) 
components. 
Translation vector representing the translational component of a 
transform Ai representing assembly of manufactured (non-nominal) 
components. 
dpf, dpr , dp[ Position error of ith feature frame in assembly along x, y, and z 
directions, respectively measured in global coordinates. 
Idpfl Eccentricity error in assembly of 2D axi-symmetric components. 
efCC EccentriCity error in assembly of 3D axi-symmetric components. 
ef Mis-position error in the radial direction in the assembly of uniformly 
segmented circular component 
Probability density function of eccentricity error 
Cumulative distribution function of eccentricity error 
RMS assembly variation from the table axis 




Era Optimised table axis error for the ith component of the assembly 
eotaa Optimised table axis error for the whole assembly 
T rr Radial run-out tolerance. 
Tar Axial run-out tolerance. 
Ts Size tolerance. 
Tf Flatness tolerance. 
Ro Outer radius. 
Rt Inner radius. 
t Thickness. 
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
Mechanical assembly is the process of putting together parts to get a required final 
product. Assembly is different from other manufacturing processes because it is 
inherently integrative and requires coordination of many parts, tools, fixtures, 
packages, people, and companies. An assembly enables parts to perform functions 
by working together as a system, which otherwise were nothing but a collection of 
parts. The design and analysis of an assembly is very important for the manufacture 
of a product. Design is the first step in manufacturing, and it is where most of the 
important decisions are made that affect the quality and cost of the final product. 
The design practice not only focuses on the design aspect of a part but also on the 
producibility, including ease to manufacture a product or assembly. On the other 
hand, the analysis of assembly is carried out to check the achievability of assembly 
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requirements. During product assembly, a number of design requirements need to 
be satisfied to meet the requirements of the final assembly. 
For a mechanical assembly, accuracy is the key factor because it affects product 
quality and production yield. Manufacturing fluctuations result in small deviations in 
parts from their nominal geometry. These deviations propagate and accumUlate as 
parts are assembled and the final assembly quality depends upon the magnitudes 
of these deviations and the choice of assembly procedures. Effectively contrOlling 
the propagation of variations in the assembly process is one way to help achieve 
the desired assembly quality [1]. This research focuses on modelling and contrOlling 
variation propagations in mechanical assemblies, in particular of high-value low-
volume products. 
1.2 Motivation and Goals 
Most engineering products from pencil sharpeners to aircraft engines are 
assembled units. In all these assembled products, mechanical assembly plays an 
important role in the quality of final product. In manufacturing industry, assembly is 
one of the most important stages for product development that consumes about 
45% of production workload, and nearly 54% of cost [2, 3]. Product quality in 
mechanical assemblies is determined by the propagation of manufacturing 
variations as the structure is built. By looking closely at the problems affecting 
assembly quality and taking effective measures to avoid these problems, one can 
improve final product quality with a huge impact in reducing the cost and product 
development time. 
In high-value low-volume complex assemblies, it is desired to perform assembly 
analysis to calculate assembly variation propagations before putting parts together 
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in a real assembly. This will save assembly and dis-assembly time and cost, and will 
also enable the assembly engineer to take effective measures to control assembly 
variation propagations. Therefore, it is essential to have a quantitative design tool 
for specifying tolerances and estimation of tolerance stack-up in assembly. The 
tolerance analysis tools can also be used to evaluate the design of an existing 
assembly. The goal here is to present a robust method for calculating assembly 
variation propagations and to provide a statistical tool for performing tolerance 
analysis in order to estimate accumulations of variations in assembly parameters 
during each assembly stage. The assembly model should be capable enough to 
incorporate geometric variations in assembly components and assembly process 
and measurement errors. 
Rotating machines are commonly used in industries, including machining tools, 
industrial turbo-machinery, and aircraft engines. In high-precision complex products, 
such as aero-engines, there is a need to satisfy precisely the design variables that 
are critical to product quality and performance. These measurable design variables 
are termed as product Key Characteristics (KCs) [4, 5]. The focus of this thesis is on 
the assembly issue of rotating machines such as aero-engine assembly. Vibration is 
the main factor that affects the reliability of high-speed rotating machines [6]. In 
aircrafts, the vibration of the engine directly affects the flight stability and safety of 
an airplane. The aero-engine assembly can be divided into two separate sub-
assemblies, a sub-assembly of the rotating part called engine rotor and a sub-
assembly of the non-rotating structure called engine casing (as shown in Figure 
1-1). 
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~ C a S i n g g
Rotor 
Figure 1-1: Schenetic diagram of an aero-engine assembly. 
This thesis discusses the assembly issues of the two sub-assemblies (a rotating 
part and a non-rotating part of rotating machines). 
There are various factors causing rotor vibration such as; (1) mass imbalance, (2) 
geometric eccentricities caused during the assembly of rotor components (that 
results in internal bending of the rotor), (3) clearance in the bearings carrying the 
engine rotor. This research is only concerned with the assembly issues, therefore 
factors such as mass imbalance and the bearing clearance are out of the scope of 
this thesis. If during the assembly of a rotor, the geometric axis of the rotor 
constituted by assembling rotor stages is not built straight, this may result in the 
excessive vibration in the rotor. In such a case, the goal is to build the assembly in a 
manner such that the geometric axis of the rotor is maintained as straight as 
possible. Therefore, the assembly KC for an engine rotor can be extracted as to 
build the assembly as straight as possible between the two ends of the rotor. 
The casings of the aero-engines are large heavy circular structure made by casting . 
Recently, the replacement of these large heavy castings with fabricated structures 
consisting of small castings and sheet components [7] is introduced to provide 
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significant weight reductions. Therefore the assembly KC for fabricated non-rotating 
part of an aero-engine (engine casing) is to accommodate the engine rotor with 
uniformly precise clearance between the rotor and the casing. The goal of this 
thesis is also to carry out assembly analysis of two case studies to check the 
achievability of assembly KCs. This initially requires control strategies to minimise 
assembly variation propagations and a method to statistically analyse the 
effectiveness of the control strategies. 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
This thesis presents an integrated framework of modelling non-ideal parts, 
assemblies, assembly processes, and control strategies to minimise assembly 
variation propagation. The proposed framework can be employed for designing 
assemblies and assembly processes, and also can be used for analysis of 
assemblies and processes to ensure that the assembly of existing components 
meets the design requirements. 
Chapter 2 reviews past research work relevant to this thesis. Past work is presented 
for current practices in modelling non-ideal parts, modelling variation propagation in 
assemblies, statistical assembly variation analysis, and minimising and controlling 
variations in mechanical assemblies. 
Chapter 3 presents an overview of the research methodology adopted to undertake 
this research. 
Chapter 4 gives details of the proposed assembly variation propagation models 
along with background knowledge. Two variation propagation model are proposed: 
"Linear Model" and "Exact Model". Their detailed mathematical derivation is given 
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for both 20 and 3D assemblies. Based on the assembly models, two assembly case 
studies are presented to describe the process of error accumulation in 20 and 3D 
assemblies. 
Chapter 5 describes modelling for non-ideal manufactured components. This 
chapter is concerned with geometric variations in the parts used in the two 
assembly case studies considered, based on their tolerance specifications. 
Geometric modelling for component variations based on inspection data for 
assembly components used for Case Study 1 is also presented in this chapter. 
Chapter 6 gives details for probabilistic analysis for linear propagation of errors 
based on a linear model for calculating assembly variation propagation, as 
proposed in Chapter 4 of this thesis. The comparison of results for a probabilistic 
model for linear propagation of errors is presented together with a non-linear 
analysis using Monte Carlo simulation method. 
Chapter 7 presents control strategies for minimising assembly variation 
propagations. For Case Study 1 of an engine rotor, four optimisation techniques are 
proposed to minimise assembly variation propagations, whereas, for Case Study 2 
of an engine casing, one method is proposed to minimise assembly variation 
propagations. For both assembly case studies, the error minimisation methods are 
presented in both 20 and 3D assemblies. In this chapter, the results for Case Study 
1 are presented in 20 only, whereas, the results for Case Study 2 are presented in 
both 20 as well as 3D context. 
Chapter 8 deals with detailed results for straight-build assemblies in Case Study 1 
for 3D assemblies. This chapter also presents suggestions for incorporating 
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assembly process and measurement errors in the modelling of assembly variation 
propagations. 
Chapter 9 concludes with a discussion on the modelling and results presented 
together with the advantages and limitations of the work presented in the thesis. 
The chapter also provides suggestions for future work and further research. 
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Chapter 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
Assembly modelling and variation propagation control are the constituent part of the 
assembly design and both are very important for quality manufacture of mechanical 
products. This chapter thus provide a review of the literature in the area of assembly 
modelling; mainly focusing on the literature related modelling assembly variation 
propagation and assembly variation control. Initially. in Section 2.2. this chapter 
gives definition along with detailed description of a commonly used term in 
assembly design and modelling called "assembly feature". To familiarise the reader 
with assembly modelling. the requirement for assembly modelling and design are 
explained in Section 2.3. To model assembly variation, it is necessary to know the 
sources of assembly variations. Thus, sources of assembly variation in the light of 
literature reviewed are described in Section 2.4. 
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The initial requirement for modelling assembly variation is to model component 
variations and the current practices in modelling component variations are 
described in Section 2.5. Various approaches of assembly modelling are described 
in Section 2.6. Statistical methods for analysing assembly variation are referred in 
Section 2.7. A review of the current practices in minimising and controlling assembly 
variation is given in Section 2.8. A summary of the whole survey and the 
identification of the knowledge gaps can be found in Section 2.9. Finally, the aims 
and objectives of this research are explained in Section 2.10. 
2.2 Assembly Feature 
What "feature" means is quite different from different points of view. With respect to 
geometric modelling, in [81, "features are generic shapes with which the engineers 
associate certain properties or attributes and knowledge useful in reasoning about 
the producf'. Another definition of features in the context of object-oriented 
programming from [9] is: features are "objects that may contain method for 
manufacturing, analysis geometry creation, assembly; or pointers to geometry, 
geometric constraints, or inherited properties". Several other authors also 
differentiate between design or functional features, manufacturing features, and 
geometric features [10]. 
From assembly point of view, a feature is the elementary connection containing 
mating relations between the components [11]. Assembly features are divided into 
connection features and handling features [12]. Connection features represent 
connections between components and handling features represent handling 
information. Since connections between features play significant role in the 
assembly, therefore, the assembly features of connection type are considered in 
this thesis. The connection features are also known as mating features. 
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Mating features in assembly form the links that establish the desired state of 
constraint among adjacent parts, leading to the achievement of the assembly-level 
geometric relationships [13]. DeFazio at a/. [14] defined an assembly feature as 
"any geometry or non-geometric (mating relations) attribute of a discrete part whose 
presence or dimensions are relevant to the product's or part's function, 
manufacture, engineering analysis and use". They presented a feature-based 
design environment aimed at the design of assemblies of parts. 
2.3 Assembly Requirements 
Assembly is the activity in which all the upstream processes of design, engineering, 
manufacturing, and logistics are brought together to create an object that performs a 
function [15]. It has been found in the literature that design for assembly (DFA) at 
the early conceptual stage of design was implemented to make the assembly 
process easier, to reduce manufacturing costs, to reduce overheads, and to 
improve product quality [16-18]. During product development and the design stage, 
the main task is to develop a product that meets the requirements [9, 19]. These 
requirements come from many sources, which include [20]: 
• Customer and market demand (e.g. functions, appearance, price, etc.) 
• Government regulations demand (environmental friendliness, absence of 
toxicity, specific safety rules, etc.) 
• Company standards demand (use of particular design methods, materials, 
off-the-shelf parts, etc.) 
• Performance and quality requirements (reliability, durability, safety, fitness 
for use, etc.) 
In this thesis, the research is concerned with performance and quality requirements 
that are delivered by mechanical assemblies. The measurable design variables that 
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are critical to product quality and performance are termed as Key Characteristics 
(KCs) [4, 5]. KCs are designated to identify where excess variation will most 
significantly affect product quality, what product features and tolerances require 
special attention from manufacturing, and what assembly process/stages need 
special attention to control variation [21, 22]. A definition of a KC as given by [4]: 
"Key characteristics are the product, subassembly, part, and process features 
whose variation from nominal significantly impacts the final cost, performance 
(including the customer's perception of quality), or safety of a product. Special 
control should be applied to those KCs if the cost of variation justifies the cost of 
control." 
Key characteristic is called by different names. as Significant Characteristics, Key 
Product Characteristics, Functionally Important Topics, Engineering Characteristics, 
Critical-to-Function, and Critical-to-Quality [23-26]. The hierarchy of KCs is 
described at different levels of the product design and development stage by a tree 
diagram shown in Figure 2-1. 
Figure 2-1: KC flow.cJown [4, 23] 
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The tree structure given in Figure 2-1 is referred as KC flow-down. The KC f1ow-
down links customer requirements of the product to its component features. KC 
flow-downs allow for a decomposition of the product into essential features and 
processes, enabling traceability of cause and effect [5]. Product level KCs are 
identified at the highest level of the flow-down and are the product requirements that 
must be maintained to meet performance requirements and customer satisfaction 
[5]. Any number of levels can exist between the system level KCs and feature level 
KCs depending on the product complexity. 
Assembly level KCs refers to the requirements imposed on features and functions of 
the product [23). Assembly level KCs depend upon chain of manufactured parts that 
act together to form an assembly [27). Each manufactured part has associated KCs 
with them that are certain dimensions that part must meet in order to deliver 
assembly level KCs when put together [28,29]. The feature level KCs (key features) 
and the associated components and subassembly KCs can be identified by 
performing a tolerance analysis of a product assembly [30] . A feature-based 
tolerance analysis focus on key-feature tolerances, their relations during assembly, 
and the tolerance stack-up during assembly [31]. In order to perform assembly 
tolerance analysis, the part tolerances for all assembly components need to be 
described mathematically in order to be incorporated into the assembly model. 
Lee and Thronton [29] distinguished KCs of two types: Key Product Characteristics 
(KPC) and Key Control Characteristics (KCC), associated with product and 
manufacturing process respectively. Their definitions as given in [29] are as follows: 
A Key Product Characteristic is "a product characteristic for which reasonably 
anticipated variation could significantly affect the product's safety or compliance with 
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governmental standards or regulations, or is likely to significantly affect customer 
satisfaction with a product." 
A Key Control Characteristic is "a process parameter (such as temperature, line 
speed, pressure, and viscosity) for which variation must be controlled around some 
target value to ensure that variation in a Key Product Characteristic is maintained 
around its target value." 
Various methods are used to identify Key Characteristics. The two most common 
methods are the 'top-down' approach and the 'bottom-up' approach. The top-down 
deSign approach firstly formulates an overview of the system being designed, the 
system is then broken down to subsystem levels. Each subsystem is sometimes 
refined in many additional subsystem levels, until the entire specification is reduced 
to base elements [32]. The bottom-up approach is traditionally performed during 
existing production to identify and reduce variation in individual parts and 
processes. The bottom-up approach identifies individual processes and features 
that affect the quality of a part. This approach attempts to resolve variation problems 
at the feature level, as a result, the end quality of the product is expected to be 
improved [5]. Many organisations that are in production use this as a means to 
troubleshoot and address variation problems [33]. 
2.4 Sources of Assembly Variations 
There are four main sources of variation in a mechanical assembly: 
• individual component variations, 
• variations due to small kinematic adjustments, 
• fixture and assembly process variation, 
• variations due to measurement errors. 
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The first is the result of the natural variations in manufacturing processes, the 
second is a function of the first source of assembly variation (that is it depends on 
the input from the dimensional variation and geometric feature variation) and the 
last two may be encountered during the assembly of parts at each station. 
Individual component variations can be categorised as dimensional variation and 
geometric feature variation. The dimensional variation according to [34], are the 
variation of the individual part from its nominal dimensions, whereas, geometric 
feature variation are the variations in shape of the component features. Geometric 
feature variation refers to orientation, and location of the features of produced 
components. Such variations are inevitable due to fluctuations of machining 
conditions, such as tool wear, fixture errors, s e t ~ u p p errors, material property 
variations, temperature, and worker skills. 
Variations due to small kinematic adjustments refer to i n ~ p r o c e s s s adjustment of the 
assembly components due to f i t ~ u p p problems. The t w o ~ c o m p o n e n t t assembly shown 
in Figure 2 ~ 2 2 demonstrates the relationship between dimensional variations in an 
assembly and the small kinematic adjustments which occur at assembly time. In 
part 'a' of the figure, the assembly has three component dimensions that vary, two 
on the tapered groove and one on the cylinder, as shown. The variations in the 
dimensions A, R, and 9 from their nominal dimensions have an effect on the 
placement of cylinder from U1 (nominal position of the cylinder) to U2 (position of the 
cylinder when the variations are present). The difference between Ui and U2 is the 
kinematic adjustment of the assembly to variation in the components. In part 'b' of 
the figure, it can be seen that U is also dependant upon form variation of the 
groove's surface. 
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a) Kinematic adjustment due to dimensional 
variation 
b) Kinematic adjustments due to 
fonn variation 
Figure 2·2: Kinematic assembly variation [35] 
Fixture and assembly process variations are the variations caused by either error in 
location of a part by a fixture or error due to assembly process variation like 
variation due to heat effects during interference/shrink fits, welding etc. 
Variations due to measurement errors are the variation caused by inaccurate in-
process assembly measurement. During assembly, various in process 
measurements are carried to monitor the critical parameters of the product. The 
measurement data of one stage of the assembly is used to predict the error and 
make some in-process adjustments in the next stage. The amount of these 
measurement errors depends on the level of the accuracy of the individual 
measuring instrument. 
2.5 Modelling Component Variations 
Variations in parts and assemblies are unavoidable. These variations are the 
physical result of manufacturing processes. The parts and assemblies that are 
supposed to be identical, differ from each other in reality. In order to model 
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components variations, one must have clear understanding of Geometric 
Dimensioning and Tolerancing (GD&T) and tolerance specifications. 
Design standards [36, 37] have been established to describe tolerance 
specifications and define the rules used in GD&T. The purpose of GD&T is to 
describe the engineering intent of parts and assemblies. GO& T is a symbolic 
language used in engineering drawing and CAD models for explicitly describing 
nominal geometry and its allowable variation. Tolerance is defined as an 
undesirable, but permissible, variation from a basic dimension. The need for 
tolerances comes from the fact that it is neither practically possible nor economically 
advantageous to produce parts to exact dimensions. The dimensioning and 
tolerancing standards describe two types of tolerances: traditional plus/minus 
tolerances (also known as dimensional tolerances) that control the size of the part, 
and geometric tolerances that control form, orientation, location and run-out of a 
feature [381. Each type of dimensional and geometric variation has different 
significance in engineering [39J. The tolerance standards contain a classification of 
these variations. The classification of component variations based on different types 
of tolerances is given in Chapter 5 of this thesis. 
Modem geometric tolerances provide the foundation for creating mathematical 
models that are essential for the development of computational tools. The technique 
of representing component variations mathematically is also known as tolerance 
modelling, modelling component variations, or modelling variation along degrees of 
freedom of error [40-42]. Work in this area of describing part variations 
mathematically was initially done by Sutherland [43]. Sutherland used constraints 
between the coordinates of a part to constrain the error introduced into the system. 
He made use of constraints not to define complete geometry of part but as a design 
aid in the creation of a part. 
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The work in the area of describing part variations mathematically can be classified 
into the following categories: (1) offset method; (2) parametric space method; (3) 
algebraic methods; (4) vectorial tolerancing method; and, (5) homogeneous 
transformation matrix method. 
2.5.1 Offset Method 
The offset model proposed by Requicha and Voelcker [44, 45] is one of the earliest 
methods. Requicha introduced a mathematical technique for representation of part 
variations based on the tolerance zone approach. In his work [44], the issue of 
tolerance zone formation was discussed, and a method that uses an offset 
operation to generate tolerance zones was implemented. Requicha defined 
tolerance zone as a region that must lie within the maximal and minimal object 
boundaries obtained by offsetting the object by equal amount on each side of the 
nominal. An example of tolerance zone for geometric tolerance specification is 
illustrated in Figure 2-3 taken from [46]. Figure 2-3(a) illustrates a part with 
geometric tolerance specification. The shaded area in Figure 2-3(b) indicates the 
corresponding tolerance zone, as per specifications, within which the manufactured 
part should lie. In Figure 2-3(b) MMC refers to Maximum Material Condition, that 
limits the boundary of maximum variability of the part outside the nominal condition. 
Similarly, LMC refers to Least Material Condition that limits the boundary of 
maximum variability of the part inside the nominal condition. The parts with such 
boundaries are called maximum material part (MMP) or least material part (LMP) 
respectively. 
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Figure 2·3: (a) A part with geometric tolerance callouts, (b) An instance of the actual 
part that is acceptable as per specification provided In (a) [46]. 
Requicha [47] put forward a theory and proposed that with Minkowski sums the 
tolerance zones can be constructed to contain all the features of a variational part. 
Here the feature means geometric entities such as point, line of face and the 
variational part refers to a part with the allowable ranges of variations [48]. The 
Minkowski sum of two sets P and Q is defined as a set of pair-wise sums of points 
from P and Q [49], such that P ffi Q = (p + qlp E P, q E Q}. Therefore, the MMC and 
LMC of a solid part can be described by Minkowski sum as: 
MMC solid =SEetM , (2.1 ) 
LMC solid = SE>tL respectively, (2.2) 
where, S represents the nominal geometry of solid part, ffi represents Minkowski 
sum, tM is the maximum limit of tolerance, tL is the least limit of tolerance and (3 
represents Minkowski subtraction. The main deficiency of this theory is that the 
tolerance specification can only be applied onto surface features. For this reason, 
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the geometric tolerances applied to features such as axis cannot be represented by 
the offset method [50]. 
Etesami [50] by using a very similar approach to that of Requicha based on the 
concept of offset solids, proposed another theory for modelling geometric 
tolerances. Etesami suggested in his theory that the manufactured part model is 
composed of a boundary model for part surfaces, a model for axes and curves, and 
a datum model. In [50], the mathematical representation of the geometric tolerances 
is not compatible with assembly models based on homogeneous transforms. 
Ramaswami et al. [51, 52] have also used offset approach to evaluate form and run-
out tolerances, but their work does not express form and run-out variations in terms 
of translation and rotation error of the component. 
Jayaraman and Srinivasan [53, 54] state that Requicha theory is not adequate for 
describing allowable variations from the nominal, when the functional constrains are 
considered. They refined Requicha theory and proposed a tolerancing framework 
based on the virtual boundary requirement (VBR). Virtual boundary is a boundary of 
perfect form, established at a theoretically exact position that models the fit between 
two part surfaces in assembly. For a non-interference fit, one surface must lie 
entirely inside the virtual boundary, while the other surface must lie entirely outside. 
The virtual boundary also serves as the maximum material envelope for both 
surfaces. In virtual boundary, the individual tolerances of each component are 
derived from these virtual boundary requirements. Due to this reason the virtual 
boundary requirement is not an adequate representation of the part functional 
requirement, which require separate and individual tolerance specifications. 
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2.5.2 Parametric Space Model 
The theory of parameter spaces was one of the first concepts proposed to evaluate 
tolerances on geometric models. Hillyard and Braid [55, 56] discussed the possibility 
of using variable dimensions or parameters in a solid modeller to represent 
dimensional variation. They proposed a general theory which uses geometric 
constraints between coordinates of a part to constrain variations in the dimensions 
as specified by the tolerances. Lin et al. [57] extended and refined the above 
constraint-based variational-geometry approach from the standpoint of the user 
interface and computational efficiency. 
An example taken from [46] is presented in Figure 2-4 to describe the concept of 
parametric approach of tolerance modelling. Figure 2-4(a) shows a 20 part with 
variance feature A that is free to orient within the tolerance zone, and Figure 2-4(b) 
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Figure 2-4: (a) Variability of feature At (b) Errors in worst cases in parametric space 
models[46]. 
In Figure 2-4(a), model variables are introduced to parameterise the possible 
variations of the vertices of the edges in terms of position or orientation. In the 
example, model variables Ml and M2 represent size and orientation deviations, 
respectively. The model variations are defined as: 
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(2.3) 
and, 
-0.2 ~ ~M2 ~ ~ 0.2, respectively. (2.4) 
In the parametric approach, the part tolerances are expressed as variations to the 
parameters defining nominal geometry such as vertices in case of a rectangular 
component (as shown in Figure 2-4). Turner [58] suggests the introduction of 
additional vertices to break the edge of part into segments. 
Turner et al. [59, 601 improve the earlier model to a surface-based variational model 
in which the model variables are associated with the coefficients of the equations of 
each surface, and the vertex coordinates are computed from the intersection of 
surface equations. According to Pasupathy et al. [461, research in the domain of 
parametric modelling was not much suitable for form tolerance, because the 
parametric approach for form tolerances was limited to single tolerance control of a 
feature, such as size or position tolerance and can only be applied to polyhedral 
parts. 
2.5.3 Algebraic Methods 
In order to overcome the limitations of parametric models, Inui et a!. [61, 62] 
proposed an algebraic interpretation method of tolerances. Here the variational 
model for tolerances is developed using algebraic constraints. Mullins and Anderson 
[631 also proposed a method that translates the semantics of geometric tolerances 
into an algebraic form. Another major development in algebraic method was the 
research by Roy and Li [64, 65]. They proposed a similar approach and considered 
the resultant zones from multiple controls, such as size and form tolerances, on a 
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To demonstrate the concept of tolerance representation based on algebraic method, 
an example of 20 part (taken from [46]) is shown in Figure 2-5. The 20 part shown 
in Figure 2-5 is similar to one given in Figure 2-4. The feature F of the 20 part in 
Figure 2-5(a) has a simultaneous size and form tolerance (ST and FT) specification. 
The tolerance zone is obtained by offsetting the nominal feature F corresponding to 
ST specification as shown in Figure 2-5(b). An extreme instance of the resultant 
variation due to simultaneous effect of size and form tolerance is shown in Figure 
2-5(b). Here, dY is the position error in y direction and dO is the orientation error due 
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Figure 2·5: (a) Feature with simultaneous tolerances, (b) An extreme Instance of the 
resultant zones specified for feature F in (a) [46]. 
Here, the variational model for tolerances is developed using algebraic constraints. 
The algebraic constraints for variables dY and dO are defined by the inequalities: 
(2.5) 
-{STI2)-AF ~ d Y ~ S T I 2 , , (2.6) 
where, dOmax = sin -1 (FT -:- (A - Xmin)) and A is half the extent of feature F. 
The algebraic model given by Roy and Li [64, 65] is applied to extract the size, 
position and orientation error from given tolerance zones, but they consider the 
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The algebraic model given by Roy and Li [64, 65] is applied to extract the size, 
position and orientation error from given tolerance zones, but they consider the 
extent of feature variation to be the same as that considered in the parametric zone 
model (see Figure 2-4(b». The calculated extreme variations about the extent of a 
feature are neither accurate nor conservative, because the intersections extend 
beyond the boundary specified by the design intent. 
A form tolerance zone boundary and the extent of feature variation defined as 
above, for the studies conducted in the domain of parametric and algebraic models, 
contradict with the definition given in current design standards [36, 37]. According to 
design standards [36, 37], the extent of feature variation always lies within the 
tolerance zone limits and the boundary of form tolerance zone is obtained by 
offsetting the nominal feature. 
2.5.4 Vectorial Tolerancing Method 
Vectorial tolerancing is an alternative way for representing component tolerances. 
Vectorial tolerancing represents a chain of dimensions and tolerances as a link of 
vectors. Fortini [67] first introduced the concept of vector tolerancing. A 
comprehensive study of vector tolerancing applied to 20 assemblies was advanced 
by Bjorke [68]. The major development in vectorial method was done by Wirtz [69]. 
An overall perspective of the application of vectorial tolerancing is described in Wirtz 
[69). In [69], deviations between the nominal part and the actual part are 
represented by using the vectors characterising their relative orientation and 
location. Thus, the deviation vector between these vectors represents the tolerance. 
Vector models have been utilised extensively for both 20 and 3D assemblies by a 
group of researchers in Brigham Young University [34, 35, 70-73]. Their work 
showed that vector tolerancing methods can be applied to define individual parts 
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composed of different surfaces. Based on vectorial representation of part variations, 
they developed a vector loop method to calculate assembly variation propagations. 
2.5.5 Homogenous Transformation Matrix Method 
A mathematical representation of part variations using homogeneous transforms is 
a combination of the parameter space and offset solid modelling approach [74, 751. 
The work of representing part tolerances using homogeneous transforms was 
initially seen in the thesis of Bernstein [76]. The inspiration of representing part 
variations using transform matrices came from the field of robot manipulators [21, 
77]. Jastrzebski [7S] and Whitney et al. [74] present a tolerance representation 
approach using matrix transforms to obtain part variation information that is suitable 
for tolerance analysis of assembly. In [74], the first order partial derivative of 
analysed variations with respect to its component's nominal dimensions in terms of 
a transformation matrix was employed for tolerance analysis. 
Clement et al. [79] and Desrochers and Riviere [SO] also used homogenous 
transformation matrix to develop tolerance zones. In [SO] elementary surfaces were 
introduced and they were divided into seven types, called topologically and 
technologically related surfaces (TTRS). A homogeneous matrix transform 
represents six degrees of freedom (three translational degrees of freedom and three 






The method of representing part variation using homogeneous transform is also 
called as degrees of freedom (OOF) representation method. In this method, a small 
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variation torsor is defined as a 60 vector which contains three translational and 
three rotational values as under: 
(2.8) 
Another method called "T-Map" was proposed by [39, 81, 821 which was similar to 
the set of model variables used in the OOF-based model. Recently a research 
group from Zhejiang University [83, 841 has conducted a detailed study on 
representing part geometric variation of complex surfaces using matrix transforms. 
They described the way of determining tolerance zone boundaries based on ISO 
standards, and interpreted tolerance semantics using a set of algebraic equations. 
This method was called Variations along OOF (VDOF) direction. 
All homogeneous transforms methods are actually based on a tolerance zone 
defined in parametriC space. These methods can be completed by a set of 
inequalities defining the bounds of the tolerance zone for each OOF of error such 
as: 
-d¥min ~ d ¥ ¥ ~ d X m r x ' ' (2.9) 
-dYmin ~ d Y Y ~ d Y m a x , , (2.10) 
-dZmin ~ ~ dZ ~ ~ dZmax , (2.11) 
-(dBx )min ~ ~ dBx =:; (dBx)mrx , (2.12) 
-(dBY)min =:; dBy =:; (dBy)max , (2.13) 
-(dBz)min ~ d B z z =:;(dBz)mrx, (2.14) 
In all above cited literature, very little attention is given towards modelling variation 
(such as run-out variations) for aXi-symmetric components, and no work has been 
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found that describes a variational model for axi-symmetric components capable of 
expressing component variation along degrees of freedom of component variation. 
2.6 Assembly Modelling 
Assembly quality mainly depend upon the variation of the component parts that are 
fastened together to form assembly. Assembly models are based on predicting the 
effect of size shape and location on overall assembly variation [33]. Modelling 
variation in mechanical assemblies has been a subject of intense research and has 
received attention by a wide spectrum of researchers. The work can be summarised 
into three main categories: assembly variation modelling. tolerance design and 
tolerance analysis. 
2.6.1 Assembly Variation Propagation Modelling 
Variation propagation modelling is a method of calculating the accumUlation of 
tolerances in a mechanical assembly during individual assembly stages. It is the 
basic tool for statistical tolerance analYSis. Several models have been proposed to 
represent the variation propagation in assembly processes. The models developed 
in broad spectrum can be grouped into two categories. depending on whether the 
model considers the assembly of rigid parts or flexible/compliant parts. Compliant 
refers to non-rigid parts like sheet metals used in the assembly of automotive body 
parts. 
In the early stage of variation analysis research Veitschegger and Wu [85] 
performed calculations for the prediction of robot uncertainty. In their work they used 
the common method of 4 x 4 matrix transform [86] for the representation of relative 
locations of robot jOints. 
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In later research [781, Jastrzebski generalised the derivations of Veitschegger and 
Wu and applied those calculations to the case of assembly modelling. In the work 
[85], position and orientation are described by five degrees of freedom, whereas, 
Jastrzebski considered six degrees of freedom to fully define the transformation in 
space. Jastrzebski provided the basic calculation for variation propagation in 
assemblies without looking into any type of tolerance. Gilbert [87] and Whitney et al. 
[74] extended the work of [78] and included geometric feature variation using matrix 
transform for assemblies compatible with tolerance analysis based on a closed form 
algorithm. These authors used 4 x 4 homogeneous matrix transform for 
representation of tolerance and developed individual homogeneous matrix 
transform to represent part and process associated errors. 
Chase et al. [34] developed a vector loop-based assembly model for the analysis of 
tolerance stack-up in an assembly. They used vector assembly models based on 
20 and 3D vector loops which represented the dimensional chains. This method 
allowed an assembly to be described in terms of vector chains added tip-to-tail, with 
kinematic joints inserted to represent the degrees of freedom between mating parts. 
Small dimensional variations were applied to the vectors, to calculate error 
accumulation [35]. 
Mantripragada and Whitney [88, 89] used state transition models to predict variation 
propagations in mechanical assemblies. In state transition model, the propagation of 
variations is treated as the propagation of errors during transformations of Cartesian 
frames. Cartesian frames are attached to mating features on every part. There exist 
six degrees of freedom for dimensional transformations of frames or their small 
errors. The model assumes that parts are assembled by joining mating features to 
each other and the state of an assembly at any assembly station is described by a 
6 x 1 vector XCk). The vector XCk) describes the total deviation in the position 
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(dP:, dPk, dpE) and orientation (de:, del, deff) of a coordinate frame on a mating 
feature on the kth part along a KC chain, measured from its nominal or zero mean 
location, expressed in the coordinate frame of the part at the base of the chain. 
Mathematically, X(k) can be written as follows: 
dp; 
dpJ 
X(k)=[dPk ]= dP: dRk dOkx 
dO: 
dO: 
The state transition form given by [88, 89] for rigid assemblies is as follows: 




X(k + 1): 6 x 1 vector describing the total variation accumulated after the kth 
assembly station, defined with respect to the base coordinate frame 
for the KC chain. 
A(k): Identity matrix. 
F(k): 6 x 6 matrix that transforms the variation associated with the 
incoming part at the kth assembly station from part k's coordinate 
frame to the base coordinate frame of the KC chain. 
W(k): 6 x 1 vector describing the variation associated with the part being 
assembled at the kth assembly station, expressed in local part 
coordinates. 
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Mantripragada and Whitney [88, 89] also employed a state transition model to 
describe the propagation of variation in assembly of flexible parts and they refer to 
the flexible assemblies as Type-2 assemblies. In their work, the fixture is assumed 
to be perfect, implying they actually modelled the variation accumulation in 
assembly caused by part-fabrication imperfection. The work of Mantripragada and 
Whitney determines the in-process adjustments in Type-2 assemblies by the type of 
interface features between parts being assembled which are modelled as control 
inputs to the dynamic system. They also formulated a control problem to design 
these interfaces. 
Zha et a!. [90] proposed a knowledge-based expert system to support top-down 
design for assembled products. Their research involves the integration of artificial 
intelligence with the deSigner intelligence with the aim to increase productivity with 
improved quality. However, artificial intelligence in the manufacturing process 
industries requires advanced eqUipment for the assembly process which may result 
in considerably increased capital cost of the industry. The aim here is to propose 
cost effective methods to improve the quality of aero-engine assembly that does not 
require any additional tooling or equipment. Therefore artificial intelligence is not 
preferred. 
Zhou et al. [91] refined the state transition model equation given by [89] and 
introduced a new term of un-modelled system noise U(k). The state-transition 
model equation given by Zhou et a!. is given as: 
X(k + 1) = A(k)X(k) + F(k)W(k) + U(k). (2.17) 
Most of the above mentioned research work is focused on rigid assembly modelling 
at the conceptual stage of design, and are not fully compatible with all types of 
geometric tolerances (such as run-out tolerances). 
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Numerous studies have also been conducted in the area of variation analysis of 
flexible assembly. Flexible part models consider the possible deformation of the 
parts during the assembly process. Liu and Hu [92] proposed a model to analyse 
the effect of deformation and spring back on assembly variation by applying linear 
mechanics and statistics. Using finite element methods, they constructed a 
sensitivity matrix for compliant parts of complex shapes. The sensitivity matrix 
establishes the linear relationship between the incoming part deviation and the 
output assembly deviation. 
Ding et al. [931 used state-space models to calculate variation propagation in a 
multi-station assembly system of compliant (flexible) parts while considering part, 
process and tooling variations. The study focuses on controlling variation 
propagation stage-by-stage in assembly using fixture adjustment only applicable to 
compliant assemblies. Ding et al. [24, 94] extended their model to diagnose process 
variations in order to identify the root cause of an occurred fault. They developed a 
diagnostic algorithm based on the system model which receives the input data from 
a series of sensors installed to monitor in-process variation in the assembly. They 
also developed an optimal sensor distribution algorithm known as "saturated 
sensing" to measure all degrees of freedom of each part and monitor the process 
functionality. 
Hu et a!. [95] proposed a numerical simulation method for the assembly process 
incorporating compliant non-ideal parts to consider the interaction and interference 
between compliant parts due to part variation, assembly tooling variation, welding 
distortion, and spring-back effects. Their method combines elastic and contact 
analyses by using FEM code in a commercial software ANSYS. Hu et a!. [95] only 
considered four steps for the assembly process to analyse their effect on assembly 
variation, positioning, clamping, welding and releasing, 
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Camelio et al. [96-99] developed a methodology to evaluate the dimensional 
variation propagation in a multi-station compliant assembly system based on linear 
mechanics and a state-space representation. They analysed three sources of 
variation: part variation, fixture variation and welding-gun variation. They presented 
a methodology for modelling the impact of part and tooling variation on the 
dimensional quality on a multi-station assembly system with compliant sheet metal 
parts. This methodology states how variations propagate from different 
subassemblies to the final product. Camelio et al. [96] used a modified form of state 
transition method given by [91] for multistage machining process. 
Kong et al. [100] proposed a method to model both fixture and part variation in 
multi-station assembly model. In this method instead of using Monte Carlo 
simulation or another statistical method, they directly calculated the dimensional 
variation by using as inputs tolerance assigned to fixture locator and part fabrication. 
The work is actually an expansion of 20 Stream of Variation Analysis (SOVA) model 
to 3D by including "3-2-1" fixture locating scheme. 
Lee et a/. [101] proposed a method to integrate Finite Element Analysis (FEA) with 
three dimensional variation analysis of assembly to determine the effect of part 
variation and flexibility on the assembly's variation. The research presents a 
procedure for variation analysis of a complex assembly that integrates Datum Flow 
Chain analysis, a commercial three-dimensional variation analysis, and FEA. 
Huang and Kong [102] very recently proposed a rigid-compliant hybrid assembly 
model for stream of variation analysis. Rigid-compliant hybrid assembly modelling is 
an effort for providing an interface to rigid and compliant assembly models for 
variation analysis in compliant assembly. 
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Most of above mentioned literature use only linear model to calculate assembly 
variation propagation and also require mathematically intensive calculations. There 
is a need to develop a model that is more accurate and requires less mathematically 
intensive calculations. 
2.6.2 Tolerance Design 
Tolerance design is the assignment of tolerances based on process capabilities, 
cost, or performance requirements. This process is also known as tolerance 
synthesis or tolerance allocation [103}. In this, there is only one assembly tolerance 
condition and many unknown component tolerances that must be determined. It is 
performed early in the product development cycle, before any parts have been 
produced or tooling ordered. Tolerance allocation involves three tasks. First, 
deciding what tolerance limits to place on the critical clearances and fits for an 
assembly, based on performance requirements. Second, creating an assembly 
model to identify which dimensions contribute to the final assembly dimensions. 
Third, deciding how much of the assembly tolerance to assign to each of the 
contributing components in the assembly [71}. 
Most of the approaches that have been published in the field of tolerance design are 
based on the optimisation of the cost-tolerance function [104, 105]. These methods 
usually try to get optimal tolerance values while the tolerance types are assumed to 
be fixed [106]. Haugland [107] and Loosli [108] also performed research in this area. 
They applied the method of Lagrange multipliers and cost versus tolerance 
functions to allocate the specified assembly tolerance among the component 
dimensions to achieve the least cost. Chase et aJ. [109] extended the work of Loosli 
to find the least-cost set of tolerances and the least-cost process from a set of 
alternative processes for each dimension in the assembly. 
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The usage of these models in industry is very limited. One of the major reasons for 
this is that these methods usually try to take advantage of the superficial knowledge 
of processes, which is usually obtained from the machinist handbook or the 
company manual. As this research is focused on tolerance analysis, less attention is 
given to tolerance design for review in this thesis. The reader is referred to [110] for 
a more detailed review on tolerance design. 
2.6.3 Tolerance Analysis 
In an assembly there are critical dimensions (called assembly KCs) which must be 
control/ed within a specified range. Controlling the critical dimensions ensures that 
the assembly will function as intended by the designer [35]. The need to control the 
quality of production and to manufacture parts interchangeably led to the 
development of tolerance specifications. Tolerance specifications are the critical link 
between the designer and the manufacturer. Designers prefer tight tolerances to 
ensure that the part will fit in the assembly and perform its function. Manufacturers, 
on the other hand, prefer loose tolerances to lower the production cost and 
decrease the need for quality machine tools, and precision measurement machines 
[106, 111]. Tolerance analysis methods playa key role in bridging between the two. 
Tolerance analysis is carried out when the tolerances of individual parts are known 
and the designer intends to find out or allocate the dimensions for assembly. This 
involves: first, gathering data on the individual component variations; second, 
creating an assembly model to identify which dimensions contribute to the final 
assembly dimensions; third, applying the manufactured component variations to the 
model to predict the variations in assembly dimension [71]. Tolerance analysis is a 
method of predicting and analysing assembly variation due to tolerance of individual 
components and assembly operations [112]. Tolerance analysis verifies the proper 
functionality of a design while considering variations associated with the individual 
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parts in an assembly process. Tolerance analysis can be based on either 
deterministic method or statistical method for the analysis of one-, two-, or three-
dimensional design models [106]. Deterministic tolerance analysis can also be 
termed as variation propagation modelling, which is carried out for existing 
assemblies. However, statistical tolerance analysis uses suitable statistical methods 
for predicting assembly variability or tolerance. This section (Section 2.6) discusses 
the review of literature related variation propagation modelling, whereas, the review 
of literature related to statistical tolerance analysis is given in Section 2.7. 
2.7 Statistical Tolerance Analysis for Assemblies 
Statistical tolerance analysis provides a quantitative design tool for predicting the 
effects of manufacturing variation on performance and cost. For tolerance analysis 
the stack-up effects on the functional requirements are computed analytically by 
means of approximation methods (e.g., worst-case, statistical or Monte-Carlo 
simulation, etc.). Here, three common types of statistical tolerance analysis methods 
for mechanical assemblies are described, whereas the reader is referred to [113] for 
more detai/ed review in the field of statistical tolerance analysis. Three common 
types of statistical tolerance analysis methods are: 
• Worst Case; 
• Statistical Method; 
• Monte Carlo Simulation Method (MeS). 
2.7.1 Worst Case 
In worst case tolerance analysis, the analysis examines the assemblability of parts 
while considering the worst possible combination of individual tolerances. This 
results in un-necessarily tight part tolerances and hence high production cost. In the 
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early stages of tolerance analysis [114, 115] the most common worst case tolerance 
accumulation model was used, which are defined by equations given in [106]: 
N 
TASM = ~ T i i (one-dimensional assemblies) (2.18) 
N 
TASM = ~ q O f f/ OxilTi)( multi -dimensional assemblies) (2.19) 
where, TASM is assembly tolerance, Ti tolerance of individual component, N = 
number of assembly components, and af taxi is the sensitivity of the assembly 
tolerance to variations in individual component dimensions. 
The worst case model is no more used for tolerance analysis because the worst 
case model results in component tolerances which are tight and costly to produce. 
2.7.2 Statistical Methods 
Statistical tolerance analysis methods can be applied to geometric models of 
assemblies to predict the magnitude of variation in critical assembly features. The 
resulting statistical distributions may be used to estimate the percentage of rejects 
and to see if the assembly quality specifications will be met. In statistical tolerance 
analysis, each dimension of the assembly components is viewed as a random 
variable, which is distributed according to a specific probabilistic model. Specific 
probabilistic models are obtained from measured data if available, or empirical 
models [116]. 
Statistical tolerance analysis is more practical and economical way of looking at 
assembly and part tolerances. One objective of a statistical tolerance analysis is to 
determine the probability distribution of assembly response functions Y. Assembly 
response function is the measurable design characteristics of an assembly such as 
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assembly KC, which is the function of its constituent design variables (Xl,Xz, ... Xn) 
of individual parts or subassemblies making up the assembly (such as dimensions 
and tolerances). In statistical tolerance analysis, each dimension of the assembly 
components Xi is viewed as a random variable, which is described by an specific 
distribution. Specific distributions are obtained from measured data available for 
large number of manufactured components. The relationship between the value of n 
variables of constituent parts and the assembly response may be expressed as: 
(2.20) 
Any relation in any form can exist between assembly response and variables of 
constituent part (dimension or tolerance). Various statistical methods have been 
used for the estimation of magnitude of variation in critical assembly features and 
for predicting the effects of manufacturing variation on final assembly. The most 
common statistical method of tolerance accumulation used in early stage of 
tolerance analysis was the Root Sum Square (RSS) [67, 1171. RSS method takes 
into account statistically the low probability occurring in the worst case combination, 
assuming mean p and standard deviation (J of each component dimension are 
known and are normally distribution random variable N (p, (J2). Tolerances are 
commonly assumed to correspond to six standard deviations (±30") [72]. RSS can 
be defined by the following equations: 
T ASM = Jtr,2 (one-dimensional assemblies) (2.21) 
n 
TASM = ~ ( a f f /Ox)2T/ (multi -dimensional assemblies) (2.22) 
In a more general case, RSS for other than ±30" tolerance distributions can be 
calculated as [70]: 
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(2.23) 
where, z is the number of standard deviations desired for the specified assembly 
tolerance, zi is the expected standard deviations for each component tolerance, C, 
is a correction factor frequently added to account for any non-ideal conditions. 
A statistical tolerance accumulation model given by [34, 35] is given by the 
equation: 
(2.24) 
where, m is number of assembly variables which are critical to the design, n is 
number of contributing manufactured dimensions, toll is the tolerance of the /h 
manufactured dimension, TASMtis design specification for the ith assembly variable, 
and Ui and Sfj are elements of the sensitivity matrix of the assembly constraint.Later 
Greenwood and Chase [70, 118] pointed out that, in the application of the simple 
RSS analysis, the mean is shifted due to set-up error or drifts caused by tool wear. 
They proposed an estimated mean shift model to improve the approximation by 
simple RSS method, but still these RSS methods does not produce accurate 
results. The tolerance accumulated by estimated mean shift model is given by: 
(2.25) 
where, mi is the estimated mean shift factor, whose value range from 0 to 1. 
The above conventional statistical methods of tolerance analysis are inadequate, 
because these methods give results that are more optimistic. 
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Another statistical method known as tri-variate normal probability distribution 
method, introduced in [85] and used for variation analysis, is based on closed-form 
matrix transform solution. The tri-variate normal probability distribution method 
describes the variability of a system by a 3D differential vector of order 3 x 1. 
Veitschegger and Wu [85] worked in the domain of robot uncertainty prediction. 
Later this concept of a closed-form algorithm was applied to the case of mechanical 
assemblies in the work of Jastrzebski [78]. Jastrzebski's method deals with 
continuous statistical variables in three dimensions. Jastrzebski described assembly 
variation by tri-variate normal probability distribution functions while assuming all 
kinematic errors of the system are statistically independent normally-distributed 
random variables. The propagation of tolerances is statistically performed from part 
to part using a closed form error propagation algorithm. This method was used for 
the approximation of rotation and translation vectors of a system. Thus the tri-
variate normal density functions for differential translation vector and the differential 
rotation vector are given as: 
f(dp)- 11 1/2 exp{-O.5[(dP)'V;l(dP)]} 
(211")312 Vp I (2.26) 
(2.27) 
where, dp is translation vector, dO is rotation vector, Vp is 3 x 3 covariance matrix of 
dp translation vector, Ve is 3 x 3 covariance matrix of dO rotational vector. 
The above statistical method of tri-variate normal probability distribution for 
approximation of translation and rotation errors was also used by Whitney and his 
co-workers [21, 22, 27, 74] for analysing 3D variation propagation in mechanical 
assemblies. The tri-variate normal density functions (Equations (2.26) and (2.27» 
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give jOint distribution of translation (dX, dY,dZ) and rotation «(d8x ,d8y .d8z) errors of 
nth transformation frame in the assembly in three-dimensions. In order to calculate 
the distribution error in a particular degree of freedom (for example dX), double 
integral of Equations (2.26) is needed with respect to y and z that require extensive 
calculation and is not much accurate. Clearly, there is a need to take into 
consideration the probabilistic behaviour of the manufacturing processes that 
produce each feature, and the probability distributions of the resulting assembly 
response functions. 
2.7.3 Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) Method 
Traditional Monte Carlo Simulation is widely used in assembly tolerance analysis for 
assemblies which have linear or explicit non-linear assembly function, that is, each 
assembly variable must be expressed as a single algebraic function of the 
manufactured dimensions. The Monte Carlo simulation is very useful when the 
function of random variables given in Equation (2.20) is complicated in form and the 
derivation of the statistical moments of given function become challenging. 
The MCS method performs repeated assembly simulations based on randomly 
selected variables. First, the assembly functions are formulated relating the 
component dimenSions to the resultant assembly dimension. Second, the assembly 
variables are randomly generated based on the appropriate statistical distribution for 
each manufactured variable. Third, based on the statistical distribution of all 
contributing variables, the distribution of key assembly parameter is obtained. These 
values of statistical distribution are combined through the assembly function to 
determine a series of values of the assembly variable. This series is then used to 
find the distribution of assembly variation at each assembly stage, and percentage 
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of assemblies which fall outside the design specifications, or the assembly reject 
rate [119]. 
In MCS the sample size must be very large in order to achieve accurate predictions 
for high-quality levels with small non-conforming fractions. Due to the large sample 
sizes required, few years ago the solution was considered to be time consuming 
and computationally expensive [120]. However, due to advanced technology and 
the high computation speed of personal computers has made it possible to perform 
Monte Carlo simulation in an affordable time in some cases. 
2.8 Assembly Error Minimisation 
In order to improve the assembly quality it is necessary to control or minimise 
assembly variation during the assembly. Different error minimisation methods can 
be applied to different types of assemblies. But the method to control assembly 
variations must be economical and effective. The research in the area of assembly 
error minimisation has been given very limited attention in the past. The research in 
the area of minimising assembly variation is reviewed as follows: 
Ceglarek and Shi [121] developed a methodology for reducing dimensional and 
performing root cause analysis in automotive body assembly. Their methodology is 
based on diagnostic of fixture fault method, while assuming the automotive body 
parts as rigid, with single fault and single fixture. Subsequent efforts were made to 
improve the methodology developed in [121] with more general assumptions, such 
as multiple faults, compliant components, and multiple fixtures [122, 123]. Hu and 
Camelio [124] proposed a methodology to reduce dimensional variation in 
automotive assembly considering component variation due to deformation after 
assembly. Their methodology to reduce assembly variation applies correction in the 
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assembly use tooling adjustment technique based on in-line measurements. All 
above variation reduction methods were used to minimise dimensional variations 
only for the assembly of compliant parts. 
Mantripragada [88, 89] proposed a statistical control theory to minimise assembly 
errors. The control theory given in this work concentrates on designing the mating 
features that provide necessary freedom to make possible adjustments during 
assembly. The proposed control theory can only be applied at the conceptual 
design stage. Dantan et al. [125] suggested an idea of integrated tolerancing 
process that provides general methods and tools for reducing geometrical variations 
in assembled products. Forouraghi [126] focussed on allocating assembly 
tolerances to minimise total assembly cost. Zhang and Wang [127] developed an 
analytical model for optimal process sequence selection through planning the 
dimensions and tolerances for assembly tolerance allocation. None of these 
methods considered the geometric variations of assembly components in their 
models. 
Another approach of assembling two components based on measurement data of 
the components known as "selective assembly" is studied by various researchers 
[128-131]. Selective assembly can only be applied to high-volume assembly 
products, where mating components are measured and the measurement data 
collected. The measurement data is then divided into groups. The components are 
assembled together by randomly selecting components from the grouped data in 
order to meet the required specifications as closely as possible. The limitation of the 
selective assembly approach is that it can only be applied to assemblies in mass 
production or batch production. But for the assembly of low-volume customised 
products (such as aero-engines, large turbines) the selective assembly approach 
cannot be applied due to a very limited number of products. 
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Turner [132] and Li and Roy [133] formulated a mathematical programming 
approach to find the optimal configuration of parts using a relative positioning 
technique based on geometric positioning of mating features of the part and 
neighbouring parts. They consider the variation of existing components in the real 
world to find the optimal configuration of the two mating parts. However, this 
approach cannot be applied to assembly where the mating components are only 
allowed to change the relative angular orientation of the components and where the 
assembly process is manual. 
No work has been presented for assemblies of high-value low-volume customised 
product of rotating machines with mostly manual operations and considering form 
tolerances. 
2.9 Summary and Perceived Knowledge Gaps 
In this chapter, the literature has been reviewed in the area of modelling component 
variation, modelling assembly variation propagation, statistical tolerance analysis, 
and assembly error minimisation. For modelling component variation, homogeneous 
transform matrix (HTM) method is a robust method and is capable to capture the 
component variations along the three degrees of translation errors and the three 
degrees of rotation errors. HTM method is also compatible with most of the 
assembly variation propagation modelling approaches reviewed in the literature. For 
assembly variation modelling, most of the research is carried out at the conceptual 
stage of design and the models developed are not very accurate. Also, the reviewed 
methods do not incorporate geometric feature variations, assembly process 
variations, and the measurement error variations at the same time. In past mainly 
linear methods and a few non-linear methods have been developed. The linear 
methods are quicker and computationally simple, whereas non-linear methods are 
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computationally extensive and time consuming. Among existing linear methods, no 
method have been proposed that enable the design engineer to quantify major 
contributing factors in the assembly variation, whereas the existing non-linear 
methods are not very accurate. Hence, there is a need of assembly variation 
modelling methodes) that enable the design engineer to quantify major contributing 
factors and (or) are more accurate in calculating assembly variations with capability 
of incorporating geometric feature variations, assembly process variations, and the 
measurement errors. 
Tolerance analysis is performed in order to predict the effects of manufacturing 
variations present in each assembly component on final assembly variation. Various 
tolerance analysis methods have been reviewed in this chapter, which include; (i) 
worst-case rNC) criterion based on the arithmetic law (ii) root sum square (RSS) 
criterion based on the statistical model, (iii) tri-variate normal distribution approach, 
and, (iv) Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) method. 80th the WC and the RSS 
approaches are based on unrealistic assumptions and lie on the two extremes of 
the spectrum. These approaches do not yield accurate results, but can only be used 
for making a rough estimate of the assembly response. The tri-variate normal 
probability distribution approach is the method of approximation of translation and 
rotation errors in an assembly by a joint distribution function. In practice, assembly 
variations are described in a particular degree of freedom of variation, and a joint tri-
variate distribution function is not capable for calculating assembly variation in a 
required degree of freedom of variation. In order to calculate the distribution of error 
in a particular degree of freedom, double integral is required that require extensive 
calculation and is not much accurate. This limits the application of tri-variate joint 
distribution approach for tolerance analysis in various mechanical assemblies. 
Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) method is another way of performing tolerance 
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analysis that requires randomisation of part dimensions. MeS is based on randomly 
generating variables defining component parts and calculating the manufacturing 
variations in the resulting assembly. By repeating this procedure the statistical 
properties and distribution of the manufactured assembly can be determined. The 
accuracy of MCS depends upon the number of repeated simulations performed. 
However, to achieve accurate predictions, the large number of simulations can be 
time consuming and computationally expensive, therefore, analytical methods 
preferable over MCS. In the literature, no analytical method has been reported that 
provide more realistic assembly variation analysis efficiently to calculate the 
assembly variability in a particular degree of freedom. 
In high value product assembly of high speed rotating machines, high precision is 
needed during assembly in order to achieve precise assembly key characteristics. 
Variation propagation control methods can be used to improve assembly quality to 
achieve precise assembly key characteristics. Very limited attention has been given 
in the literature on variation propagation control or assembly optimisation methods. 
Most of the assembly optimisation methods are focused on assembly of prismatic 
components. No research has been found in past that focus on error minimisation in 
assembly of rotating and non-rotating structures (engine rotor and engine casings) 
of rotating machines. This requires an effective and economical method to minimise 
error propagation in high speed rotating machines. 
2.10 Aims and Objectives 
The overall aims of the project are to improve understanding of error build-up and 
variation propagation in mechanical assemblies, especially aero-engines rotors and 
casings, and to provide means for reducing assembly variations. The measurable 
objectives are to derive generic mathematical models and implement computer 
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simulations for complex mechanical assemblies, to develop algorithms for the 
determination of variation in a final assembly, and to investigate control strategies 
for in-process adjustments in mechanical assemblies. The objectives of this study 
are: 
• Develop models to calculate variation build-up in mechanical assemblies (in 
general) more accurately and/or that is capable to quantify major 
contributing factors in the assembly variation. 
• Formulate a method to incorporate the effect of form variation/tolerances in 
terms of translation and rotation for variation build-up in the rotor and casing 
assembly of high speed rotating machines. 
• Adapt statistical methods to model variation associated with individual parts 
and to analyse their effects on final assembly variation of high speed rotating 
machines. 
• Propose assembly error minimisation method for assembling axi-symmetric 
components and uniformly segmented circular components. 
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Chapter 3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
The literature review presented in Chapter 2 predominantly revealed that the field of 
modelling and contrOlling variation propagation in mechanical assemblies has been 
given very less attention in the past. No assembly variation propagation model has been 
reported in past that produce exact results for calculating assembly variation 
propagation and is capable of incorporating geometric feature variations, assembly 
process variations, and the measurement errors. In past mainly linear methods and 
a few non-linear methods have been developed. The linear methods are quicker 
and computationally efficient, whereas non-linear methods are computationally 
extensive and time consuming. Among existing linear methods, no method have 
been proposed that enable the design engineer to quantify major contributing 
factors in the assembly variation, whereas the existing non-linear methods are not 
very accurate. On the other hand, for controlling assembly variations, very limited 
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research is conducted so far and no any research is reported that focus on 
contrOlling variation propagation in the assembly of rotating and non-rotating 
structure of high speed rotating machines. 
This thesis is targeted towards the modelling variation propagations in mechanical 
assemblies in general to produce accurate results and to enable the design engineer 
to quantify major contributing factors in the assembly variation, develop method to 
perform statistical tolerance analysis, and to control variation propagation in the 
assembly of rotating and non-rotating structure of high speed rotating machines. 
Two methods are developed to model assembly variation propagation, namely 
Linear Method and Exact Method. The linear method is developed to precisely 
approximate assembly variation propagation (providing quick decision making 
during statistical tolerance analysis) and to enable the design engineer to quantify 
major contributing factors in the assembly variation. On the other hand, exact 
method is developed to calculate exact solution for assembly variation propagations 
and to provide a performance benchmark to verify the accuracy/performance of the 
simplified (linear) model. Another advantage of the exact model is that the exact 
model is capable enough to incorporate for assembly process variations and 
measurement error in assembly variation analysis. 
The proposed assembly models (linear and exact) can be used to analyse existing 
assemblies or the assemblies at conceptual stage of design. In the later case, 
statistical tolerance analYSis is performed in order to predict the effects of 
manufacturing variations present in each assembly component on final assembly 
variation. For the linear model, it is possible to derive analytical expressions for the 
probability density function (pdf) of assembly errors, however for the exact model 
the statistical tolerance analysis can only be performed by Monte Carlo Simulation 
method. This highlights the competency of the linear model over the exact model, 
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because the statistical tolerance analysis performed by analytical expressions of the 
pdf is much more efficient than the analysis based on the Monte Carlo simulation 
method that require a very large number of repeated simulations for better 
prediction. The details are shown in Chapter 7. 
The research survey presented in Chapter 2 highlighted knowledge gaps into clearly 
defined research objectives. In order to achieve the research objectives, this chapter 
presents an overview of the research methodology adopted in the study. This study 
is concentrated on the assembly of rigid mechanical components, whereas the 
possible scope of the proposed methods and models is expected to be much 
broader. It may also be applied to the assembly of non-rigid components with some 
modifications. 
This chapter provides step-by-step methodology of modelling and controlling 
variation propagation in assemblies. Each section of this chapter is referring to the 
relevant chapters of the thesis where a more detailed description is provided. Two 
assembly case studies of high-value low volume products have been focused 
throughout the thesis for modelling and controlling assembly variation propagations. 
The first case study is an example of a rotating part (rotor) from high-speed rotating 
machines, whereas the second case study is a non-rotating part (stator) of a high-
speed rotating machine. The second case study is the assembly example taken 
from[7,134]. 
An overview of the research methodology for calculating and controlling variation 
propagations in mechanical assemblies is given in next section. 
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3.2 Research Methodology/Research Approach 
This research focuses on calculating and controlling variation propagations in 
mechanical assemblies. The research methodology adopted for calculating and 
controlling assembly variation propagations comprises four main steps: (i) a 
complete description of component variations; (ii) transforming component 
variations into variations along degrees of freedom (VDOF) for each component; (iii) 
calculating assembly variation propagations and, (iv) controlling or minimising 
assembly variation propagations. These steps are described by the flow chart given 
in Figure 3-1. 
( Step 1: Identification of assembly component variations J 
Component Component 
variations from variations 
real measurement OR described by 
data obtained their tolerance 
during inspection zone limits 
~ ~
Step 2: Transforming component variations into variations along 
degrees of freedom for each component 
;r ( Step 3: Calculating variation propagations in the J assembly 
< )-( Step 4: Minimising assembly variation propagations I J Assembly optimisation 
Figure 3·1: Flow chart of methodology 
3.2.1 Step 1: Describing Assembly Components Variations 
The first step of calculating and controlling assembly variation requires the 
knowledge of components variation and identifying key component variations. If the 
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component variations are known then the variations accumulated after assembling 
these components can be calculated using a suitable mathematical model. In a 
manufactured component different types of variation are present such as size (or 
dimensional), geometrical, form, etc. The assembly variations not only depend on 
the dimensional variations of individual components, but geometric variations also 
playa major role in assembly variation propagations. For the purpose of modelling, 
only those variations are of interest that are critical to assembly variation 
propagation. These variations are called key component variations and they depend 
upon the shape, type (rigid/non-rigid) and role of the component part in the 
assembly. As discussed earlier in Section 3.1, two assembly case studies of rotating 
part and non-rotating part of high speed rotating machines are studied in this thesis, 
therefore variations related components of the two case studies are only discussed 
throughout this thesis. In real assemblies the component variations can be 
measured during part or product inspection and assembly variation propagations 
can be calculated using real measurement data. For example in Case Study 1, 
rotating parts of a rotor are axi-symmetric in shape, and the industries assembling 
high-value rotating machines, measure the component to check for run-out [135] in 
axial and radial direction of the mating features from their nominal configuration (see 
Figure 3-2). The challenge here is to characterise variations present in the axi-
symmetric component with respect to its axis of rotation. The task of characterising 
run-out variations in axi-symmetric component for the purpose of modelling 
assembly variations has not been carried in the past, but is described next. 
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of radial run-out 
Figure 3-2: (a) A cylindrical component with its nominal shape and after containing 
manufacturing variations; (b) Measurement of axial and radial run-out for a cylindrical 
component (20 view). 
In Figure 3-2(a) a cylindrical component is shown with nominal height Hand 
nominal diameter D, whereas, due to manufacturing variations the cylindrical 
component contains variation that cause a top-surface feature to be mis-positioned 
and mis-oriented. Figure 3-2 (b) illustrates how to assess the amount of variations 
present in manufactured component by measuring the component for axial and 
radial run-outs. Several pOints can be measured to check the run-out variation at 
each mating feature of the axi-symmetric component. Mathematically. axial and 
radial run-out can be defined in polar coordinate system as a function of angle of 
measurement (J by the following equation: 
r( 8) = R + r,,,n-oUl (3.1 ) 
z( 8) = H + anU1-olll (3.2) 
where, r is the actual radius of a point, R is the nominal radius of the circle feature, 
and rrun-out is the measured value of radial run-out with respect to ground 
reference. Likewise, z is the actual height of a point, H is the nominal height and 
a run-out is the measured value of axial run-out at that point. 
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On the other hand, for those assemblies which are at the conceptual stage of 
design, the component variations are described by design tolerances for the 
nominal dimensions and geometric variations at the mating feature of each 
component. In such a case, part variations are modelled based on dimensional and 
geometric tolerance specifications. This is described in the following section. 
3.2.2 Step 2: Transforming Component Variations Into Variations 
along Degrees of Freedom 
For the purpose of assembly modelling, it is necessary to mathematically describe 
the geometric variations of each component, using a suitable algorithm that is 
compatible with the assembly variation propagation model. In this thesis the models 
used for calculating assembly variation propagation are based on the homogeneous 
transform matrix (HTM). Using HTM. component variations can be described in 
terms of three degrees of freedom of translation error (dX, dY, dZ) and three degrees 
of freedom of rotation error (dBx• dBy. dBz ). Therefore, components variations 
described by real measurement data or described in terms of design tolerances 
must be transformed into variations along degrees of freedom of components error 
(dX, dY, dZ. dBx • dBy, dBz ). The aim of converting form tolerance into location and 
orientation tolerance in this research is to represent allowable variation or design 
intent in a format compatible with the model for calculating variation propagation in 
an assembly. The review of literature in Chapter 2 has shown that no research has 
been carried out that transform geometric variation of ax i-symmetric components 
and uniformly segmented components into variations along degrees of freedom. A 
novel approach has been adopted to represent variations of ax i-symmetric and 
uniformly segmented components (used in assembly Case Study 1 and 2 
respectively) into variations along degrees of freedom (As detailed in Chapter 5). 
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For example, in the case of ax i-symmetric component, if the axial and radial run-out 
data is obtained from the measurements, the data can be evaluated to find the 
location and orientation error of the actual feature with reference to the 
corresponding nominal form. The axial run-out and radial run-out is evaluated 
separately using suitable best-fit algorithms, as discussed in Chapter 5 and 
Appendix. The radial run-out data is examined to find the location error of the actual 
mating feature in the direction perpendicular to a datum axis, whereas, the axial run-
out data is analysed to evaluate the relative orientation error of actual feature with 
reference to the nominal feature and the location error in direction along the datum 
axis. 
If the variations are described by design tolerances, the components variations are 
described by variational constraints based on design tolerances. Variational 
constraints are the algebraic relations describing the effect of individual tolerance in 
terms of the resulting translation or rotation error of the corresponding mating 
feature. Chapter 5 details the variational constraints relations for component 
variations based on geometric and dimensional tolerances. 
3.2.3 Step 3: Modelling Assembly Variation Propagations 
In order to increase assembly quality it is necessary to know variation propagations 
in the assembly stage-by-stage. To study and analyse assembly related problems it 
is essential to develop an appropriate assembly model which enables the 
representation of an assembly and its components mathematically and to calculate 
errors accumulated during the assembly. Variation propagation methods are widely 
used in manufacturing to calculate assembly variation and for tolerance analysis. 
This thesis presents two novel variation propagation methods based on simple 
homogeneous matrix transforms, namely a linear method and an Exact method. 
The linear model is based on first order perturbation analysis of transformation 
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matrices and is useful for characterising contributing factors in assembly variations. 
On the other hand, the exact model uses fully non-linear approach providing exact 
calculation for assembly variation propagations and is capable to accommodate for 
assembly process and in-process measurement errors, for calculation of error build-
up in an assembly. The details of both variation propagation models can be found in 
Chapter 4. This chapter only provides the general concept and methodology for 
calculating assembly variation propagations. 
In the proposed variation propagation methods, the components parts are located 
with respect to each other by transform matrix. A transform relates each feature's 
location on the part to the part's central coordinate frame. The model assumes that 
parts are assembled by joining "mating features" to each other [136]. To represent 
assembly and components Cartesian frames are attached to the mating features 
and all transformations relate to these frames. The propagation of variation is 
treated as propagation of errors during transformations of Cartesian frames. The 
step-by-step methodology of proposed variation propagation models is given in 
Figure 3-3. 
Initially, for preliminary analysis, the proposed variation propagation models (linear 
and exact model) are designed to calculate the assembly variation propagations 
while considering components' variation only for 20 and 3D assemblies. No matter 
the models (linear and exact model) whether applied to 20 or 3D assemblies, the 
general method for calculating assembly variation propagations is described in 
Figure 3-3. 
Figure 3-3 shows that the first step towards calculating assembly variation is to 
describe the nominal dimensions and variation of each assembly component using 
nominal and differential matrix transforms, respectively. Once the nominal and 
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differential transforms are defined, the actual component containing manufacturing 
variations is defined using a combination transform by multiplying the nominal 
transform with the corresponding differential transform. The assembly can now be 
represented in two ways: nominal assembly, and actual assembly. The nominally 
assembly is represented by multiplying the nominal transform of N components as a 
chain of matrix transforms. As parts are added to the assembly, the actual location 
of the last part in the assembly is calculated by multiplying together all combination 
transform. The accumulation of error during the assembly is obtained by calculating 
the difference between the chain of transforms for the actual and nominal 
assemblies. 
I Component Variations Nominal dimensions 
J of comoonent 
Describing component 
variations using Nominal dimensions 
differential transform described using 
nominal transforms I Multiplying together nominal I ! and differential transform I Chaining together I 
nominal transforms 
Chaining together I 
combined transforms 
Calculating assembly errors by 
4 subtracting the chain of .-
nominal transforms from the 
chain of varied transforms 
Figure 3-3: A diagram representing various steps involved in calculating assembly 
variation propagations while considering component variations only. 
In order to account for assembly process variations and measurement errors in 
assembly variation analysis, this thesis presents the extension for the exact (non-
linear) model to account for measurement and process errors in calculating 
assembly variation propagations. 
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Figure 3-4 describes the method of incorporating measurement and process errors 
in the exact model. It shows that manufacturing variations of components and 
measurement errors are described by separate differential transform and the net 
components variations are described by post-multiplying measurement error 
differential transform with differential transform for manufacturing variations in each 
component. The nominal transform representing the nominal dimensions of a 
component is multiplied with a net differential transform to get the net dimensions of 
each component. Assembly process error are incorporated by pre-multiplying a 
transform representing assembly process errors with a transform representing net 
dimensions of each component. The actual assembly can thus be described by 
chaining together these combined transforms. Finally, the accumulation of error 
during the assembly is obtained by calculating the difference between the chain of 
transforms for actual assembly and the nominal assembly. 
I Assembly process I I Measurement I I Component I r Nominal dimensions J 
error error variations of component 
• t ~ ~ . I Describing assembly I 
process errors using l Describing component ~ ~ Nominal dimensions 
differential transforms variations using differential described using nominal transform transforms 
Describing measurement 
noise using differential 
transform 
r 
Combining together nominal 
transforms with transforms 
representing component 
variation and measurement 
noise 
Multiplying the differential .1 
transforms for process error with 
combined transforms 
~ ~
Chaining together all above 
transforms for all components 
~ ~ Chaining together all 
Calculating error accumulation nominal transforms 
by difference between the 
nominal transforms chain and 
actual transforms chain 
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Figure 3-4: Schematic representation of various steps Involved In calculating 
assembly variation propagations while considering part, process, and measurement 
errors. 
3.2.4 Step 4: Controlling Assembly Variation Propagations 
To reduce the chance of assembly failure, it is essential to optimise assembly errors 
during each assembly stage. Optimisations are used in many fields of engineering 
to minimise or maximise a function critical to the problem being solved [137, 138]. 
As discussed in Section 3.1, two assembly case studies are been focused upon in 
this research for controlling assembly variation propagations. The control strategy 
for minimising assembly variation propagations can be different for different types of 
assemblies, however, the model to calculate assembly variation propagations can 
be general (applied to all types of assemblies). Therefore different control strategies 
(assembly optimisation methods) are proposed for the case studies of rotating part 
and non-rotating part of high speed rotating machines, and these are discussed in 
Chapter 7 of this thesis. 
In industries assembling rotating part of high-speed rotating machines, such as 
aero-engine assembly, the parts are assembled while precisely aligning the centres 
of ax i-symmetric components [139]. A rotary table mounted on a rigid rack is used 
to assemble parts and align them during the assembly [140]. Four methods have 
been proposed for Case Study 1 to minimise variation propagation during the 
assembly of ax i-symmetric components. The proposed error minimisation methods 
use the axi-symmetric property of the rotationally-symmetric components, by which 
the component can be assembled by selecting the best angular orientation during 
the assembly that gives minimum value of geometriC eccentricity (concentricity 
error) between the centres of the components. 
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In Case Study 2, the components are uniformly segmented circular components 
with nominally identical shape. One optimisation method is proposed for Case Study 
2 to minimise assembly variation propagation. The proposed method utilises the 
property of identical shape for each uniformly segmented components to minimise 
assembly variation propagations. Using identical shape (nominally) property, each 
uniformly segmented circular component can be joined in the assembly at different 
mating sequence. Therefore an optimisation method have been proposed that uses 
combinatorial approach to find the best mating sequence of all assembly 
components to get minimum overall assembly variation in radial direction. 
3.3 Statistical Analysis 
This thesis also presents statistical tolerance analysis of Mechanical assemblies. 
Probabilistic model for assembly variability analysis is developed to perform 
tolerance analysis based on the linear model. Analytical expressions are determined 
for the probability density function (pdf) of the position error (along x, y and z 
direction) for the final component in the assembly based on the manufacturing 
variations of individual component. Analytical expressions for the pdf are also 
determined for the Key Characteristics of rotor assembly and casing assembly. For 
the purposes of validation, comparisons of the derived pdf expressions are made 
against Monte Carlo simulations. However, in order to perform statistical analysis of 
assembly variation propagation and evaluate the effect of the proposed optimisation 
techniques in controlling assembly variation propagations, Monte Carlo simulations 
are performed. In the Monte Carlo simulation method, the component variations are 
generated as normally distributed random variables. Further simulations are also 
performed to analyse the effect of process variation and measurement error on 
assembly straight-build. The purpose of developing probabilistic model is to propose 
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an efficient method of estimating assembly variation propagations using analytical 
method of expressing assembly variations using (pdfs). However, for fully non-linear 
model it is very difficult to derive pdf expressions for assembly variations, therefore, 
Monte Carlo Simulation method have been adopted to perform tolerance analysis 
base on exact solutions. The details of the probabilistic model and the Monte Carlo 
simUlation method are given in Chapter 6. 
3.4 Summary 
This chapter has discussed the different steps involved in calculating and controlling 
assembly variation propagations. The research methodology has been explained to 
address the issues discussed with the current knowledge gaps given in the literature 
review. 
The chapter has given a step-by-step methodology for calculating and controlling 
assembly variation propagations, with the basic concept and ideas behind each 
step. Various steps of research methodology are described, and how the steps fit 
together to provide a design tool to the assembly engineer in order to improve the 
assembly quality of rotating and non-rotating structures of high-speed rotating 
machines. 
Methodology of two assembly models (linear and exact) has been presented and 
the basic idea, concept and the reason of developing two variation propagation 
models is briefly described. A general concept of assembly optimisation 
methodology for minimising assembly errors in the case studies of rotating and non-
rotating part of high speed rotating machines have also been described. Finally the 
methodologies of performing statistical tolerance analysis based on the linear and 
the fully non-linear method have been described. 
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Chapter 4 VARIATION PROPAGATION MODELS 
4.1 Introduction 
Controlling variation propagation requires that the propagation of assembly variation 
be predicted before assembly takes place. Variation propagation methods are used 
to predict the error build-up in assembly as the components are assembled 
together. Once the variation propagations are known for given assembly 
components and process parameters, control methods can be applied to the 
assembly process for a given product. One of the aims of this research is to present 
methods that can predict assembly variation propagation accurately. 
The assembly models used in this study are derived from connective assembly 
models [20). In a connective assembly model [20], matrix transforms are used to 
describe the spatial relationship between different components. This method of 
modelling was first used by Denavit and Hartenberg [77], who applied matrix 
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transforms to represent kinematic linkages. Using matrix transforms one can 
capture mathematically the physical way that components are located with respect 
to each other. The method of representing components and assemblies using 
matrix transforms has been used by various researchers in the past [74, 89). 
Whitney [20] used the approach to represent mechanical assemblies as well as to 
model variation propagations, and refers to this method as a connective model. 
The current study uses the same approach but with some modifications. Two 
methods to model assembly variations are presented. These methods are referred 
to as the Exact Method and the Linear Method. This chapter discuss the details of 
these methods, and describes how the two methods differ. The Exact Method 
calculates assembly variation using fully non-linear transformation matrices to 
obtain the exact solution, whereas the Linear Method uses a first order perturbation 
analysis to approximate the transformations relating to the overall dimensions of the 
assembly. The Linear Method is developed to enable a design engineer to 
characterise major contributing factors in assembly variation propagation, which 
otherwise cannot be identified in the exact method. A fully non-linear model is also 
proposed to obtain exact results for the assembly variations. Another advantage of 
the non-linear model is that it is capable of incorporating the effect of assembly 
optimisation, assembly process error, and measurement error for calculating exact 
amount of errors accumulated during assembly. The Linear Method also aids the 
development of a probabilistic approach to analyse assembly variations (see 
Chapter 6). The probabilistic approach aims to predict variability within the assembly 
by assuming that the component variations have a known statistical distribution. 
Initially, Section 4.2 describes the matrix transform and its types, with Section 4.2.1 
describing how to represent the nominal location of components in space using 
matrix transforms. Section 4.2.2 describes the physical interpretation of matrix 
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transforms, and Section 4.2.3 demonstrates how to include variations in the location 
of components using transformation matrices. 
Section 4.3 introduces the theory of connective models. Section 4.4 describes the 
basic assumptions for modelling assembly variations, with Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.3 
referring to the mathematics involved in the Exact and Linear methods for 3D 
assemblies. Assembly models (Exact and Linear) for 2D assembly are presented in 
Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3. Numerical results obtained using the Exact and Linear 
methods are given in Section 4.5 and two case studies are analysed to compare 
results produced by the different methods. Finally, a summary of the chapter along 
with conclusions based on the results presented in Section 4.5 are given in Section 
4.6. 
4.2 Matrix Transforms 
Matrix transformations are used here to describe the movement (translation and 
rotation) of a coordinate frame in space. In mathematics, the spatial transformation 
of a coordinate frame is described by a transformation matrix. If a coordinate frame 
is attached to any surface or object then the movement (translation and rotation) of 
that object in space can be described by the movement of the coordinate frame 
attached to that surface using matrix transformations. These transforms are used to 
locate (i.e. position and orient) components and mating features 1 on components. 
Once the transforms are established, the assembly can be analysed by chaining 
together the transforms representing individual components and the transformation 
representing the relationships between mating components. 
1 Mating features also called as assembly features are the places on a part where two 
components join during their assembly. 
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Here, matrix transforms are categorised as being nominal transforms and variation 
transforms. The matrix transforms representing the ideal situation of any feature or 
component is termed the nominal transform, whilst a transform that represents the 
variation with respect to the nominal configuration is called the variation transform 
[20]. 
4.2.1 Nominal Transforms 
A matrix transform expresses the spatial relationship of one entire coordinate frame 
(not simply a pOint) in terms of another coordinate frame. A matrix transform can be 
written mathematically as: 
. [R T= Or (4.1) 
In 3D space, a transform matrix represents translation and rotation about the x, y 
and z axes. Therefore, the transform matrix T (in Equation (4.1» contains a 
rotational component represented by a 3 x 3 rotation matrix R, a 3 x 1 translation 
vector p, and a 3 x 1 null vector O. The superscript T represents the transpose of a 
vector. Here, all vectors are assumed to be column vectors, so the transpose of a 
column vector is a row vector. 
For three-dimensional space, a schematic layout representing the function of a 
matrix transform is given in Figure 4-1. The vector p represents the translation of an 
object from location 1 to location 2, and is expressed in the coordinates of the 
original coordinate frame 1. The rotation of the object about the x, y and z axes is 
represented by R and is expressed by the direction cosines of frame 2 in terms of 
frame 1. If ax ,ay and az represent the rotation of the object about the x, y and z 
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axes, the separate transforms to represent translation and rotation in 3D space are 
[86] : 
1 0 0 X 
0 1 0 Y 
Trans = 
0 0 1 Z 
(4.2) 
0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 
0 cos ex -sinex 0 Rotx = 0 sin ex cos ex 0 
(4.3) 
0 0 0 1 
COSey 0 siney 0 
0 1 0 0 
Rot = y 
-siney 0 COSey 0 
(4.4) 
0 0 0 1 
and, 
cosez -sinez 0 0 
sinez cosez 0 0 Rotz = 0 0 1 0 
(4.5) 
0 0 0 1 
where Trans is the pure translation matrix and matrices Rotx , Roty, and Rotz 
represent individual rotations about the x, y and z axes, respectively. 
If frame 2 (in Figure 4-1) is translated and rotated about the x, y and z axes with 
reference to frame 1, the transform representing the spatial relationship between the 
two frames can be written as [74]: 
T=Trans Rot. Rot, Rot. =[; ~ l l (4.6) 
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Equation (4.6) gives the general form of transformation matrix T for transformation 
from one frame to the next. Substituting Equations (4.2-5) into Equation (4.6) gives 
the value of rotational matrix R and the translational vector p such that: 
cos(9y)cos(9z ) -cos(9y)sin(9z ) sin(9y) 
R = sin(9x)sin(9y)cos(9z) cos(9 )cos(9 ) -sin(9x)cos(9y) . +cos(9x)sin(9z ) - s i n ( ( x x )sin(ey)sin(9z ) 
(4.7) 
sin(9 6sin(9 ) 
-cost x)sin(9y)cos(9z ) 
cos(9x )Sin(9(f)Sin(9z ) 
+sin(9x )cos 9z ) cos(9x)cos(9y) 
(4.8) 
The 3 x 3 rotational matrix R and the 3 x 1 translational vector p are the 
components of a transformation matrix T representing the position and orientation of 
a new frame relative to a reference frame. The following section provides an 
example of transformation and interprets its formation stage-by-stage. 
z 
z 
~ ~ - - - - - - - - - + - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - y y
y 
x 
Figure 4-1: Schematic representation of a transform. 
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4.2.2 Interpretation of Transforms 
Transformation matrices are used to describe position and orientation of an object 
or a coordinate frame representing an object. Figure 4-2 describes the translation 
and orientation of a coordinate frame with reference to a Global Coordinate Frame 
(GCS). A transform T describing the translation and orientation of the frame, for the 
example given in Figure 4-2 with respect to each other can be written 
mathematically as: 







All origins are 
coincident 
y 
Figure 4-2: Interpretation of transform of a frame. 
Expanding Equation (4.9) gives: 
o 0 
o - I 
o 1 
o 0 





The example given in Figure 4-2 can be interpreted as follows. The frame is first 
translated by -2i + 2j + 3k, it is then rotated through 90° around the current x-axis, 
then rotated through 90° around the current y-axis, and finally rotated through -90 0 
around the current z-axis. Expanding Equation (4.10) gives: 
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T = [ ~ ~ 0 0 ~ 2 1 ' '
-1 0 0 3 
o 0 0 1 
(4.11) 
Equation (4.11) is the relative transform between two frames, and describes the 
directions of the three axes and the position of the origin of a coordinate frame 
rotated and translated away from the reference coordinate frame as shown in Figure 
4-2. 
4.2.3 Variation Transforms 
Variation in the transformation of a frame in space can be represented by a matrix 
transform. This means that the same mathematics can be used to express both 
nominal location as well as the varied location of a frame, component, or feature on 
a component. In 3D space, Figure 4-1 shows that due to error in location offrame 2, 
frame 2 is mis-positioned and mis-oriented at location 2'. This variation in the 
location of frame 2 to location 2' can be represented by a variation transform. A 
variation transform can be used to express variation in location (translation and 
rotation) of a frame from its desired or nominal location. The general form of the 
variation transform is similar to Equation (4.6) such that: 
[
dR 
DT = dTrans dRot Jr dRot y dRot z = Or dP] 
1 • 
(4.12) 
where dTrans is the differential transform for translation error indicating the 
variation in translation of a frame with reference to the corresponding nominal 
frame. The matrices dRotx, dRoty , and dRotz are the differential transforms 
representing the angular orientation error (about the x, y and z axes, respectively) 
of a frame from the nominal configuration (as shown in Figure 4-1). These 
differential transforms can be written as follows [20]: 
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1 0 0 dX 
0 1 0 dY 
dTrans= dZ 0 0 1 
(4.13) 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 cosd9x -sind9x 0 dRotx = 0 sind9x cosd9x 0 
(4.14) 
0 0 0 1 
cosdSy 0 sindSy 0 
0 1 0 0 
dRoty = 
-sind9y 0 cosd9y 0 
(4.15) 
0 0 0 1 
and, 
cosd9z -sind8z 0 0 
dRotz = 
sind9z cosd9z 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
(4.16) 
0 0 0 1 
where dX, dY and dZ represent the translation error in the location of a frame, and 
dax1 day and d9z represent the error in rotation of a frame about the x, y and z 
axes, respectively. If the nominal transform describing the relationship between 
frame 1 and frame 2 is given by Equation (4.6), the final transform after considering 
the variation in location (as shown in Figure 4-3) can be obtained by multiplying the 
nominal transform by the varied transform as [20, 74]: 
T' =TDT. (4.17) 
In Equation (4.17), the order of multiplication ;s important. Equation (4.17) reveals 
that the transform T is accomplished first and then the error DT is applied. However, 
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if the error DT occurs before transform T is accomplished, then Equation (4.17) can 
be written as: 
T'=DTT. (4.18) 
Figure 4-3: Properties of error transform. 
4.3 Connective Models 
A Connective Assembly Model is a type of assembly model in which the 
components are joined by connecting them together at their assembly features. A 
connective assembly model can represent components, assembly features, and 
surfaces individually and can indicate the variation present in them. This helps to 
model different kinds of variation correctly and to distinguish between different 
sources of error in the assembly model. An assembly model can be developed by 
placing feature frames on components and joining components using feature 
frames. The connective model of assembly defines a component as having a central 
coordinate frame plus one or more assembly features (mating surface), each 
feature having its own frame of reference. The features are placed on a component 
by defining a transform from the central coordinate frame for the component to the 
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feature frame. The transform matrices are also used to locate components with 
respect to each other during assembly. 
In connective models, each component is modelled as a chain of nominal 
transforms representing the nominal or error free dimensions and a linearised 
variation transform representing the component variations from nominal or designed 
dimensions. A connective model assumes that the component variations are very 
small, meaning that a linearised matrix transform can be used to represent the 
component variations. The varied transform representing the difference between the 
nominal and varied situation of a frame is given in a linear form as [20]: 
1 -de z dey dX 
dez 1 -de dY = [ I : ~ R R dP] (4.19) DT= it 
-de de)! 1 dZ 1 ' y 
0 0 0 I 
where I is an identity matrix, and 8R and dp are given as: 




d P = [ ~ J J (4.21) 
Equation (4.19) is a reduced form of Equation (4.12), obtained by multiplying the 
differential transforms, dRotx , dRoty, and dRotz together and using small angle 
approximations such that sinde ~ ~ de and cosd9 :l!! 1. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4-4: Two components assembled by a connective assembly model; (a) nominal 
situation, (b) varied situation 
Figure 4-4 shows two components joined using the connective method. The nominal 
situation is shown in Figure 4-4(a) and a varied situation is shown in Figure 4-4(b). 
In Figure 4-4(b), feature Al on component A is mis-positioned and mis-oriented, 
causing component B to be in an incorrect location. In connective assembly models, 
during the assembly of two components, the assembly feature on one component is 
made to coincide with the assembly feature on another component [20]. A feature 
interface transform is defined to relate the frame on one component's assembly 
feature to the frame on the other component's assembly feature. Therefore to model 
an assembly using a connective model , the chain of matrix transforms representing 
the assembly components is composed as: 
(4.22) 
where transform A A-B represents the assembly of components A and B (shown in 
Figure 4-4(b», TA - B is the feature interface transform representing the mating 
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relationship of two components, T...i and T8 are transforms for components A and B, 
respectively after considering manufacturing error, and these transforms have a 
form similar to Equation (4.18). Here, the base frame Ao is the global frame for the 
assembly so the assembly transform is with reference to the global frame. 
It is important to note that in a connective model each individual component is 
modeled by composing a linearised matrix transform by substituting Equation (4.19) 
into Equation (4.17). In contrast for modelling assembly variation, the connective 
model (in Equation (4.22» does not linearise the chain of matrix transforms and the 
final assembly transform contains various non-linear terms (higher order differential 
terms). This indicates that the Connective Model does not use a consistent 
mathematical approach of linearising matrix transforms during assembly modelling. 
To overcome this discrepancy, this chapter presents two assembly models (in 
Section 4.4) that use a consistent mathematical approach to determine the resulting 
variation in assembly dimensions. The proposed models are: (i) a fully non-linear 
model to obtain the exact assembly variations, and (ii) a linear model for 
approximating assembly variation propagation. In a later chapter the linear model is 
used to express assembly uncertainties in terms of statistical distributions which can 
be used to statistically validate the assembly design and analyse the achievability of 
assembly KC. 
4.4 Variation Propagation Models 
Two variation propagation models are presented in this section based on the 
principle of connective assembly models. The first model, termed the Exact Method, 
uses a fully non-linear approach for considering manufacturing variation throughout 
the assembly, whereas, the second model, termed the Linear Method, uses a linear 
approach. 
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For modelling variation propagation, the following assumptions are made about the 
assembly: 
• The assembly is composed of rigid components. 
• The assembly is performed stage-by-stage, one stage at a time. 
• Each component is fully constrained with respect to existing components 
during the assembly. 
• Cartesian frames are attached to a specified point on the surface of a 
component. 
• The propagation of variations in three dimensional space is treated as 
propagation of errors through transformations of Cartesian frames. 
• The general form of a transformation matrix between two frames is given by 
Equation (4.6), where the order of multiplication of rotation matrices is 
important and consistency must be maintained through the process of 
assembling all components. 
4.4.1 Exact Model for 3D assemblies 
The Exact Model uses a similar approach to that developed for connective 
assembly models, to represent assemblies in space as well as to calculate 
assembly variation propagation. The exact model is different from a connective 
model as it does not reduce the differential transform given in Equation (4.12) to the 
linearised form given in Equation (4.19). Also for the calculation of assembly 
variation, exact model consistently uses fully non-linear approach during the 
multiplication of transforms. This means that variation propagation can be calculated 
exactly no matter if the variations are large or small. The Exact Method is relatively 
straight forward and capable of accounting for assembly process and measurement 
errors (detailS are given Chapter 8). 
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To describe the Exact Method, a two-component assembly taken from [201 (as 
shown in Figure 4-5) is considered. For this example, the assembly consists of 
joining two components at their mating features, and composing matrix transforms 
to represent each component and to express the component-to-component 
relationship. 
Component A 
Figure 4-5: Two components assembled by a joining at assembly features [20]. 
Figure 4-5 shows that two frames are attached to each component (component A 
and component 8) . Frame Ao is the global frame for component A and frame A1 is 
the frame attached to the mating feature on the same component. Similarly, Bo is 
the global frame for component 8 that is attached to its mating feature, and frame B1 
is another frame attached to component B. The assembly of two components 
consists of joining the components together at their mating features. To represent 
assembly of two components, the transforms are composed by representing each 
component and the intermediate transform describing the mating relationship 
between two components. If the transform T1 represents the nominal transformation 
between frames Ao and A1 on component A, transform T2 represents the nominal 
transformation between frames Bo and B1 on component B, and transform Tl - 2 is 
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the feature interface transform representing the nominal transformation at the 
mating of two components between frames Al and Bo. Therefore, the transform 
between frames Ao and Bl representing the nominal assembly of two components 
can be obtained by multiplying the transforms together as follows: 
(4.23) 
where transform A2 represents the nominal assembly of two components. Here, 
base frame Ao is also the global frame for the assembly. Therefore, the assembly 
transform is relative to the global frame. 




where RA2 is a 3x3 rotational matrix indicating the orientation of the frame Bl 
relative to global frame Ao of the assembly, PAZ is a 3x1 displacement vector 
indicating the position of the Bl frame relative to global frame Ao. 
If there are 'N' components in the assembly, the transform representing the ideal 
relationship between the last feature of the 'ith' assembly component relative to the 
base feature of the first component in the assembly is given by: 
(4.25) 
If during the mating process, the coordinate frames attached to the mating features 
of both components are co-incident and co-axial, the feature interface transforms 
T 1- Z• T Z- 3' ... T(L-l)-t will be identity matrices, otherwise the feature interface 
transforms can be used to represent assembly process error. If the assembly is 
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performed with no error during the mating process, in such circumstances, Equation 
(4.25) can be written as: 
(4.26) 
In order to account for manufacturing variations in each component, the nominal 
transform for each component is multiplied by the error transform (given by 
Equation (4.12», describing the position and orientation error between the two 
mating features of each component. If the transforms T; and Ti represent the 
transformation for components A and B after taking into account manufacturing 
variation, the transform matrix representing the actual assembly of two 
manufactured components can be expressed as: 
(4.27) 
where transforms Tl and T2 have a similar form to that of Equation (4.17), and 
transform Tl - 2 is an identity matrix, as the mating between two components is 
assumed to be ideal and co-incident. The transform T1- Z in Equation (4.27) can also 
be used as an expression for considering assembly process error in assembly 
variation analysis (for details see Chapter 8). Equation (4.27) can be expressed in 
the same form as Equations (4.1) and (4.24) such that: 
(4.28) 
where RA2 is a 3x3 rotational matrix indicating the orientation of final component in 
the assembly of manufactured components, P ~ 2 2 is a 3x 1 displacement vector 
indicating the position of final component in the assembly of manufactured 
components. 
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If there are 'N' components in the assembly, the transform representing assembly of 
the manufactured components can be written as: 
N [. f ,t I ,RA1 Ai =1; T2 ,,·T, = n ~ ~ = T 
i=l 0 
(4.29) 
Here, the assembly variations are expressed as position errors in the location of the 
coordinate frames attached to each assembly feature, and are described as the 
translation error between the actual assembly and the nominal assembly. The 
calculated translation error can be used to quantify the influence of component 
manufacturing variation on the assembly, where the translational error vector 
(dpf. dpr. dpf) for the assembly of two components is given by: 
(4.30) 
Similarly the error vector for an assembly consisting of i manufactured components 
can be expressed as: 
(4.31) 
This is the general form of the equation for calculating assembly variation 
propagations. Equation (4.31) will be used for assembly examples given in this 
chapter and in later chapters to calculate assembly variation propagations. 
4.4.2 Exact Model for 20 assemblies 
The Exact Method for calculating assembly variation propagations for two-
dimensional assemblies is the same as that for 3D assemblies except for the size 
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and form of the basic transforms. For two-dimensional assemblies, the transform 
matrix T (see Equation(4.24» contains a rotational component represented by a 
2 x 2 rotation matrix R, a 2 x 1 translation vector p, and a 2 x 1 null vector O. 
Figure 4-6 illustrates the geometric relationship between any two coordinate frames. 
The relationship between coordinate frames 0 0 and 01 can be represented by 
translation (X, Y) along two reference axes, and rotation of the frame by angle 8. 
Thus, the transform matrix to describe the relationship of coordinate frames 00 to 0 1 
can be written as: 
[
COSS 




Comparing equations (4.1) and (4.32) gives: 
[COSS -SinS} R = 
sinS cosS 
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For 20 assemblies Figure 4-7(a) shows the nominal geometry of a 20 component. 
Feature frames are attached to the nominal mating features. Equation (4.32) can be 
used to represent the transformation between feature frames 0 0 and 0 1 , Figure 
4-7(b) shows the manufactured component containing (exaggerated) deviations 
from nominal geometry. 
~ - - ___ - O ~ I ~ - + +____ --
, . x, 
: 1 I 
I I . 












0 0 0 0 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4-7: (a) Nominal rectangular component symmetric about axis A; (b) 
Manufactured "rectangular" component 
Figure 4-8 shows as enlarged view of the top mating feature of the manufactured 
component shown in Figure 4-7(b). It can be seen from this figure that the 
coordinate frame O ~ x ~ y ~ ~ is mis-positioned from coordinate frame 01XIYl by (dX, dY) . 
Also coordinate frame O ~ ~ x ~ Y ~ ~contains angular orientation error de from coordinate 
frame 01 X1Y1' Thus, the transform matrix describing the relative situation between 
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Figure 4-8: Enlarged view of top surface variation in Figure 4-7(b) 
If the nominal transform T and the varied transform DT is known for a component, 
the actual geometry of that component can be represented using Equation (4.17). 
As for 30 assemblies, the general form of equations for the transform representing 
the 20 assembly of N nominal components and the transform representing the 20 
assembly of N manufactured components is the same as Equations (4.25) and 
(4.29), respectively. However, the general form of the error vector (dpf, dpr) for 
the assembly of i manufactured components in 20 is given by: 
(4.36) 
Equations (4.31) and (4.36) show that assembly variations using the exact model 
are obtained by subtracting the nominal position of the desired assembly stage from 
the actual position for the same assembly stage. The Exact method provides the 
exact calculations for assembly variations, but it is difficult to interpret the dominant 
factors for assembly variation propagation from the resulting equations «4.31) and 
(4.36». 
4.4.3 Linear Assembly Model 
The Linear Model initially uses the same approach of connective models to 
represent individual components as a chain of nominal transform and linearised 
variation transform, but with a consistent linear approach during the multiplication of 
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the chain of transforms. Here the nominal transform is given by Equation (4.6) and 
the component variations are specified by linearised differential transforms given by 
Equation (4.19). The transformation matrix for the ith component containing 
manufacturing variations can be calculated by multiplying Equation (4.6) by 
Equation (4.19) to give: 
(4.37) 
where R. , Pit ~ R . . and dp. are given by Equations (4.7), (4.8), (4.20) and (4.21), 
respectively. 
If two components are assembled together, the transform representing the 
assembly of two manufactured components under ideal mating conditions such that: 
(4.38) 
After ignoring the terms involving products of differential errors (such as oRloR2 and 
oR ldP2) and keeping only first order terms, it can be shown easily that A2 is given 
by: 
A ~ ~ = fR,R2 + R , ~ ~ , R 2 2 + R I R 2 ~ ~ 2 2
l Or 
PI + RIP2 + R,dp, + R I ~ R I I 2 2 + RIR2dP2 ] 
. (4.39) 
1 
Similarly, the transform matrix representing the assembly of 'N' components can be 
written as: 
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(PI + RIP2 + .00 + R1 oo.RN_1PN) 
+ (R,dp, + R1R1dP1 +oo.+ Rl oo .RN_1dP N) 
[
RIORIP2 + RIORIR 2P) + oo. + R IORIR 2,,·RN_I PN J 
+ ~ R I R 2 0 0 2 P 3 3 ++R 1R 2oR2R 3P4 + ". + R IR IOR2R 3".RN_IPN 
R 1R 1,,·oRN_1 PN 
Equation (4.40) can be generalised in a summation for as: 
(4.41) 
Here Ai is the transform matrix relating the location and orientation of the coordinate 
frame at the top of ith component in the assembly to the coordinate frame at the 
base of component 1 after taking into account manufacturing variations in each 
component. Using Equation (4.41), it can be shown that the translation errors 
accumulated after the assembly of 'N ' components are given by: 
(4.42) 
where dp f, dp[ and dp f are the translation error accumulated after the assembly of 
i th component. 
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Equation (4.42) is the generalised form of linear model for calculating translation 
error accumulated in 3D assemblies, whereas, for 20 assemblies Equation (4.42) 




P, are given by Equations (4.33) and (4.34) , respectively, and 6R t and 
dpt can be obtained by reducing Equation (4.35) using small angle approximation 
such that sinde == de and cos de == 1. Therefore 6R, and dPI can be written as: 






dp, = [dX1]. d ~ ~ (4.45) 
In Equations (4.42) and (4.43), assembly variations are a function of nominal 
rotation matrices Ri , nominal translation vectors Pi, differential rotation matrices 6R t 
and translation error vectors dPi of each assembly component. This indicates that 
assembly variations not only depend upon individual part variations 
(dXi• dYt. dZi• dexi• deyi• d8z i for 3D and dXi• dYt. d81 for 20), but also individual part 
dimensions (Xi. Yt. ZI. for 3D and Xl. Yt for 20) and rotations (ext . eyt • ezl for 3D and 81 
for 20) between the frames attached to mating features for each part. As a result, 
for fixed values of part tolerance, assembling parts with larger dimension will 
accumulate greater variations compared to the assembly of parts with smaller 
dimensions. 
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4.5 Analysis of Linear and Exact Models 
The aim of the analysis in this section is to analyse the performance of the linear 
model under a range of values of angular orientation error, to identify the limitations 
of the linear model. The analysis is based on the worst possible variations for 
components in the assembly. Two case studies are analysed and these are referred 
to as Case Study 1 and Case Study 2. Case Study 1 consists of parts with axi-
symmetric shape, whilst Case Study 2 consists of parts with uniformly segmented 
circular shape. In order to investigate the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed 
linear method, numerical results obtained using the linear method are compared 
with results obtained using the exact method for each case study. Both case studies 
are analysed in 20 as well as 30. The purpose of the 20 analysis is to provide a 
clearer representation of the assembly process and to improve understanding of the 
modelling technique for assembly variation propagation. Throughout the analysis. 
variations in each component are specified for position errors (dX. dY and dZ for 30 
components (see Figure 4-11(b», and dX and dY for 20 component as shown in 
Figure 4-10(b» and the orientation error (dOx • dOy and dOz in 3D, and de in 20). 
4.5.1 Analysis of Case Study 1 
Case Study 1 consists of assembling four axially symmetric components (rectangles 
in 20 and cylinders in 30). Ouring the assembly, the components are stacked one 
on top of another to build a tower, as shown in Figure 4-9. 
To illustrate the assembly process and effects of variation propagation, a 20 
example is presented in Figure 4-9. At the first stage of assembly, the first 
component is placed on the assembly table with its base concentric to the geometric 
centre of the assembly table (as shown in Figure 4-9). At each subsequent stage, 
the assembly process consists of "stacking" one rectangular component on top of 
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another to build a tower, and during the stacking process, it is assumed that the 
coordinate frame located at the centre of the base of one component is placed co-
incident and co-axial (with no mating error) with the coordinate frame attached to 






Figure 4-9: Assembly of ideal and non-ideal axisymmetric components (case study 1) 
The Key Characteristic (KC) for the assembly of ax i-symmetric structures as in case 
of rotating machines is the eccentricity error. In the assembly of rotating machines, 
eccentricity error at each assembly stage is the measure of the perpendicular 
distance from the datum axis AA to the centre of the component feature. Figure 4-9 
shows that datum axis AA passes through the centre of the base of the first 
component and is oriented normal to the base. For the assembly of 20 rectangular 
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components, the eccentricity error after assembling the ith component is the error in 
the global x-direction and is referred to IdPC I that can be calculated using Equation 
(4.36) (for the exact model) and Equation (4.43) (for the linear model). Similarly, the 
eccentricity error for the 3D example can be calculated as: 
(4.46) 
where dpc, and dp[ can be calculated using Equation (4.31) for exact method and 
Equation (4.42) and for linear method. 
For the 2D assembly considered, each component is assumed to be a rectangle of 
height 70 mm and width 100 mm (as shown in Figure 4-10(a». Due to the presence 
of component variations (as shown in Figure 4-10(b», the assembly may deviate 
from its nominal/ideal situation (see Figure 4-9). The translation errors (dXt and dl't) 
of the top mating feature for each component (as shown in Figure 4-10(b» are 
assumed to be 0.1 mm (i.e. dXt = dYt = 0.1 mm). For the 3D assembly considered, 
each cylindrical component has a nominal height of 70 mm and a nominal diameter 
of 100 mm (as shown in Figure 4-11(a». The translation errors dXt,dYt and dZt in 
each component (as shown in Figure 4-11(b» are assumed to be 0.1 mm (i.e. 
dXt = dYt = dZt = 0.1 mm). For Case Study 1, the rotation matriX Rt in Equations 
(4.42) and (4.43) is an identity matrix and the vector Pi is given by [0, l'tf (in 20) 
and [o,o,Ztf (in 3 ~ ) . . The analysis presents the worst case assembly of 
components. When analysing the worst-case, each variable for translation and 
rotation error is assumed to be at its maximum limit so that the worst possible 
assembly variations are obtained. 
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Figure 4-11: Axisymmetric cylindrical component: (a) Nominal dimensions; (b) 
deviation form nominal geometry. 
For the purpose of analysing the performance of the linear model, a range of 
angular orientation errors in degrees (del for 20 components, and d8xl , d8Yi d8z1 
for 3D components) are considered in Equation (4.47). These are: 
d8Xi =d8yi = d8'1 = [0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35 
0.40, 0.45,0.50, 0.55, 0.60, 0.65, 0.70, 0.75, 0.80, 0.85, 0.90, 0.95, 1.00] deg 
(4.47) 
d8; = [0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40, 0.45, 
0.50, 0.55, 0.60, 0.65, 0.70, 0.75, 0.80, 0.85, 0.90, 0.95 1.00] deg 
Assembly variations are calculated for stated values of angular orientation error, 
while keeping the translation errors constant (at 0.1 mm) for each assembly 
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component, in both 20 and 3D assemblies. For each value of angular deviation, the 
results are calculated for eccentricity error Idp;1 and dpr in 20 and errors dp;. 
dpr. dpf in 3D using the Exact and Linear methods. For the 3D assembly 
considered, the eccentricity error efcc is calculated obtained using Equation (4.46). 
For both 20 and 3D assemblies, it was observed that the variations accumulate as 
the components are assembled together and the maximum difference between the 
linear and exact methods is obtained at the final assembly stage. For this reason, 
the results are only compared for the final assembly stage for both 20 and 3D 
assemblies. The results produced for 20 assemblies are presented in Figure 4-12, 
and for 3D assemblies the results are shown in Figure 4-13. 
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Figure 4-12: The effect of changing orientation error on translation error (20 
assembly). 
Figure 4-12 shows that the linear method produces results in good agreement with 
the exact method for error Idpfl (eccentricity error in the direction perpendicular to 
the datum axis), for the given range of values for de i . Similar levels of agreement 
are obtained for error dp[ (error along the datum axis) , when d8 i ::; 0.10. However, 
for d8 i greater than 0.10, the linear and exact methods diverge for error dpr . 
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Figure 4-13: Variation in final stage of an assembly of four cylindrical components at 
different values of angular orientation errors. 
The results presented for 3D assemblies in Figure 4-13 show a similar trend to that 
obtained for 20 assemblies. Figure 4-13 shows that for errors dp f, d pr and efon, 
the linear method is in good agreement with the exact method for the given range of 
values for angular orientation errors (d9xi , d9yi , d9z i ) ' However, for errors dp[, the 
results are in good agreement only when d9xi , d9yi, d9zl are less than 0.10 . For 
values of d9xi , d9y i , d9zi greater than 0.1 0 , the linear and exact methods diverge for 
error dp[. If the manufacturer is only interested in accurate prediction of assembly 
KC (efon), then linear method produce good results in all cases as shown in Figure 
4-13, else linear method produce results in good agreement with the exact model 
for angular orientation errors as large as 0.10. In this Chapter the comparison of the 
linear and exact methods is focus for all translation errors and the assembly KC. 
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It is important to note that the angular orientation errors in the manufactured parts 
are the result of the quality of surface finish at the mating features, and the 
allowable variations for the surface finish in complex assemblies is quite precise and 
is measured typically in microns (Jlm). As a result the angular orientation errors at 
the mating surfaces of manufactured components are usually much smaller than 
0.1 o. Also the analysis presented considered worst case variation in the assembly 
components, whereas, in reality the manufacturing variations are random in nature 
resulting in smaller variation propagations. Beside part variations, assembly 
variations are also dependent on the nominal dimensions of the assembly 
component. For example in Figure 4-14, for any given value of error dOl in part 1, 
the variations accumulated ( d p ~ , , dpn after assembling part 2 will be smaller if the 
height of part 2 is smaller and vice versa. 
The main finding for the above example is that the application of the linear method 
for calculating assembly variation propagations is limited to angular orientation 
errors less than 0.10. The observed divergence between the linear and exact 
methods arises because the linear method is based on the assumptions that the 
angular orientation errors are small and the products of differential errors are 
negligible. This is further explained by considering the two-component assembly 
example shown in Figure 4-14. 
















Assembly of Ideal 
components 
Figure 4-14: (a) A typical example of ideal and non-ideal geometry of two rectangular 
components, (b) assembly of two components to demonstrate error accumulation 
after assembly. 
Figure 4-14 shows the assembly errors for a two-component assembly composed of 
rectangular shaped components with nominal heights Yl and Y2 . Figure 4-14(a) 
details the geometry of the two components under the nominal situation, as well as 
non-perfect situation. Due to variations in the manufacturing process, coordinate 
frame 01 on part 1 is mis-positioned (by dY1) and mis-oriented (by del ) to O ~ . .
Similarly, frame 03 on part 2 is mis-positioned (by dY2 only) to 03, Figure 4-14(b) 
shows the ideal assembly and the assembly when the two components contain 
variations from the nominal geometry. Due to the effect of del' component 2 is mis-
positioned and mis-oriented such that 03 has moved to location 03'. Under ideal 
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conditions, the position of frame 03 attached to the upper most mating feature in the 
assembly, with reference to base (global) frame 0 0 , can be expressed as: 
(4.48) 
where Xl = 0 and X2 = 0 for the axi-symmetric example considered. 
The actual position of frame 03' attached to the top mating feature in the non-ideal 
assembly can be expressed with reference to base frame 00 as: 
(4.49) 
where dXl = dX2 = 0 for the example considered in Figure 4-14. Therefore, the 
actual position of frame 03' described by Equation (4.53) reduces to: 
(4.50) 
The net error along the global x and global y axes accumulated after assembling 
the two components (dpf, dpn can be calculated by subtracting the position of 
nominal assembly (0, Yl + Y2 ) to give: 
Equation (4.51) represents the variations accumulated after assembling the two 
components. However, in the linear model, it is assumed that dOl is sufficiently 
small, that cosd01 == 1 and sindO l == del and the product dY2• dOl = O. Using this 
approximation the variations accumulated after linearisation can be expressed as: 
dp; = ~ d e l l + d ~ d e l l = ~ d e l l + 0 = ~ d e l ' '
dpJ = dJ; + ~ ~ (1-1) + d ~ ~ (1) = dJ; + dl';. (4.52) 
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Equation (4.52) shows that if linearisation is performed, it does not account for 
effects of variations caused by angular error del when calculating variation 
propagation in the vertical y-direction and the product dY2d9l when calculating 
variation propagation in the x-direction. Comparing Equations (4.51) and (4.52), it is 
observed that the difference between the results obtained using the linear and exact 
methods for assembly variation dp!, depends upon the value of del and the height 
Y2 • This observation can be generalised to a general axi-symmetric assembly (as 
dpr depend on de i- l and l'i). Comparing Equations (4.51) and (4.52), it is also 
observed that despite neglecting the product dY2. del for assembly variation dpf, 
the linear and exact methods are in good agreement. This indicates that product 
dY2' del is much smaller than Y2(cosde l - 1) in Equation (4.52), particularly when Y2 
is large. 
4.5.2 Analysis of Case Study 2 
Case Study 2 considers the assembly of a casing used for a rotating machine. Such 
casings are either made as a single unit by casting, or fabricated from circular 
segments having nominally identical dimensions. The case considered consists of 
four uniformly segmented circular components. In order to investigate the 
performance of the proposed linear method, 20 (see Figure 4-15) and 3D uniformly 
segmented components (see Figure 4-16) are analysed. 
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Figure 4-15: (a) Nominal dimensions of a 20 uniformly segmented circular 
component; (b) A typical example of a 20 uniformly segmented circular component. 
Figure 4-16: Nominal dimensions of 3D uniformly segmented circular component. 
For assembly modelling, it is assumed that a coordinate frame is attached at the 
centre of each mating feature for each component, and the components are 
assembled by joining the mating surfaces of two mating components such that 
coordinate frames attached at the centre of mating surfaces are placed co-incident 
with no mating error. A 20 example is shown in Figure 4-17 to illustrate the 
assembly process and variation propagation. The first stage of assembly for ideal 
components represents the relationship between reference frames OoxoYo and 
0 lXIYl attached to the first component (as shown in Figure 4-17). The centre of the 
base of the first component is considered as the origin of the global coordinate 
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frame 0oxoYo. At each of the following stages, a component is joined to the 
assembly such that the coordinate frame attached to the mating feature of the new 
component coincides with the coordinate frame attached to the previous component 
in the assembly. The last component in the final assembly stage is assembled such 
that one end joins its mating feature with the previous component and the other end 
joins its mating feature to the global coordinate frame OoxoYo to complete the 
circular assembly structure (as shown in Figure 4-17 with black colour). Due to the 
presence of manufacturing variations, the actual shape and dimensions of 
components vary from the nominal shape and dimensions. If manufactured 
components are assembled together, they do not form a perfect circular structure 
(as shown in Figure 4-17 with red colour). Figure 4-17 demonstrates this for a 20 
assembly. 
The KC for the assembly considered is the mis-position error in the radial direction 
of the ith component. Here, the mis-position error in the radial direction can be 
calculated as: 
<for 2D assembly) (4.53) 
R (y)2 ( Z)2 e; = dp; + dp; <for 3D assembly) (4.54) 
where dPt, and dpr for the 20 assembly can be calculated using Equation (4.36) 
for the exact method and Equation (4.43) for the linear method, and dpr and dpf for 
the 3D assembly can be calculated using Equation (4.31) for the exact method and 
Equation (4.42) for the linear method. 
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Figure 4-17: Assembly of four ideal and non-ideal uniformly segmented circular 
components (case study 2). 
The nominal dimensions for each of the 20 assembly components are given in 
Figure 4-15 and nominal dimensions for each of the 3D assembly components are 
given in Figure 4-16. For the 20 assembly, the translation errors (dX and dY) for 
each 20 component (as shown in Figure 4-15(b» are taken to be 0.1 mm (Le. 
dX = dY = 0.1) and for the 3D assembly, the translation errors for each 3D 
component are taken as 0.1 mm (i.e. dX = dY = dZ = 0.1 mm). In order to analyse 
the performance of the linear model compared to the exact model (in both 20 and 
3D assemblies), results are calculated for a range of 23 values of angular 
orientation errors (as given in Equation (4.47»), while keeping the translation errors 
constant (at 0.1 mm) for each assembly component. 
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For each value of angular deviation, the results are calculated for assembly 
variations (dpf, dp[ in 2D and dpf, dpr, dpf in 3D) and radial error (ef) using the 
Exact and linear methods. The assembly variations in 2D (dpf and dpn are 
calculated using Equation (4.36) for the exact method and Equation (4.43) for the 
linear method and radial error ef (calculated using Equation (4.54». Similarly, 
assembly variations in 3D (dpf, dp[ and dpf) are calculated using Equation (4.31) 
for the exact method and Equation (4.42) for the linear method and radial error ef 
(calculated using Equation (4.54». During analysis of both 2D and 3D assemblies, it 
is observed that the variations accumulate as components are assembled together 
and the maximum difference between two methods is obtained at the final assembly 
stage. Therefore, the results are only compared for the final assembly stage for both 
2D and 3D assemblies. The results obtained for the 20 assembly are presented in 
Figure 4-18, whilst for the 3D assembly, the results are shown in Figure 4-19. 
Figure 4-18 shows results for dp[ and ef. It can be seen that the linear method 
produces results in good agreement to the exact method for all values of det• 
However for dpf (see Figure 4-18(a)}, the linear method produces results in good 
agreement to the exact method only for det as large as 0.1·. These findings are 
identical to those obtained for Case Study 2 (in 20) and are identical to Case Study 
1 (in 2D), as the linear and exact method are in good agreement for the value of det 
as large as 0.1·. 
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Figure 4-18: : Variation at final stage in the 20 assembly of uniformly segmented 
circular components for different values of angular orientation errors. 
Similarly comparing the results in 3D (in Figure 4-19), it is found that for the given 
range of values for angular orientation error (d9x i' d9yi , d9 z i ), the linear method is 
in good agreement with the exact method for errors dpr , dp f and efon . However, 
for error dpr, the results are in good agreement only when d9xi , d9yi , d9 zi ~ ~ 0.1 o . 
These results further confirm that the linear model can provide satisfactory results 
for calculating assembly variations even when component angular orientation errors 
are as large as 0.10. 
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Figure 4-19: Variation at final stage in the 3D assembly of uniformly segmented 
circular components for different values of angular orientation errors. 
4.6 Summary 
This chapter gives an overview of assembly modelling and presents two models for 
calculating assembly variation propagations. The assembly models are based on 
transformation matrices and use a similar approach to connective assembly models 
to calculate variation propagation. The connective assembly is mathematically 
inconsistent because it uses linearised approach to model individual component but 
for modelling an assembly, connective model does not linearise the chain of matrix 
transform representing each assembly component. To overcome this discrepancy, 
the proposed models use consistent approach (either linear or fully non-linear) for 
modelling individual component or the assembly. The presented models are: i) 
Exact Model, based on fully non-linear matrix transforms; and ii) Linear Model, 
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based on first order perturbation analysis of transformation matrices. The Exact 
Method is presented to obtain the exact solution, whereas the Linear Method is 
developed to enable a design engineer to characterise major contributing factors in 
assembly variation propagation, which otherwise cannot be identified in the exact 
method. The presented assembly models are described based on component 
variations only for both 20 and 3D assemblies. However, these models are capable 
of accounting for assembly process and measurement errors in assembly variation 
propagation. In this thesis, only the exact model is extended for process and 
measurement errors (see the details in Chapter 8). The linear model is presented 
and analysed in comparison with the exact model and will be used later in a 
probabilistic analysis of assembly variation propagations (detailed in Chapter 6). 
Two case studies were used to analyse the applicability of the presented models in 
20 as well as 3D assemblies. Both case studies are typical examples of real 
assemblies for complex mechanical systems. The first case study comprises joining 
axially symmetric components together to build an up-right shaft. The second case 
study consists of uniformly segmented circular components, when assembled 
together they form a circular structure (such as the casing for a rotor used in high 
speed rotating machinery). 
The performance of the linear model was compared to the exact model based on a 
range of values for angular orientation errors and worst case assembly of 
components. The numerical results indicate that the linear model can calculate 
results with good accuracy, if angular orientation errors (dBL in 20 and d9xt , d9yt , 
d9zt in 3D) are not larger than 0,1°, The analysis presented is based on worst case 
component variations, however in real world the manufactured parts are produced 
with random errors. For such cases of parts with random variations, the linear and 
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exact method may have good agreement for angular orientation errors greater than 
0.1°. 
It is also observed that the trends of results presented for 20 assemblies are similar 
to those for 3D assemblies in both case studies. The above finding are based on the 
given assembly examples, whereas, the results may vary depending upon the 
dimensions of the components. 
The presented assembly models are quite simple, and yield accurate (exact) 
predictions efficiently. Although the Exact Model is the most accurate, it is not well 
suited to understanding the factors that contribute to the assembly variations. In 
contrast, the linear model provides an approximation that is in good agreement with 
the exact model, and results in equations that are easier to interpret and can be 
used in a probabilistic analysis of assembly variations. The presented models can 
be used to perform detailed assembly variation propagation analysis and minimise 
variation propagation in mechanical assemblies. However in this thesis, only exact 
model is extended for the detailed analysis and minimising variation propagations. 
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Chapter 5 MODELLING GEOMETRIC VARIATIONS IN 
AXISYMMETRIC AND UNIFORMLY 
SEGMENTED CIRCULAR COMPONENTS 
5.1 Introduction 
Variations in manufacturing processes result in dimensional and geometric errors in 
components. Component variability is not only dependant on the inherent nature of 
the manufacturing process but also on inner properties of the component such as 
material properties, inner discontinuities of the material, and on chemical, 
mechanical, and geometrical properties of the component [141]. To take account of 
these variations from the nominal, the design engineer specifies a tolerance (i-e. the 
extent of acceptable deviation) for every component feature. A tolerance can be 
assigned for a dimension (size) or a feature describing the extent of geometric 
variation in the shape. Geometric variations refer to variation in shape, form, profile 
or location of a feature representing line plane or a surface. 
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Variations are different from tolerances. Component variations arise due to 
presence of manufacturing defects and the amount of variation present in a 
manufactured component can be quantified by inspecting the component using 
suitable measurement systems. In contrast, tolerance is the amount by which a 
specific feature or dimension is permitted to vary. The variations (dimensional and 
geometric) in a component can contribute significantly to the performance of an 
assembly or a product. These variations propagate and accumulate as the parts are 
assembled together, causing critical feature of the final assembly to vary. Variation 
propagation analysis is performed to predict the accumulation of variations in an 
assembly. If the parts are production parts, actual measurement data are preferred 
to be used to perform variation propagation analysis. In the case where parts are 
not in production and the measurement data is not available, data on similar parts 
and processes can be used [142]. In case when variation data is not available, part 
tolerances are substituted in place of its variations, assuming that the variations are 
within the tolerance limits. 
The Exact and the Linear assembly models presented in Chapter 4 calculate 
assembly variations based on part variations described in terms of variations along 
degree of freedom (VOOF) (Le. dX, dY, dZ, d9x , d9y , d9z in 3D and dX, dY, dB in 20). 
In practice, part variations or tolerances are not described in terms of VOOF I and 
require component variations (or tolerances) to be described in terms of VOOF (a 
form compatible with presented assembly models). The review of literature in show 
that good amount of work have been carried out in past on. Most of the work in 
literature review (see Chapter 2) is reported for describing part variations into VOOF 
for assembly components with prismatic shape. None of the researchers have 
attempted to describe geometric variation of ax i-symmetric components and 
uniformly segmented components in terms of VDOF. This chapter thus aims to 
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model geometric variation (or tolerances) in aXi-symmetric components and 
uniformly segmented components in terms of VOOF (a form compatible with 
assembly variation models presented in Chapter 4). VOOF methods are described 
in 20 as well as 3D based on the dimensional and geometric tolerances (run-out 
tolerances for Case Study 1 and flatness tolerances for Case Study 2) associated 
with components for Case Studies 1 and 2 considered in Chapter 4. This chapter 
also demonstrates a method for modelling component variations based on 
measured run-out data of production parts considered for Case Study 1. This data is 
used to demonstrate practical consideration of metrology for axi-symmetric 
components. 
In Chapter 4 the performance of the linear model compared to the exact model was 
investigated without considering the effect of variation caused by geometric 
tolerances in the components. However, assembly variation propagations were 
calculated based on consideration of worst case variations along OOF in each 
component. In contrast, this chapter analyse the effect of variations caused by 
geometric tolerances (run-out tolerances for axi-symmetric components and flatness 
tolerances for uniformly segmented components) on assembly variation 
propagations. This chapter also investigates the performance of Linear model 
compared to Exact model based on range of values for geometric tolerance in two 
assembly case studies given in Chapter 4. 
Initially this chapter describes geometric variations and their types in Section 5.2. 
This thesis focus on the assembly Case Study 1 containing axi-symmetric 
components and Case Study 2 containing uniformly segmented circular 
components The geometric variations and their tolerances associated with axi-
symmetric components are normally expressed as run-out variations or their 
tolerances and for uniformly segmented circular components are usually expressed 
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as flatness variations or their tolerances. Therefore this chapter only describes run-
out and flatness variations and their tolerances in Subsections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. 
respectively. A description of geometric features along with the method of 
representing geometric variations in components using geometric feature 
techniques are described in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 describes a method of 
modelling geometric variations based on the tolerance zone limits and presents 
variational constraints algebraically for variation along degree of freedom (VDOF) 
based on run-out and flatness tolerance limits. Results are produced for 
incorporating geometric variations in components for assembly variation analysis. 
Also an analysis based on variational constraints is performed to investigate the 
effect of geometric feature variation on assembly variation using the linear and 
exact models in Section 5.4. A method for processing run-out measurement data in 
a form compatible with assembly variation models is described in Section 5.5. A 
summary of the chapter together with conclusions is presented in Section 5.6. 
5.2 Component Variations and Their Types 
Component variations are the deviation in the size or geometry of a component with 
respect to the nominal dimensions. Component variations can be divided into two 
types: dimensional variations and geometric variations. Dimensional variations refer 
to variation in the size of a particular dimension (such as length. width. diameter 
etc). whereas. geometric variations refer to the variation in the shape or form of a 
component feature from its nominal form [143]. In order to specify geometric 
variations in a component, the component is considered to be composed of features 
(geometric elements) such as planes, lines. etc. [141]. Geometric variations can be 
classified based on Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing (GO&T) 
specifications. GO& T is a symbolic language for communicating engineering design 
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specifications. It is used to specify the size, shape, form, orientation, and location of 
features on a part [135]. Figure 5-1 gives the classification of geometric variations 
(or corresponding tolerances) as given in [135,141,143]. 
Figure 5-1 shows that in general, geometric variations can be classified into four 
main categories: form, orientation, location, and run-out variations. The details of 
each of these geometric variations and their corresponding tolerances can be found 
[141]. This chapter only describes run-out variations and flatness as a form variation 
and their tolerance specifications because these specifications are associated with 
components present in Case Study 1 and Case Study 2, respectively. 




Figure 6·1: Classification of geometric vartatlon. 
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5.2.1 Run-out Tolerances 
Run-out can be considered to be a measure of geometric uniformity of a surface, 
constructed symmetrically around an axis (radial run-out of cylindrical and conical 
surfaces), or constructed symmetrically perpendicular to the axis of symmetry (axial 
run-out of flat surfaces). Excessive run-out in rotating parts such as motor shafts 
and turbine rotors can lead to rotation imbalance problems and rejection of the final 
assembly due to mis-alignment [52]. 
The run-out tolerance associated with run-out variation does not control the size of 
rotationally symmetric component. Instead it is a composite tolerance that controls 
the cumulative effect of form, location, and orientation of a feature. There are two 
types of run-out specification: i) circular run-out and ii) total run-out [141, 144]. 
These two types of run-out are described below. 
Circular Run-out 
In order to determine circular run-out variations in an axially symmetric component, 
circular run-out is measured for features either constructed around the datum axis 
(circular radial run-out) or constructed at right angles to the datum axis (circular 
axial run-out). The circular run-out is measured in terms of the Full Indicator 
Movement (FIM), while the gauge probes over a single circular element on the 
surface of the component (see Figure 5-2(a». FIM can be defined as the difference 
between the maximum and minimum reading of the probe as the part makes one 
complete revolution around the datum axis. 
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Circular radial run-out controls composite error effect of circularitl[145, 146] and 
concentricity3[147] (eccentricity error), and circular axial run-out controls profile 
variation in circular elements of a plane surface [148. 149]. 
Single circular element 
tFIM \ 
(radial run-out) 0.3 FIM 
(a) 
(b) 
(inclined circular run-out) 
-&-
Part to rotate 
around datum axis 
--B-
Part to rotate 
around datum axis 
Figure 5-2: (a) Traditional approach of measuring circular run-out using dial gauges; 
(b) Symbolic representation of circular run-out tolerance as per design standard BS 
EN ISO 1101:2005 [37] 
Figure 5-2(b) shows the standard representation of circular run-out tolerance in 
axial, radial. and inclined directions. For axial run-out, the tolerance zone is limited 
at any radial position by two adjacent circles a distance "t" apart, lying in a cylinder 
of measurement. the axis of which coincides with the datum axis A. The tolerance 
zone for radial run-out is limited by two concentric circles a distance "t" apart, the 
centre of which coincides with the datum axis A (as shown in Figure 5-2(b)) . 
2 Circularity error also known as roundness error describes the variation in shape of a 
circular feature. 
3 Concentricity error can be described as eccentricity of geometric centre of a real circular 
feature with respect to datum axis or ideal centre. 
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Similarly, for inclined surfaces, the run-out in the direction perpendicular to the 
tangent of a curved surface shall not be greater than distance "t" during one 
revolution about the datum axis A. According to [36, 37], run-out not only applies to 
complete features but can also be applied to a restricted area of the feature. 
Total Run-out 
Figure 5-3(a) shows the traditional approach to measuring total run-out using dial 
gauges. Like circular run-out, total run-out is also measured in terms of the Full 
Indicator Reading (FIR). The difference in measurement of the two cases of the run-
out is that unlike circular run-out, the gauge for total run-out probes over the entire 
surface of the part, thereby accounting for all surface variations. In contrast to 
circular run-out which is specific to one circular element on the surface, total run-out 
variation describes the deviation over the entire surface [150). 
The tolerance associated with total run-out is used to control the variation 
throughout the length of the surface being controlled with reference to a datum axis 
(as shown in Figure 5-3(b». Total run-out is a more complex form of composite 
tolerance and represents the higher level of run-out control. If total radial run-out 
tolerance is applied to surfaces constructed around the datum axis, it controls 
cumulative variations of cylindricity [151, 152), straightness, coaxiality, angularity, 
taper, and the profile of a surface. Also, when applied to surfaces at right angles to 
a datum axis, total run-out controls cumulative variations of perpendicularity (to 
detect wobble) and flatness (to detect concavity or convexity). 
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Figure 5-3: (a) Traditional approach of measuring total run-out using dial gauges; (b) 
Symbolic representation of total run-out as per design standard BS EN ISO 1101 :2005 
[37] 
5.2.2 Flatness Variation and its Tolerance 
Flatness variation is the form variation that describes the deviation in a feature from 
its geometrically ideal form. The specification of the flatness is described by a 
tolerance zone defined by two parallel planes within which the surface must lie 
[153]. Figure 5-4(a) shows an example of a flatness tolerance zone for a cylindrical 
object. It illustrates that the flatness tolerance zone is bounded by offsetting two 
planes parallel to the nominal. Figure 5-4(b) is taken from [72] , and illustrates how 
flatness error affects the profile of a mating surface when viewed in 20. As a result, 
the flatness error affects the orientation and position of the mating part. 
The flatness tolerance has both rotational and translational degrees of freedom 
restricted within the flatness tolerance zone boundary. The translation degree of 
freedom due to flatness tolerance is restricted along the direction normal to the 
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nominal mating feature (dY in the case of the 20 component shown in Figure 
5-4(c». However, the rotational degrees of freedom are restricted between axes 
contained by the plane (for example dOx and dOy for xy plane) for a 3D component, 









dO is subjected to size 
(8 ) of the feature 
(c) 
Figure 5-4: (a) flatness tolerance zone of a cylindrical object; (b) effect of flatness 
error on mating component [72]; (c) effect of flatness error in terms of translation and 
rotation degrees of freedom error. 
5.3 What are Geometric Features? 
Geometric features (also known as assembly features) are basically building blocks 
that provide convenient geometric operations and parameters for building 
assemblies [81]. A geometric feature represents the shape or geometry of the 
surface, line, or object. Geometric features are distinguished by their nature such 
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as: point feature, line feature, surface feature, or volume feature. According to 
international design standards DO CEN ISOfT'S 17450-1:2007 [154], features can 
be classified by three types: ideal, non-ideal (real), and substitute feature. 
Figure 5-5 shows the difference between ideal, non-ideal, and substitute feature. 
Consider a surface feature representing circular plane (as shown in Figure 5-5). In 
Figure 5-5, the theoretical error-free geometry of a surface is represented by a 
dashed line. For the purpose of assembly modelling, the surface feature 
representing error-free geometry is called an ideal feature. Theoretical or error-free 
geometry of a part or surface is defined in the engineering drawing of the product. 
The real geometry can only be obtained by measurement and the accuracy of the 
measurement depends on the precision of the measurement system [143]. Due to 
potential variations in measurement systems, the real geometry of a part is never 
perfectly known. For this reason, the feature representing the real geometry is 
termed as non-ideal feature (shown in Figure 5-5 by irregular profile). Figure 5-5 
also shows a substitute feature (in red colour). The substitute feature, also called 
equivalent real feature, is a theoretical feature associated with a real surface [155]. 
The substitute surface is obtained by applying a suitable best-fit criteria (Ieast-
square, minimum of the maximum distance, etc) [143] to measured data. 
For the purpose of modelling component variations, the relative variation between 
ideal and substitute features need to be described in terms of translation errors 
(dX, dY,dl) and rotation errors (d8x' d8y ,d8z)' For this purpose, Cartesian frames 
are attached to both ideal and substitute features (as shown in Figure 5-5). Figure 
5-5 shows that a local coordinate frame O'X'Y'I' is attached to the substitute 
feature and a reference coordinate frame OXYI is rigidly attached to the ideal 
feature. These coordinate frames have the degrees of freedom of the corresponding 
features or surfaces. Therefore, the relative position (error) between coordinate 
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frame 0' X'Y' Z' and coordinate frame OXYZ can be described using matrix 
transforms. Matrix transform expressed by Equation (4.12) can be used when the 
analysis is based on exact method, and transform given by Equation (4.19) can be 





Non-ideal (real) feature 
Figure 5-5: Representation of ideal, non-ideal, and substitute feature. 
Similarly, the matrix transformations for 20 components for the relative position 
(error) between a coordinate frame, attached to the substitute feature , and a 
reference coordinate frame attached to ideal feature can be expressed using 
Equations (4.35) for the exact method and similarly for linear method. 
5.4 Modelling Component Variations Based on Tolerance 
Zone Limits 
The effect of the geometric tolerances associated with the corresponding surface 
feature may result in mis-position and mis-orientation of the associated feature [72]. 
The errors caused by geometric tolerances are usually smaller than the size 
tolerances on the same part [156] . These deviations can be regarded as deviations 
of the nominal surface. To model component variations based on tolerance zone 
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limits, variational constraints are described along possible degrees of freedom of 
error for a toleranced feature. Such deviation of a surface/feature can be described 
accurately by VDOF-based representation. This approach for modelling component 
variations is also referred as variations along degree of freedom (VDOF) modelling 
[84]. For a 3D component, the variational constraints are described as three 
degrees of rotation error (dex , dey,dez) and three degrees of position error 
(dX, dY, dZ), whereas for 20 components, variational constraints are described in 
two degrees of freedom for translation errors (dX, dY) and one degree of freedom of 
rotation error (de). 
In order to evaluate the effect of geometric and dimensional tolerances on 
component variability here, the VOOF for axi-symmetric components given in Case 
Study 1 and uniformly-segmented circular components Case Study 2 are 
considered. Algebraic relations for VOOFs are derived separately for axi-symmetric 
components and uniformly-segmented circular components for both 20 and 3D 
assemblies. 
5.4.1 Modelling VDOF for Axl-Symmetrlc Components In Case 
Study 1 
In this section, the variational constraints for 20 and 3D components are evaluated 
separately based on size and run-out tolerance zones applied to axi-symmetric 
components. 
5.4.1.1 Evaluating VDOF for 2D Ax/-Symmetric Components 
A 20 axi-symmetric component, taken from Case Study 1 in Chapter 4 is 
considered here under the effect of dimensional (Size) tolerance and circular run-out 
tolerances in the axial and radial directions for the evaluation of VOOF. Figure 
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5-6(a) shows the symbolic representation of the tolerance zone limits. The tolerance 
zone limits are specified for variations in size (height) by ±Ts • and run-out variations 
in radial and axial directions by Trr and Tar. respectively. 
:x 
dY = T _ T"r 
' 2 ' ~ ~ " "- ~ - ~ ~ - - - : : : C 4 a a ~ ~ ~ L T . . r T, 
or, 
A 




Figure 5-6: A typical example showing the effect of axial and radial circular run-out on 
20 rectangular component. 
Figure 5-6(b) shows that due to the effect of radial run-out (Trr). axial run-out (Tar). 
and size variation (Ts). the feature frame 0lX1Yl is mis-positioned and mis-oriented 
by dX, dY and dB to new position O ~ x ~ Y ~ . . Based on design standards [37]. it is found 
(see Figure 5-6(b» that the radial run-out only contributes to mis-position of feature 
frame 0lX1Yl in the direction perpendicular to the datum axis A (i-e. dX). whereas 
axial run-out contributes to both mis-position (in y-direction) and mis-orientation of 
0lX1Yl' The mis-position of frame 0lX1Yl in the y-direction (dY) is due to the 
combined effect of axial run-out Tar and size tolerance Ts. The orientation error dB 
for the top feature is solely influenced by the axial run-out. Therefore variations 
along degrees of freedom for the rectangular component considered under the 
effect of size and run-out tolerances can be derived for the constraint bounds as 
shown below. 
From Figure 5-6 (b) the constraint bound of translation error dX as a result of radial 
run-out is depicted as: 
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-Trr So dX So Trr , (5.1) 
where Trr ;s the range of the radial run-out tolerance zone. 
The constraint bound for rotation error as a result of axial run-out after ignoring error 
in component width (W) is given by: 
(5.2) 
where Tar is the tolerance zone limit for axial run-out. 
The constraint bound for translation error in the y-direction (dY), due to the 
combined effect of axial run-out tolerance Tar and size tolerance Ts can be written 
as: 
-(T, - dYar ) ~ ~ dY ~ ~ (T, _ dYar ). 
2 2 
(5.3) 
The constraints for translation and orientation errors in a 20 component using 
VDOF are: 
(dX,dY,dOf (5.4) 
5.4.1.2 Evaluating VDOF for 3D Ax/·Symmetrlc Components 
A 3D axially symmetric cylindrical component taken from Case study 1 in Chapter 4 
is considered here under the effect of dimensional (size) and run-out tolerances. 
Industries assembling axi-symmetric components for high-speed rotating machines 
designate axial run-out and radial run-out as key tolerances for components that 
rotate about their axis or rotation. Therefore, it is necessary to derive algebraic 
constraints describing VDOF resulting from jOint effect of size and run-out 
tolerances. The limits for VDOF for a 3D axi symmetric component are evaluated 
based on given tolerance limits. Figure 5-7(a) shows a 3D axi-symmetric cylindrical 
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component subjected to the effect of radial run-out Trr for the feature constructed 
around the datum axis, axial run-out Tar for top feature constructed normal to the 
datum axis and dimensional tolerance ±Ts showing the limits for variation in size. 
For the purpose of modelling geometric variations, it is assumed that the geometric 
tolerance (axial run-out) Tar is contained within the size tolerance zone limit ±Ts. 
Figure 5-7(b) shows how the tolerance zone limit for axial run-out is contained by 
the size tolerance zone. The given example shows the exaggerated tolerance zone 
limits for axial run-out and size tolerances. The net effect of dimensional and axial 
run-out tolerances is described in Figure 5-7(d), the enlarged view of toleranced part 
of top feature of Figure 5-7(b).Figure 5-7(d) shows that axial run-out contributes to a 
position error in z-direction as well as orientation errors about axes contained by the 
feature (i-e. dex and dey), However, size tolerance only contributes to mis position 
error in the z-direction. 
Shifted 
c e n t r r - ~ ' ( (
H:J:Ts 




- . -- - - I - - ~ ~
Figure 5-7: Effect of axial and radial circular run-out on 3D component 
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The tolerance zone limit for radial run-out is described in Figure 5-7(c), which shows 
a top view of the cylindrical component. The radial run-out zone is represented by a 
circle (dashed) concentric to the nominal circle (solid) with a difference in radius of 
Trr . Figure 5-7(c) shows that due to the effect of radial run-out, the actual profile of 
the circular segment is mis-located causing eccentricity (geometric shift by dX, dY) 
of the actual centre with respect to the ideal centre. The maximum eccentricity 
caused by radial run-out is contained within the zone defined by a small circle of 
radius Trr concentric to the nominal circle, as shown in Figure 5-7(c). Using this 
information the constraint bounds can be obtained as described below. 
From Figure 5-7(c) the translation error constraint as a result of radial run-out is 
depicted as: 
(5.5) 
The orientation errors dOx and dOy are constrained to lie within the region bounded 
by Tar shown in Figure 5-7(d). If dOx takes place before dOy, the error dOy is limited 
to the range left by dOx ' From Figure 5-7(d) the constraint on rotation errors (dOx 
and dOy) as a result of axial run-out after ignoring error in diameter CD) of the 
component can be worked out as: 
(5.6) 
and, 
-(tan-I Tar -dB. ) ~ d B . . ~ ( t a n - I I 1'ar -dB.) D }C Y D}C' (5.7) 
Similarly, the translation error as a result of axial run-out and size tolerance can be 
shown to be: 
-(T. -Tar) ~ ~ dZ «T. _ Tar) 
8 2 - 8 2 (5.8) 
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If the constraints for translation and orientation errors in 3D component due to 
combined effect of size and run-out tolerances are described, then the vector 
representing VDOF for a 3D component can be written as: 
where dO, = 0 (5.9) 
5.4.1.3 Analysis of Case Study 1 
The analysis is performed for 20 as well as 3D assemblies based on a range of 
values for run-out tolerance zone limits while assuming worst possible variations for 
each component in the assembly.The purpose of analysis here is to evaluate the 
performance of the linear model compared to the exact model based on a range of 
values for run-out tolerances and to determine the threshold value for run-out 
tolerances at which there is significant difference between the results produced by 
linear and exact model. 
Case Study 1 consists of four identical axi-symmetric rigid components and four 
assembly stages. For 2D assembly, each component is nominally a rectangle of 
height 70 mm and width 100 mm, whereas, for 3D assembly, the components are 
ideally cylinders of identical size with nominal height of 70 mm and nominal 
diameter of 100 mm. Variations along degrees of freedom are calculated based on 
the tolerance zone limits for 20 component (as described in 5.4.1.1) and 3D axi-
symmetric components (as described in 5.4.1.2) to calculate assembly variations. 
The tolerance zone limit for size variation (Ts) is taken as 0.1 mm for both 20 and 
3D assembly components, whereas, the range of tolerance zone limits for both axial 
and radial run-out (Tarand Trr) is given by following series: 
I:r = Trr = [ 0.00 I, 0.005, 0.0 I, 0.02, ••• 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40, (5.10) 
0.45,0.50,0.55,0.60,0.65,0.70,0.75,0.80,0.85, 0.90, 0.95, 1.00] mm 
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For each value of run-out tolerance, the results are calculated for assembly 
variations (in 20 and in 3D) using the Exact and Linear methods as described in 
Chapter 4. For the 20 assembly considered, the results are calculated for error dp[ 
and assembly KC (the eccentricity error IdPfl>, whereas for the 3D assembly 
considered, the results are calculated for errors dpf, dp[, dpf and the eccentricity 
error (the KC) eFon (calculated using Equation (4.46». 
For both 20 and 3D assemblies, it was observed that the variations accumulate as 
the components are assembled together and the maximum difference between the 
linear and exact methods is obtained at the final assembly stage. For this reason, 
the results are only compared for final assembly stage for both 20 and 3D 
assemblies. The results produced for 20 assemblies are presented in Figure 5-8, 
and for 3D assemblies the results are shown in Figure 5-9. 
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Figure 5-8: Variations at final assemble stage for the assembly of 20 axi-symmetric 
rectangular components using exact and linear model. 
Figure 5-8 shows that the linear method produce results in good agreement with the 
exact method for the assembly KC IdPfl (eccentricity error), for the given range of 
values for run-out tolerances. Similar levels of agreement are obtained for error dpr 
(error along the datum axis), when run-out ~ ~ 0.4 mm. However, for run-out greater 
than 0.4 mm, there is a small difference between the results obtained using the 
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linear and exact methods for error dp[. In Figure 5-8 the results are also compared 
for equivalent value of orientation error in degrees. The results show a similar trend 
to those obtained in Chapter 4 for 2D rectangular components. In industrial 
applications the run-out tolerance assigned to axi-symmetric components is much 
smaller than 0.4 mm (usually expressed in microns). This shows that the linear 
model produce results in good agreement compared with the exact model even if 
the run-out tolerance are as large as 0.4 mm. 
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Figure 5-9: Variations at final assemble stage for the assembly of 3D axi-symmetric 
cylindrical components using exact and linear model. 
The results presented for 3D assemblies shown in Figure 5-9 show a similar trend 
to that obtained for 2D assemblies. Figure 5-9 shows that for errors d p ~ ~ I dp[ and 
efon, the linear method is in good agreement with the exact method for the given 
range of values for angular orientation errors (d8xi , d8y i , d8zi ). However, for errors 
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dpf, the results are also in good agreement even when run-out tolerances are large 
as 0.2 mm. Also based on the comparison for angular orientation error equivalant to 
run-out tolerance it can be seen that the linear model produce results with 
agreement. These results show a similar trend to those obtained in Chapter 4 for 3D 
axi-symmetric cylindrical components. 
It is important to note that the analysis presented considered worst case variation in 
the assembly components, whereas, in reality the manufacturing variations are 
random in nature thus resulting smaller variation propagations in real assembly 
compared to worst case assembly. The main finding from the above results is that 
linear model can produce good results compared to exact model and can be used 
for practical applications of ax i-symmetric components where run-out tolerances are 
as large as 0.2 mm. 
5.4.2 Modelling VDOF for Uniformly Segmented Circular 
Components used In Case Study 2 
In this section VDOF are evaluated for geometric tolerances of uniformly segmented 
circular components. The tolerance bounds are described for 20 and 3D 
components. The conditions of maximum allowable values of variations that a 
variant feature has to satisfy are derived according to their tolerance zone limits. 
5.4.2.1 Evaluating VDOF for a 2D Uniformly-Segmented Circular 
Component 
A 20 uniformly segmented circular component under the influence of size tolerance 
and form tolerance is shown in Figure 5-10 (a). The nominal relationship of feature 
frame 0lX1Yl with respect to feature frame OoxoYo can be represented by vector 
(X, Y,1£/2 )T. Figure 5-10 (b) shows that due to effect of size and form variations the 
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feature frame 0lX1Yl is mis-positioned and mis-oriented to feature frame O ~ x ~ Y Y . .
The size tolerances only contribute in mis-position of feature frame 0 lX1Yl in x-
direction by dX to new position O O x x Y Y . . However, the form variations contribute in 
mis-position and mis-orientation of feature frame 0 lX1Yl by dY and dB, respectively. 
Thus following constraint bounds can be obtained for VDOF within given tolerance 
zones. 
From Figure 5-10 (b) the constraint of translation error dX as a result of size 
tolerance Ts can be depicted as: 
(5.11 ) 
(b) 
Figure 5-10: Effect of size and form tolerance on 20 uniformly segmented circular 
component. 
The constraint of rotation errors de and translation error dY as a result of form 
tolerance Tf can be worked out from Figure 5-10 (b) as: 
(5.12) 
TJ TJ - - ~ d d ~ - , ,
2 2 
(5.13) 
where, Ro is the outer radius and Ri is inner radius of the segmented circular 
component (as shown in Figure 5-10). If the constraints for translation and 
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orientation errors in 20 component are described, vector representing VOOF for a 
20 component can be written as: 
(dX,dY,del . (5.14) 
5.4.2.2 Evaluating VDOF for a 3D Uniformly-Segmented Circular 
Component 
A 30 uniformly segmented rigid circular component is considered here under the 
effect of dimensional (size) and form tolerance (as shown in Figure 5-11). Under 
ideal situations, coordinate frames XoYoZo and X1Y1 Zl are attached at the centres of 
the two mating features to define the location and orientation in 30 space. For a 
nominal component, the co-ordinates of frame X1Y1Zl with reference to frame XoY oZo 
are: (0, -R, R), where the radius R is given by: 
R = Ro +R, 
2 ' 
(5.15) 
where, Ro is the outer radius and Ri is inner radius of the uniformly segmented 
circular component (as shown in Figure 5-11). 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5-11: Effect of size and form tolerance on 3D uniformly segmented circular 
component. 
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Figure 5-11(a) shows the symbolic representation of tolerance zone limits. Size 
tolerance zone limits are specified for variation in radii (Ro and Rt) and thickness (t) 
of the component by ±Ts . Size tolerances for radii contribute in position error of 
frame X1Y1Zl along y-axis (by dY). Size tolerances for thickness t contributes in 
position error dX. Flatness tolerance zone T, is specified for the surface containing 
feature frame X1Y1Zl' Due to effect of form tolerance, the feature frame X1Y1Zl is 
mis-positioned (along z-axis by dZ) and mis-oriented (by d8x and d8y ) to new 
location x ~ y ~ z ~ ~ (see Figure 5-11(b». Therefore following constraint bounds can be 
obtained for VDOF within given tolerance zones. 
From Figure 5-11(b) the constraint of translation error dX and dY as a result of size 
tolerance Ts can be depicted as: 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
The constraint of translation error dZ as a result of flatness tolerance T, can be 
worked out as: 
(5.18) 
The orientation errors d9x and d9y are constrained to lie within the region bounded 
by Tf shown in Figure 5-11(b). If d9x takes place before dey, the error dey is limited 
to the range left by d9x . From Figure 5-11(b), the constraint on rotation errors (d8x 
and d8y ) as a result of flatness can be worked out as: 
(5.19) 
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(5.20) 
If the constraints for translation and orientation errors in 3D component due to 
combined effect of size and flatness tolerances are described, then vector 
representing VDOF for a 3D component can be written as: 
(5.21) 
Here the angular orientation error d8z represents the angular twist between the two 
mating surfaces of the uniformly segmented circular component. As in this thesis, 
the components are assumed to be rigid, therefore due to assumption of rigid 
material, angular twist d8z can be neglected (i-e. d8z = 0). 
5.4.2.3 Analysis of Case Study 2 
Case Study 2 considered here for analysis is same as described in Chapter 4 and 
consists of four uniformly segmented circular components for both 20 and 3D 
assembly examples. Ideally, all four components have same nominal dimensions. 
The nominal dimensions for 20 and 3D components are shown in Figure 5-12. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5-12: (a) Nominal dimensions uniformly segmented 20 circular component; (b) 
Nominal dimensions uniformly segmented 3D circular component. 
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The purpose of analysis here is to evaluate the performance of the linear model 
compared to the exact model and to determine the threshold value for run-out 
tolerances at which there is significant difference between the results produced by 
linear and exact model. The analysis is performed for 20 as well as 3D assemblies 
while assuming tolerance zone limit for size variation (Ts = 0.1 mm). The analysis is 
based on a range of values for run-out tolerances while assuming worst possible 
variations for each component in the assembly for both 20 and 3D assembly 
components. The range of values for form tolerance zone limits is as follows: 
Tf =[ 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, ••• 0.10,0.15,0.20,0.25,0.30,0.35,0.40, (5.22) 
0.45,0.50,0.55,0.60,0.65,0.70,0.75,0.80,0.85,0.90, 0.95, 1.00] mm 
For each value from given range of form tolerance Tf • the variations along degrees 
of freedom are calculated for 20 components (as described in 5.4.2.1) and 3D 
components (as described in 5.4.2.2). Assembly variation propagations are then 
calculated (for both 20 and 3D) using the Exact and Linear methods. For the 20 
assembly considered, the results are calculated for errors dpf. dpr and the 
assembly KC (radial error calculated using Equation (4.54», whereas for the 3D 
assembly considered, the results are calculated for errors dpf, dpr, dpf and the 
KC (radial error calculated using Equation (4.54». 
For both 20 and 3D assemblies, it was observed that the variations accumulate as 
the components are assembled together and the maximum difference between the 
linear and exact methods is obtained at the final assembly stage. For this reason, 
the results are only compared for final assembly stage for both 20 and 3D 
assemblies. The results produced for 20 assemblies are presented in Figure 5-13, 
and for 3D assemblies the results are shown in Figure 5-14. 
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Figure 5-13: Variations at final assemble stage for the assembly of 20 uniformly 
segmented circular components. 
Figure 5-13 shows that for dp[ and ef, the linear method produces results in good 
agreement compared to the exact method for all values of form tolerances. However 
for dpf (see Figure 5-13 (a» , the linear method produces results with good 
agreement to exact method for value of form tolerance as large as 0.1 mm. The 
results are also compared for equivalent orientation error (for form tolerance) in 
degrees. It is observed that for given dimensions of assembly components, the 
linear model provides good agreement results compared to exact model for angular 
orientation error as large as 0.1 0. These findings are identical to those obtained in 
Chapter 4 for Case Study 2 (in 20). 
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Figure 5-14: Variations at final assemble stage for the assembly of 3D uniformly 
segmented circular components. 
Similarly comparing the results in 3D (in Figure 5-14), it is found that for the given 
range of values of form tolerance, the linear method is in good agreement with the 
exact method for errors dpf , dpr and the assembly KC efo n. However, for error 
dpr, the results are in good agreement only when run-out tolerances are as large as 
0.1 mm (or equivalent angular orientation error of 0.14°) These results further 
confirm that linear model can provide satisfactory results for calculating assembly 
variations. 
5.5 Evaluation of Run-out Variations Using Measurement 
Data 
In industries assembling high-value low-volume products, the geometry of parts is 
inspected to verify the deviation of the real overall shape from nominal shape [157]. 
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To produce the desired results of inspection, measurement data obtained from 
inspection devices must be analysed using appropriate mathematical algorithm that 
must follow the specifications laid d o w ~ ~ in the standards [158, 159]. Moreover, 
these algorithms must be efficient, robust, and should consume minimal time for 
producing the results. For the evaluation of geometric tolerances, a substitute 
element is first constructed by fitting the measured data. Different best-fit methods 
(such as least-squares [160-163], minimum zone evaluation [164, 165], convex hull 
method [166, 167], etc.) can be adopted depending upon application and functional 
requirement of the work piece. Among these methods least-squares and minimum 
zone evaluation methods are more popular than other fitting criteria because these 
methods conforms to ISO and ANSI standards. 
The minimum zone method minimises the maximum error between the data points 
and a reference feature [168]. The minimum zone method also conforms to the 
ANSI and ISO standards for geometriC variations, but it is very sensitive to 
asperities (such as those caused by dirt or scratches on the surface), which may 
lead to inaccurate results if these asperities are not detected [169]. Algorithms for 
minimum-zone methods can be found in [161, 170], where it can be seen that all the 
measurement points does not contribute to the best-fit result. 
Least-square best-fit minimises the sum of squared errors, and is mathematically 
well defined and widely accepted in practical applications. In the least-square 
method, all the measurement points contribute to the best-fit result, thus the fitted 
feature is very stable and much less sensitive to the effects of asperities [171]. The 
current study also uses a least-square method for the evaluation of run-out 
variations using discrete data. 
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In order to measure run-out variation in an axi-symmetric component, the 
component is placed on rotary table with its base concentric to the table axis. 
Circular run-out of ax i-symmetric component in axial and radial direction can be 
measured using a measurement probe during a complete revolution of the rotary 
table [140], see also Figure 5-2. 
5.5.1 Evaluation of Radial Run-Out 
The purpose of evaluating radial run-out variations here is to calculate the resulting 
shift of rotation centre in terms of x and y coordinates. Each mating feature of the 
axi-symmetric component is measured separately for radial run-out (as shown in 
Figure 5-15). Several points are measured at each surface feature. Each of the 
measured point gives a reading of distance along the radial direction at given angle 
about the axis of rotation. For radial run-out, the radial values are usually measured 
in jlm and the rotation of component using rotating table of measuring instrument is 
described in degrees or radians. Mathematically, the radial run-out can be 
expressed by Equation (3.1) in polar coordinates and is re-produced as follows: 
R(rp)=R" +rl'Ull-ad(rp), (5.23) 
where R is the radius of a point on the measured surface at component orientation 
cp, R n is the nominal radius, and rrun-out is the measured run-out in the radial 
direction. 
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(a) 
Figure 5-15: Representation of points measured to check the run-out tolerances at 
mating features of a cylindrical component. 
In order to calculate assembly variation propagations using discrete data of run-out 
measurement, the discrete data need to be described in terms of VDOF-based 
representation. Therefore, the purpose of evaluating discrete data of radial run-out 
measurement here is to calculate the resulting shift of rotation centre in x and y 
coordinates. The resultant shift of lower base of the component from datum axis (as 
shown in Figure 5-15) can be expressed by (dXv dY1 ) and the mis-location of the 
top feature can be expressed by (dX2 , dY2 ), respectively. The translation errors 
dXv dY1 , dX2 , and dY2 are not shown in Figure 5-15. 
Once the radial run-out value of a mating feature is measured, the values of 
resulting translation errors (dX1 , dY1 ) and (dX2 , dY2 ) of the corresponding mating 
feature can be calculated with respect to the datum axis 'A' using a least-square 
best-circle-fit method (see Appendix for details). In order to incorporate translation 
errors (dX1 , dY1 ) and (dX2 , dYz) evaluated from radial run-out data in assembly 
variation modelling , it is desired to find the relative mis-location between the centres 
of the two surfaces. Therefore, the resultant shift of the centre of top feature relative 
to base feature can be calculated as: 
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(dX,dY) = (dX2 - ~ , , dYz - ~ ) . . (5.24) 
5.5.2 Evaluation of axial run-out 
In order to evaluate the axial run-out data the resulting variations of the feature are 
represented by the variation of a substitute plane feature. The substitute plane is 
obtained by best fitting a plane to the axial run-out data of the manufactured 
component. The variations of the substitute plane represent the resulting position 
and orientation errors (for example dZ1• dOX1and dOy1 for the base feature of the axi-
symmetric component shown in Figure 5-15) of the actual feature with respect to 
nominal feature of the manufactured component. The substitute plane that equally 
represents the real geometric feature can be evaluated from discrete data using 
best fit plane method (detailed in Appendix of this thesis). Once the resulting 
position and orientation errors are obtained by best fit algorithm for the two surfaces 
of the cylindrical component, the net position and orientation errors (dZ. dOx and 
dOy) of the component due to axial run-out can be calculated as: 
(5.25) 
(5.26) 
Once all six degrees of freedom of error (dX, dY, dZ, dOx• dOy. dOz) are evaluated 
from radial and axial run-out measurement data for two mating surfaces of the axi-
symmetric component, the overall components variations can be represented by 
differential homogeneous matrix transform equations. For linear assembly variation 
propagation method, the overall component variations can be represented by 
Equation (4.19) given in Chapter 4, whereas, Equation (4.12) can be used for exact 
method. 
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5.5.3 Assembly Variation Analysis Based on Run-out 
Measurement Data 
In this section, variation propagation analysis based on run-out measurement data 
is performed for the assembly example given in Case study 1 of Chapter 4. The 
assembly example consists of four identical rigid cylindrical components and four 
assembly stages. 
Measurements of Top Surface Feature 
Part Reading 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 Radial 0.0040 0.0006 0.0029 0.0021 -0.0049 0.0038 -0.0033 -0.0030 
2 -0.0038 -0.0028 0.0028 -0.0028 -0.0045 -0.0020 -0.0008 0.0020 
3 Run-out -0.0015 -0.0035 0.0042 -0.0035 -0.0023 0.0044 0.0022 0.0045 
4 0.0021 -0.0015 -0.0045 0.0032 0.0003 -0.0009 0.0015 0.0049 
1 Axial -0.0029 -0.0042 0.0043 0.0024 0.0015 0.0021 0.0002 -0.0047 
2 -0.0008 0.0006 0.0025 -0.0002 -0.0023 0.0030 -0.0006 0.0040 
3 Run-out 0.0023 -0.0013 -0.0015 -0.0019 -0.0028 -0.0047 -0.0003 -0.0029 
4 -0.0024 0.0014 0.0049 0.0050 0.0033 -0.0003 -0.0031 0.0011 
Measurements of Bottom Surface Feature 
1 Radial 0.0022 0.0041 0.0043 0.0045 -0.0035 -0.0007 0.0005 0.0027 
2 0.0007 0.0039 -0.0032 0.0032 0.0016 -0.0021 -0.0036 0.0031 
3 Run-out -0.0046 -0.0037 -0.0020 0.0049 -0.0027 -0.0008 0.0033 0.0027 
4 0.0009 0.0005 0.0046 -0.0018 -0.0012 -0.0009 0.0012 -0.0042 
1 Axial 0.0043 -0.0035 0.0022 0.0005 0.0041 0.0027 0.0045 -0.0007 
2 -0.0032 0.0016 0.0007 -0.0036 0.0039 0.0031 0.0032 -0.0021 
3 Run-out -0.0020 -0.0027 -0.0046 0.0033 -0.0037 0.0027 0.0049 -0.0008 
4 0.0046 -0.0012 0.0009 0.0012 0.0005 -0.0042 -0.0018 -0.0009 
Table 5-1: Run-out Values for four rotationally symmetric component.. 
dX dY dZ d8x d8y dfJz 
Part 1 0.000769 0.001870 0.001778 0.000012 -0.000014 0.00 
Part 2 0.000889 -0.000095 0.000457 0.000017 -0.000011 0.00 
Part 3 0.000209 -0.002309 -0.000360 0.000012 -0.000025 0.00 
Part 4 0.000665 -0.001900 -0.000103 -0.000011 0.000015 0.00 
Table 5-2: Six degrees of freedom of component variations obtained from run-out 
data. 
Ideally, each cylinder has a nominal height of 70 mm and nominal diameter of 100 
mm. An example of run-out measurement data is given in Table 5-1. The values of 
run-out variations (given in Table 5-1) are not real values but are selected randomly. 
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Eight measurement values are given for each reading of radial and axial run-out for 
two mating surfaces (upper and lower) of each cylindrical component. The run-out 
measurement data given in Table 5-1 is converted into six degrees of freedom of 
error (dX, dY, dZ, d8x , d8y , d8z ) using least square methods given in Appendix at 
the end of this thesis. Table 5-2 shows the converted values of variations along six 
degrees of freedom. 
Once all the six model variables for the run-out tolerance zone are obtained, these 
model variables can directly be used in assembly variation propagation models 
given in Chapter 4 of this thesis. Here the assembly variation propagations dPt , 
dpr , dp f and the eccentricity error (the KC) efon (calculated using Equation (4.46» 
are calculated using the Linear and the Exact model. The calculated results are 
given in Figure 5-16. Results given in Figure 5-16 give the demonstration of 
calculating assembly variation when discrete data of run-out measurement is given. 
The results also show that the results produced by two methods (Exact and Linear) 
are in very good agreement with each other. 
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Figure 5-16: Stage-by-stage assembly variations. 
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5.6 Summary 
A methodology of representing geometric variation using geometric features is 
discussed. Variational constraints for three degrees of translation error (dX, dY, dZ) 
and three degrees of rotation error (d6x1 d6y , d6z) are derived from dimensional and 
geometric (run-out and form) tolerances specified for axi-symmetric components 
and uniformly segmented circular components. The analysis is performed for Case 
Studies 1 and 2 in 20 as well as 3D based on a series of values for run-out 
tolerance and form tolerance respectively. The analysis for Case Study 1 show that 
Linear model can produce results in good agreement with exact model if run-out 
tolerances are as large as 0.4 mm. For Case Study 2 it was also observed that the 
linear model can produce results with good agreement to exact method for form 
tolerance value of as large as 0.1 mm. Finally the method of evaluating translation 
(dX, dY, dZ) and rotation error (d8x' d8y , d8z) from run-out inspection data is 
described to demonstrate the consideration of in-line measurement in calculating 
assembly variation propagations in metrology assisted mechanical assemblies. 
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Chapter 6 PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS OF 
ASSEMBLY VARIATIONS 
6.1 Introduction 
In Chapters 4 and 5 assembly variations were analysed based on worst case 
component variations. Whilst these variations are unlikely to occur in practice. the 
worst case analysis is useful for calculating the extreme limits of assembly 
variations based on the worst combination of parts. In practice, the physical 
dimensions of manufactured components are random and lie within a range of 
permissible variation [172]. In order to evaluate the effect of realistic part or 
subassembly variations on the resulting assembly, a model based on a probabilistic 
approach is required. The probabilistic model developed in this chapter calculates 
the variability of an assembly based on the tolerances of individual components and 
can be used at the conceptual design stage to assess assembly variation for 
different tolerances. 
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The proposed probabilistic model assumes the individual component variations are 
Gaussian random variables. This assumption is used widely in assembly tolerance 
analysis4 [173] to represent individual component variations [174-176], and 
complements the linear assembly model developed in Chapter 4. To evaluate the 
performance of the presented model, numerical results are obtained and compared 
with Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) results obtained using the exact fully non-linear 
approach presented in Chapter 4, and a comparison of results is performed for 
assembly Case Studies 1 and 2 (as given in Chapter 4). The main advantage of the 
presented probabilistic method is that it is efficient and accurate in comparison to 
MCS. The method also has the capability to aid tolerance allocation in assembly 
components. However, this is not considered here. 
Section 6.2 describes the basics of the Monte Carlo Simulation method. Section 6.3 
describes the detailed mathematics behind the proposed probabilistic model, and 
Section 6.4 presents numerical results comparing the two methods. Finally Section 
6.5 summarises the contribution of the Chapter. 
6.2 Monte Carlo Simulation 
Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) is a general numerical method for assessing the 
statistical behaviour of systems incorporating random variables [177, 178]. It is an 
established method for tolerance analysis [179, 180] and is based on randomly 
generating variables defining component parts and calculating the manufacturing 
variations in the resulting assembly. By repeating this procedure the statistical 
properties and distribution of the manufactured assembly can be determined. The 
accuracy of MCS depends upon the number of repeated simulations performed, 
4 Assembly tolerance analysis refers to evaluating the effect of variations of individual part or 
subassembly dimensions on designated dimensions or functions of the resulting assembly. 
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where the larger the number of simulations, the more accurate the predicted 
distribution of dimensions [181]. 
6.3 Probabilistic Model 
In mechanical assemblies, random variations can be modelled and analysed using 
the principles of statistics [116, 182]. In this work, a probabilistic model is presented 
that can be used to predict the influence of part and sub-assembly variations on 
product variation. This model can be used to investigate how we" the assembly 
tolerances and functional requirements [183] are achieved in the final product. 
The proposed method is presented as a general analytical method for analysing 3D 
mechanical assemblies. The analysis is based on the linear model presented in 
Chapter 4 while assuming input component variations (dXt• d1/.. dZt. d8xt. d8yt.d8zt) 
are statistically independent. zero-mean Gaussian random variables with known 
standard deviation. 
In Section 4.4.3 of Chapter 4. it was shown that the translation errors accumulated 
after assembly of 'N' components (in Equation (4.42» are given by: 
where Rt and 6Rt are rotation matrices, Pt and dPt are translation vectors, 
Al = f[(rr R j )dP1] is a 3 x 1 vector representing the combined effect of nominal 
,=1 Jool 
rotation and translation error of individual component on the assembly and 
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N_l(( I J N (N_I J) A2 = ~ ~ D R j 3R; I ~ I I 'ftl Rk PI is a 3 x 1 vector representing the combined 
effect of rotational error, nominal rotation and nominal dimensions of individual 
component on the assembly. 
The expansion for Al in Equation (6.1) can be written as follows: 
(6.2) 
where dpv dp2. dp3' ... dPN are 3 x 1 vectors each representing translational error in 
individual assembly components, and Rl • R2 , R3 .... RN are 3 x 3 rotation matrices 
each representing the nominal orientation (rotation) between two mating features of 
each component. In Equation (6.2), Al consists of a linear sum of statistically 
independent random vectors, each containing a trivariate random vector dpt, where, 
(6.3) 
The random vector [dXt• d}'i, dZtlT represents the mis·location error in three 
dimensions for the ith component. Using Equations (6.2) and (6.3) it can be shown 
that: 
(6.4) 
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Expanding Equation (6.4), A ~ ~ ,4; , and A ~ ~ are given by: 
N A ~ ~ = ~ ~ ( m(I.I)1 dX, + m(I.2)1 dt; + m(l,3)i dZ, ), (6.6) 
i=1 
N 
Ai = I( m(2.1)l dXl +m(2,2)l d Y, +m(2,3)l dZI)' (6.7) 
1=1 
N 
Af = I( m(3.1)l dXl +m(3.2);dY, +m(3,3)l dZI)' (6.8) 
i=1 
Equations (6.6) to (6.8) represent the x, y and z components of error AI' and each 
of A;, Ai and Af consist of a linear sum of statistically independent random 
variables dXt , dl£, dZt . 
The expansion for 42 in Equation (6.1) can be written as follows: 
[
RI8RIP2 +RI8RIR2P3 + ... +RI8RIR2· .. RN_tPN ] 
A2 = tRIRl8R2P3 ++R1R28R2R3P4 + ... +RIRI8R2R) ... RN_tPN • 
R\R\".8RN_IPN 
(6.9) 
where P2,P3,P4, ,,,PN are 3 x 1 vectors each representing the nominal position 
between two mating features for each component and 8R1,8R2, 8R3, ... 8RN- 1 are 
3 x 3 matrices each representing the orientation error between two mating features 
for each component, as given by Equation (4.20). 
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Equation (6.9) consists of a linear sum of terms involving independent random 
matrices SRi' deterministic matrices Rj • and deterministic translation vectors Pi' In 
general, the random matrix SR t can be written as: 
(6.10) 
Substituting Equation (6.10) into the definition of A2 it can be shown that: 
N-I 
.:12 = L(d9x1 Lx +d9}'1 L}' +d9'1 L.), (6.11) 
1=1 




To determine the statistical distribution for vector A2 it is convenient to re-write 
Equation (6.11) as the product of a 3 x 3 deterministic matrix Q 1 and an 
independent random vector [d6xl • d6y !. d6ztf such that: 
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Equation (6.15) contains a tri-variate random vector [dOXL,dOy!,dOztlT representing 
the orientation error for the ith component in three dimensions and has an identical 
form to Equation (6.4) for AI' Each of the errors A; , A ~ ~ , and Af in Equation (6.15) 
can be expressed separately as a linear sum of random errors dOx!, dOy! and dOz! 
such that: 
N-I 
A; = L( Q(1,I);d8x1 +q(1,2)l d8yl +q(l.3)l d8zl)' 
1=1 
N-I 
Ai = L( Q(2,1)l d8xl +Q(2.2)l d8YI + Q(2,3)1d8z1 ), 
1=1 
N-I 





Using Equations (6.6) to (6.8) and (6.17) to (6.19), the components of the vector 
representing the variations accumulated after assembly of the Nth component (see 
Equation (6.1» can be written as: 
N N-I 
dpx = L( m(l,I),dX1 +mO.2)l d f; +mo,3),dZ,) + l:( q(I.I)l d8xl +%.2)l d8YI +%.3)l d8zl)' (6.20) 
1=1 ,-I 
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N N-I 
dpY = L( m(2,1);dXj +m(2,2)l dr; +m(2,3);dZ,) + L( Q(2.1);d9x, +q(2.2);dSYI +Q(2,3);d9z1 ),(6.21) 
;=1 1=1 
N N-\ 
dpz = L( m(3,1);dX1 +m(3,2);dr; +m(3.3);dZI ) + L( Q(3,1);d9x/ +Q(3.2)ld9yl +Q(3.3)/ d9zl)' (6.22) 
~ ~ ~ ~
where dpx, dpY and dpz are the translation errors accumulated after the 
assembly of Nth component in the x, y and z directions, respectively. 
Equations (6.20) to (6.22) show that the assembly errors dpx, dpY and dpz consist 
of a linear sum of statistically independent random variables dXL, dl't. dZt , d9xL , d9y! 
and dazt each having a uni-variate normal distribution with zero mean and variances 
and dpz are zero-mean and have variances c r ~ x x , c r ~ r r and cr!l ' where: 
2 _ 
O ' ~ x x - (6.23) 
(6.24) 
(6.25) 
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As Equations (6.20) to (6.22) consist of a linear sum of normally distributed random 





where J.1 dpx I J..l dpY and J..l dpz are zero, and cr dpx, 0' d/ and 0' dpz .are given in 
Equations (6.23) to (6.25). 
Equations (6.26) to (6.28) are the statistical distributions of the assembly errors dpx, 
dpY and dpz, respectively and can be used to predict variability in the position of 
any component in a mechanical assembly in three dimensions. The probability that 
the errors dpx, dpY and dpz exceed value x,y and z respectively, are given by: 
(6.29) 
(6.30) 
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_ . ! . ( ~ ~ - ~ ~deZ )2 
f'" 1 2 {Iii Z Z p(z}= fo e ~ ~ dp, 
z 27t 0' ,*,Z 
(6.31) 
In complex assemblies, variability in the key characteristics (KCs) must be 
calculated to evaluate the quality of an assembly. The KCs depend upon the type 
and application of an assembly and can vary depending upon practical application. 
Two assembly examples are studied throughout this thesis. Case Study 1 
represents assembly of a rotating part (rotor) for a high-speed rotating machine and 
Case Study 2 represents the assembly of a non-rotating part (casing) for a high-
speed rotating machines. The following sections consider modelling the KC for each 
of these case studies. 
6.3.1 Modelling Variability of Assembly KC for Case Study 1 
The KC for Case Study 1 (as discussed in Chapters 4) is the eccentricity error efcc 
given by Equation (4.46). In Equation (4.46), the eccentricity error (etcc = 
.[cdpX)2 + (dpY)2) is determined by errors dpx and dpY as described by Equations 
(6.20) and (6.21), respectively. In these equations, dpx and dpY are expressed in a 
general form and it is important to realise that they are correlated. 
For the case of rotationally symmetric components errors dpx and dpY can be 
reduced to a simplified form that aids the development of an equation to estimate 
the variability of eccentricity error efcc. For Case Study 1 (as described in chapter 
4), matrix Ri represents the nominal rotation between mating features for each 
axisymmetric component and is the identity matrix. In addition, the nominal 
translation between the mating features of each axi-symmetric component is given 
by Pi = [0 OZt]T· Therefore Equation (6.1) can be simplified as: 
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(6.32) 
From Equation (6.32) assembly errors dpx, dpY and dpz can be deduced as: 
(6.33) 
N N-I N 
dpY = IdY;+Ld9 x1 L Zj' (6.34) 
1=1 /=1 }=/+1 
(6.35) 
where dXf, dYt, dZ(, d8xt• d8;yt and d8zl are statistically independent zero mean 
normally distributed random numbers having variance O'axl' O'Jyl' uJz1, UJ9xl' UJ9Yi 
and O'J9zi' respectively. 
Taking into account that the components of dpx, dpY and dpz are statistically 
independent zero-mean Gaussian variables, it can be concluded that for Case 
Study 1. errors dpx, dpY and dpz have zero mean Gaussian distributions (given by 
Equations (6.26) to (6.28), respectively) with variances O';l'x, O';pY and u;pz, 
respectively, such that: 
(6.36) 
(6.37) 
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N 
2 "2 0' dpz = ~ ~ 0' al, • 
;=1 
(6.38) 
Substituting equations (6.33) and (6.34) for dpx and dpY in Equation (4.46) gives: 
In Equation (6.39) the eccentricity error efcc is determined by two statistically 
independent, zero-mean Gaussian random variables dpx and dpY. It follows that 
efCC has a Rayleigh distribution [184-186]. Assuming that d e ~ ; ; and dey; have equal 
variance, it can be shown that dpx and dpYare of equal variance (CT dpX = CTdP\ 
Therefore pdf of eccentricity error efcc for the final component in an assembly 
consisting of n axi-symmetric components is given by: 
[ ( )2] 




where (J eECC is the standard deviation of eccentricity error and is given by: 
(6.41) 
Using Equation (6.40), the probability that the eccentricity is less than a particular 
value a is given by: 
[ ( )2] 
a Ecc eECC 
P{a) = J ;-exp - 2 deEcc • 
o 0' ,s'" 20' ,s'" 
(6.42) 
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This equation is used later for calculating the assembly yield to perform variation 
analysis for Case Study 1 in Section 6.4.1. 
6.3.2 Modelling Variability of Assembly KC for Case Study 2 
The KC for Case Study 2 is the error in radial direction (er = .J (dp Y)2 + (dp Z)2) 
given by Equation (4.54). Error er have a similar form to efcc in Case Study 1 but 
involve zero mean correlated Gaussian random variables dpY and dp z given by 
Equations (6.21) and (6.22), respectively. Since dpY and dpz are correlated, the 
Rayleigh distribution function cannot be applied to determine the distribution of the 
radial error ef. However by using a change of variables in terms of two uncorrelated 
normal random variables Ul and U2 (as shown in Figure 6-1) having zero mean and 
non-identical variance [187, 188]. The relationship between the coordinates (y, z) 
and (uv U2) is a rotation transformation , as shown in Figure 6-1. 
z 
y 
Figure 6-1 :Transformation of radial error along principal axes of the distribution. 
The joint probability density function for Ul and U2 can be expressed as [189] : 
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where UU1 and UU2 are the standard deviations of Ul and U2, respectively. 
The relationship between the coordinates (y,z) and CUi' U2) can be expressed as: 
(6.44) 
where URis the rotation matrix that transforms coordinate axes Y and Z to principal 
axes Ul and U2 of the distribution. 
The correlation matrix UR can be obtained from the covariance matrix of [y,z]T by 
post multiplying the entries of Equation (6.44) by transpose of Equation (6.44) and 
taking the expected values [190], this gives: 
E[YZ]] = u [ E [ U ~ ] ]
E[Z2] R 0 




E[u:] and E [ u ~ ] ] are the Eigen values of the same matrix. In Equation (6.45) 
E[/l = ( J ~ y y is given by Equation (6.24), E[z2] = ( J ~ z z is given by Equation (6.25) 
and E[yz] is given by: 
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Integrating Equation (6.47) with respect to e from 0 to 2IT, it can be shown that the 
distribution function for eR is given by [191] : 
(6.50) 
where loex) is the modified Bessel function of the First Kind and Zero Order. 
Equation (6.50) is the generalised form for calculating stochastic variability of radial 
error for two correlated Gaussian random variables. To calculate the probability that 
the radial error is less than a particular value a it is necessary to integrate over 
Equation (6.50) from 0 to a to give: 
(6.51) 
This equation is used later to find the assembly yield during the variation analysis of 
Case Study 2 in Section 6.4.2. 
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6.4 Results and Discussion 
To investigate the accuracy and efficiency of the above probabilistic method to 
perform a variation analysis, two assembly examples (Case Studies 1 and 2 as 
discussed in Chapter 4) are considered. The results obtained using the proposed 
method are compared with results obtained using the standard Monte Carlo 
Simulation (MCS) method incorporating the exact method described in Equation 
(4.31), rather than the linearised model derived in Equation (4.42). Convergence 
studies have been performed to determine the number of simulations required by 
Monte Carlo simulation to obtain accurate results. For the examples considered, it 
was found that 10,000 simulations are required. 
In the examples, it is assumed that there are four components and four assembly 
stages. Each component in the two case studies has two mating features and two 
coordinate frames. The assembly is performed by joining components together at 
their mating features. The coordinate frame attached at the base of the first 
component is considered to be the global coordinate system for the assembly. The 
influence of different component tolerances on the component Is specified in terms 
of the location (dXt ,dYt, and dZt ) and orientation (de.d, dey!, and de,l) error of the 
coordinate frames attached to the mating feature for each component on its upper 
surface relative to its lower surface. The variations are assumed to be zero-mean 
Gaussian random variables, where the standard deviation (a) Is taken to be one 
third of the specified tolerance. Results are compared for assembly errors (dpX t dpY 
and dpZ) and the corresponding assembly key characteristic (KC) for the case 
studies considered. The details of the analysis performed for each case study are 
given in following subsections. 
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6.4.1 Example 1: Assembly of four Cylindrical Components 
An assembly case study of four axi-symmetric (cylindrical) components is 
considered for the analysis. All components are identical in dimensions with nominal 
height H = 70 mm and nominal diameter D = 100 mm. These dimensions ensure 
the nominal mating feature on the upper surface has coordinates [0,0,70] relative to 
the mating feature on the lower surface (as shown in Figure 6-2), i.e. Xt = 0 mm, 
1'i = 0 mm, Z/ = 70 mm. 
D= lOOmm 
H=70mm 
Figure 6-2:Nominal dimensions of cylindrical components. 
The location and orientation errors for each component are extracted from the 
dimensional and geometric (axial and radial run-out) tolerances (as described in 
Chapter 5) specified for each axi-symmetric component. The translation tolerances 
considered are taken to be dXt = dY/ = ±Trr and dZt = ±(Ts + Tar/2), and 
orientation errors are taken to be dOx / = ± tan- 1 (Tar / D) radians, dOyt = 
±(tan-1(Tar/D) - dOx /) radians and dOz/ = 0 radians. Here, Ts, Tar, and Trr refer to 
the size tolerance, tolerance for axial run-out and radial run-out, respectively (as 
shown in Figure 5-7). 
For the purpose of analysing the performance of the probabilistic model, 
comparisons are made between the analytical and MCS methods at different 
component tolerance values. The run-out tolerances (Tanand Trr ) are selected to 
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take three different small to large values: 0.01 , 0.1, and 1 mm, while the size 
tolerances Ts is kept fixed at 0.1 mm. 
To perform the analysis, variances O O ~ p p , , O O ~ p Y ' ' O O ~ p z z and O'eECC are calculated using 
Equations (6.36), (6.37), (6.38) and (6.41), respectively . Based on the calculated 
values of covariance, the probability density functions (pdfs) are plotted separately 
for assembly errors (dp f, dpr, dp f ) and eccentricity error (efCC) for final assembly 
component using Equations (6.26), (6.27), (6.28) and (6.40), respectively and 
compared with those obtained using MCS on linear and log scale at three different 
values of run-out tolerances (0.01 , 0.1, and 1 mm). These results are shown in 
Figures 6-3 to 6-14. The results are also compared for the cumulative distribution 
function (cdt) using Equation (6.42) for the eccentricity efcc for the final assembly 
component at three different values of run-out tolerances (0.01 , 0.1, and 1 mm) as 
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Figure 6-3: Probability density of error dp,x for final assembly stage at 7;,r = ~ r r = 
0.01 mm: (a) linear scale; (b) log scale. 
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Figure 6-4: Probability density of error dp,Y for final assembly stage at T:r = ~ r r = 
0.01 mm: (a) linear scale; (b) log scale. 
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Figure 6-5: Probability density of error dp,z for final assembly stage at T:r = T,r = 
0.01 mm: (a) linear scale; (b) log scale. 
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Figure 6-6: Probability density of eccentricity error for final assembly stage at 
T:r = ~ r r = 0.01 mm: (a) linear scale; (b) log scale. 
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Figure 6-7: Probability density of error dp,x for final assembly stage at 1;" = ~ , , = 0.1 
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Figure 6-8: Probability density of error dpt for final assembly stage at 1;" = T" = 0.1 
mm: (a) linear scale; (b) log scale. 
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Figure 6-9: Probability density of error dp,z for final assembly stage at 1;" = T" = 0.1 
mm: (a) linear scale; (b) log scale. 
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Figure 6-10: Probability density of eccentricity error for f inal assembly stage at 
1'"r = T,r = 0.1 mm: (a) linear scale; (b) log scale. 
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Figure 6-11: Probability density of error dp/x for f inal assembly stage at 7;;r = T,r = 1 
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Figure 6-12: Probability density of error dp{ for final assembly stage at Tar = T,r = 1 
mm: (a) linear scale; (b) log scale. 
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Figure 6-13: Probability density of error dPiZ for final assembly stage at ~ r r = 7;r = 1 
mm: (a) linear scale; (b) log scale. 
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Figure 6-14: Probability density of eccentricity error for final assembly stage at 
T:r = 7;r = 1 mm: (a) linear scale; (b) log scale. 
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Figure 6-15: Probability that the eccentricity error exceeds a particular value for final 
assembly stage at T:r = T,r = 0.01 mm. 
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Figure 6-16: Probability that the eccentricity error exceeds a particular value for final 
assembly stage at T;,r = T,r = 0.1 mm. 
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Figure 6-17: Probability that the eccentricity error exceeds a particular value for final 
assembly stage at T:r = T,r = 1 mm. 
The results in Figures 6-3 to 6-14 indicate that the proposed probabilistic approach 
is in good agreement with Monte Carlo simulations (MCS) based on exact (fully 
non-linear) method, showing that the position errors (dpf, dpr and dpf ) are 
Gaussian and the eccentricity efcc has a Rayleigh distribution. The results also 
indicate that as the tolerance increases from a small value (0.01 mm) to a large 
value (1.0 mm), the magnitude of the position errors and the eccentricity increase 
and the general shape of the distributions remains relatively unchanged. The 
efficiency of the probabilistic methods is assessed by comparing the execution 
times required to perform the calculations with results obtained using Monte Carlo 
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simulation. It was found that CPU-time required to execute the MCS is 124.58 times 
the probabilistic method. 
To confirm the accuracy of the proposed approach, the pdfs are plotted on both 
linear and logarithmic scales (for errors dpf, dpr and dpf the logarithmic results 
are calculated from the absolute value of the errors). It should be noted that the 
agreement at the tails of the log-pdf is not as good as over the main body of the 
distributions. The reason for this is that the simulations are less accurate 
(statistically) for high position and eccentricity errors. Monte Carlo simulations would 
produce accurate results at the tails if a larger number of simulations was 
performed. However this would require extensive additional calculations and CPU 
time. This deficiency of the Monte Carlo method serves to highlight one of the 
advantages offered by the derived pdf expressions, which are valid for all values of 
position and eccentricity errors. Figures 6-15 to 6-17 also show that for the 
probability that the eccentricity exceeds a particular value, the results obtained by 
Probabilistic are in excellent agreement with those obtained by MCS based on exact 
method. The results confirm that the derived analytical pdf and cdf expressions are 
valid. 
A similar comparison between the linear and the exact assembly models was made 
in Chapter 5, where, it was found that for assembly example considered, linear and 
exact methods are in good agreement only if run-out values are less than 0.2 mm. 
The example in chapter 5 considered worst case component variations as well as 
worst case combinations of components during their assembly, which in practice is 
very unlikely. However, the assembly variation analysis presented here represents 
more realistic assembly example and can be used for statistical tolerance analysis 
of mechanical assemblies. 
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6.4.2 Example 2: Assembly of Four Uniformly Segmented 
Components 
For example 2, an assembly of four uniformly segmented circular components is 
considered, (as shown in Figure 6-18). All components have identical nominal 
dimensions with outer radius Ro = 130 mm and inner radius Ri = 90 mm. These 
dimensions ensure that the nominal mating features on the upper surface have 
coordinates [0,-110,110] relative to the mating feature on the lower surface (as 
shown in Figure 6-18) . However, the nominal orientation of feature frame 
Ro = 130mm 
Figure 6-18:Nominal dimensions of a uniformly segmented circular component. 
In order to investigate the performance of the proposed analytical model, and to 
evaluate the effect of changing form tolerance Tf for each component on the 
resulting assembly variations, three analyses are presented. For each of these 
analyses, the value of size tolerance Ts for each component is fixed as 0.1 mm, and 
the flatness tolerance is selected to take the following values: 0.01 mm, 0.1 mm and 
1 mm. 
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Based on the specified tolerance zone limits, the location and orientation error of the 
upper surface relative to the lower surface for each component are extracted using 
variational constraints described in Chapter 5 for Case Study 2. These constraints 
To confirm the accuracy of the proposed approach, pdfs have been plotted for 
output errors dp f , dp[ and dp[ using Equations (6.26), (6.27) and (6.28) , and radial 
error using Equation (6.50) for the final component in the assembly. The pdfs and 
cdfs obtained using the analytical (linear) method are compared with those obtained 
using Monte Carlo Simulations based on exact (non-linear) model (as described in 
Chapter 4) and the results are given in Figures 6-19 to 6-33. 
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Figure 6-19: Probability density of error dp/x for final assembly stage at Tf = 0.01 
mm: (a) linear scale; (b) log scale . 
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Figure 6-20: Probability density of error dp; for final assembly stage at Tf = 0.01 
mm: (a) linear scale; (b) log scale. 
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Figure 6-21: Probability density of error dp;z for final assembly stage at Tf = 0.01 
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Figure 6-22: Probability density of radial error for final assembly stage at Tf = 0.01 
mm: (a) linear scale; (b) log sca le. 
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Figure 6-23: Probability density of error dp;x for final assembly stage at Tf = 0.1 mm: 
(a) linear scale; (b) log scale. 
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Figure 6-24: Probability density of error dp ,Y for final assembly stage at Tf = 0.1 mm: 
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Figure 6-25: Probability density of error dp,z for final assembly stage at T/ = 0.1 mm: 
(a) linear scale; (b) log scale . 
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Figure 6-26: Probability density of radial error for final assembly stage at Tf = 0.1 mm: 
(a) linear scale; (b) log scale. 
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Figure 6-27: Probability density of error dPiX for final assembly stage at Tf = 1 mm: 
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Figure 6-28: Probability density of error dp ,r for final assembly stage at Tf = 1 mm: 
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Figure 6-29: Probability density of error dPiZ for final assembly stage at Tf = 1 mm: 
(a) linear scale; (b) log scale. 
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Figure 6-30: Probability density of radial error for final assembly stage at Tf = 1 mm: 
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Figure 6-31: Probability that the eccentricity error exceeds a particular value for final 
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Figure 6-32: Probability that the eccentricity error exceeds a particular value for final 
assembly stage at Tf = 0.1 mm. 
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Figure 6-33: Probability that the eccentricity error exceeds a particular value for final 
assembly stage at Tf = 1 mm. 
The results indicate that with an increase of flatness tolerance, the assembly 
variations increase. The pdfs (Figures 6-19 to 6-30) and cdfs (Figures 6-31 to 6-33) 
show that there is excellent agreement between the proposed probabilistic 
approach and Monte Carlo simulation results based on exact method. The results 
also show that with increase in flatness tolerance the general shape of distributions 
remain unchanged. For errors dp f, dpr, and dpf , the distributions are Gaussian, 
whilst the radial error is highly non-Gaussain and the expression derived for pdf is 
valid. 
To highlight the advantage of the proposed probabilistic model, the distributions are 
plotted on linear and logarithmic axes. The logarithmic distributions show that the 
agreement at the tails is not as good as over the main body. The reason for this is 
that Monte Carlo simulations are less accurate for large variations unless a large 
number of simulations are used. 
It is also important to highlight the advantages of Monte Carlo method over the 
linear model that it can use a fully non-linear (exact) method for calculating 
assembly variations and can also incorporate assembly process errors, 
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measurement errors and assembly optimisations. On the other hand, the linear 
approximation enable designer engineer to identify the major contributing factors in 
assembly variation propagation, which otherwise cannot be identified in the exact 
method. 
6.5 Conclusion 
In this Chapter, a novel probabilistic method was developed as a general analytical 
method for analysis of 3D mechanical assemblies based on the linear model for 
calculating assembly variation propagation presented in Chapter 4. Probability 
density functions were derived for position errors in an assembly (dpf, dpr, and 
dpf) and can be used to analyse a general mechanical assembly. Separate 
probability functions were derived for the Key Characteristics (KCs) for assembly 
Case studies 1 and 2. The derived expressions are based on assumptions that the 
component variations are independent zero-mean Gaussian random variables. The 
probability density functions are used to calculate the probability that the eccentricity 
will exceed a particular value, and are useful for industrial applications and 
academic research in tolerance assignment and assembly process design. The 
proposed method is used to analyse the influence of different component tolerances 
on the build quality of an example originating in aero-engine subassembly. 
Results obtained using the proposed method, based on linear connective modelling. 
is compared with those calculated using Monte Carlo simulation method based on 
the exact non-linear model described in Equation. (4.29). The results are calculated 
in terms of probability density function for translation error and assembly KCs 
(eccentricity error for Case Study 1 and radial error for Case Study 1) for the final 
component in the assembly based on specified size and geometriC tolerances (run-
out tolerances in Case Study 1 and form tolerances in Case Study 2). The results 
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show that for the case studies analysed, the statistical distributions obtained using 
the proposed approach are in excellent agreement with those obtained using Monte 
Carlo simulation based on exact solution. One of the advantages of the probabilistic 
model is that it is more accurate than Monte Carlo simulation, particularly if large 
variations at the tails of the distributions are considered. The linear approximations 
used in the proposed model also enable the design engineer to identify the main 
contributing factors in the assembly variation propagations. 
The analysis was performed at different values of geometric tolerances (small to 
large) for each component in both case studies and the results were found to be in 
excellent agreement even with the larger component tolerances. It was observed 
that with increase of geometric tolerances assembly variations increase and the 
shape of the distribution remained unchanged maintaining good agreement 
between the two approaches. It should be noted that the results produced are only 
valid for the case studies studied and may vary depending upon the components 
dimensions. type of the assembly and number of components in the assembly. 
Another advantage the proposed probabilistic model over MCS is that it is 
computationally much more efficient than Monte Carlo simulation as the CPU-time 
required by Monte Carlo simulations is much longer than the proposed method and 
can be used in tolerance synthesis problem. On the other hand, MCS can be used 
for tolerance analysis for assemblies considering assembly error minimisation or 
any other factor such as assembly process and measurement error. However MCS 
is not suitable for tolerance allocation in mechanical assemblies because results 
calculated by MCS will be computationally extensive. 




Chapter 7: Variation Propagation Control in Assemblies 
VARIATION PROPAGATION CONTROL 
IN ASSEMBLIES 
7.1 Introduction 
The assembly of mechanical components has a significant Impact on manufacturing 
cost and plays an important role in the quality of the final product. The 
manufacturing processes always result in variations among the same parts and 
assemblies. The quality of the assembly is greatly influenced by the presence of 
manufacturing variations in its constituent parts. If effective measures are taken to 
minimise error build-up in the assembly before the components are assembled in 
shop floor, this will reduce the assembly time and cost of product. ContrOlling the 
propagation of variations in assembly forms the main theme of this chapter. The 
methods to minimise assembly variation depend upon the type of product and the 
assembly process. This implies that different types of assemblies need different 
control strategies to minimise assembly variation. It is not possible to develop a 
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generalised method to minimise assembly variation that can be applied to aU type of 
assemblies. Therefore, this chapter proposes control strategies to minimise 
assembly variation propagation only for Case Studies 1 and 2 discussed in earlier 
chapters. 
The first case study is an example of the assembly of high-speed rotating machines 
that consists of rigid axi-symmetric components. In high-speed rotating machines, 
the components are assembled together in a form of stack to build an upright shaft 
(as described in [140». In such products, the assembly is aimed to be built as 
straight as possible. Four optimisation methods are proposed to control variation 
propagations in the assembly of rotating machines and the proposed methods for 
Case Study 1 are referred as "Straight-build" assembly optimisation methods. The 
second case study consists of components in the shape of round segments, where 
the components are assembled together to build a circular structure. The assembly 
example considered in Case Study 2, can be found in the large casing that forms 
the main non-rotating structure (stator part) of large high-speed rotating machines. 
The assembly of such round-shaped segmented components is targeted to build the 
structure with precise circular shape to accommodate the rotor. One error 
minimisation method is proposed for Case Study 2 and is referred to here as 
"Clrcular·bulld" assembly optimisation method. 
This chapter is divided into two parts, each part describing optimisation strategies 
proposed for Case Study 1 of straight-build assemblies (in Section 7.2) and Case 
Study 2 of circular-build assemblies (in Section 7.4). Section 7.3 presents the 
results based on straight-build assembly optimisation method for 20 assemblies 
and Section 7.5 presents the results for circular-build assembly optimisation in 20 
as well as 3 ~ . . The results for 3D circular-build assemblies are also presented to 
analyse the probabilistic model proposed in Chapter 6 based on increasing the 
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number of components in an assembly without considering optimisation. Finally, 
Section 7.6 presents a summary of the chapter and conclusions based on the 
presented results. 
7.2 Case Study 1: Straight-Build Assemblies 
Parts here are geometrically symmetric about their central axis (axi-symmetric 
components). Axi-symmetric components are widely used in rotating machines. 
Applications of such parts cover all facets of manufacturing from large turbo-
machinery to miniature precision assemblies of rotating components. It is essential 
that rotating machines are assembled as straight as possible in order to satisfy the 
vibration and functional requirements of the rotor. 
The optimisation techniques proposed in this research use the axi-symmetric 
property of the rotationally-symmetric components, by which the component can be 
assembled by selecting the best angular orientation during the assembly that gives 
minimum value of geometric eccentricity (concentricity error) between the centres of 
the components. 
7.2.1 Optimisation Methods 
For the purpose of error minimisation, it is assumed that the manufacturing 
variations of all assembly components are known. A key characteristic here is to 
give the best 'straight line' between the centres of the parts during the assembly 
process. 
The current study suggests four optimisation methods to control error propagation in 
straight-build assemblies based on known variation of each assembly component. 
Each method uses relative orientation technique to minimise error propagation in 
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the assembly. The relative orientation technique is a unique approach of error 
minimisation in the assembly of rotationally symmetric components, where each 
part is oriented relative to its adjacent part by rotating it about its axis of symmetry. 
An optimal relative orientation between the mating components is selected based 
on the objective function for each optimisation method. The proposed optimisation 
methods are describes using pictorial examples of two-dimensional assemblies for 
simplicity and better representation of the concepts. The mathematics behind each 
optimisation strategy is described for both 20 and 30 assemblies. The proposed 
optimisation methods are given as under: 
7.2.1.1 Method 1· Table-Axls-Bulld Assembly (Stage-by-Stsge Error 
Minimisation) 
Figure 7-1 shows an assembly example of two rectangular 20 components. The 
first component is placed on the assembly table with its base concentric to the table 
axis (as shown in Figure 7-1). Part 2 is placed concentric to the top centre of part 1 
(as shown in Figure 7-1(a». Due to the axi-symmetric property of both components, 
part 2 can be re-oriented (flipped) about its axis of symmetry relative to part 1 
without affecting the assembly characteristics. In Figure 7-1 part 2 is shown at two 
different configurations of its orientation relative to part 1. At both configurations, the 
eccentricity error of the top centre C2 from table axis has different value (as 
observed from Figure 7-1). Figure 7-1 also shows that the deviation of the 
component centre 'C2' from table axis can be minimised by rotating components 
about their axis of symmetry. Therefore, the table-axis-build assembly method is 
aimed to minimise table-axis error at each assembly stage by rotating the upper 
most component about its axis of symmetry and finding the best configuration that 
gives minimum eccentricity error after assembly. 
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For 20 component, the upper component has two possible orientations at 0 and 180 
degrees. However, a 3D component may have various indexing orientations relative 
to previous component depending upon the method of assembly of components. 
For example, if two components are assembled by bolting together, then the 
number of indexing orientation depends upon the number of bolting holes (as shown 















Table axis ! 





Figure 7-1: Optimisation Method 1: Two component assembly with upper component 
in: (a) Orientation 1, (b) Orientation 2 
Figure 7-2: A 3D example to demonstrate number of indexing orientations between 
two components (the number of indexing orientations is equal to the number of 
bolting holes). 
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For 20 assemblies, the table-axis error is the horizontal component of the 
translation error vector (given by Equation (4.36» such that: 
E ~ a a = dflx I 'r, (7.1) 
where fIa is the table axis error for the ith component of the assembly and dpf is 
the horizontal component of the translation error vector given by Equation (4.36) in 
Chapter 4. 
Similarly, for 3D assemblies the table axis error can be defined as the perpendicular 
distance between table axis and the centre of the component (radial error) as given 
by following equation: 
(7.2) 
where Efa is the table axis error for the ith component of the assembly, dPC and dpr 
are the x and y components of translation error vector given by Equation (4.31) in 
Chapter 4. 
In Figure 7-1, orientation 2 has a visibly smaller table axis error than orientation 1 
and is chosen as the optimal orientation. This optimisation process is performed at 
each stage of assembly as new components are added to the assembly. Applying 
this process, the optimised table axis error £fta for the tth component of the 
assembly is given by: 
eota = min ,L.J ... x (In \1) 
I <p=O' .180" 'i""t'/ 'T'I (for 2D assemblies) (7.3) 
Eota = min tle'O(m)l) 
t ,360" 360' 360' 'I I 'T 
ql=O·T"I·T"2· .. ·T "N 
(for 3D assemblies) (7.4) 
where dPC and Eta is the table axis error for 20 and 3D assemblies, respectively, for 
the ith. component at orientation cpo 
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7.2.1.2 Method 2: Table-Axis-Bui/d Assembly (Minimising Error at Two 
Consecutive Stages) 
In Method 2 the table axis error is predicted for two subsequent stages by 
calculating the eccentricity for all possible orientations of the two components. The 
optimal orientation is chosen as the configuration that minimises the combined error 
for the two stages considered. Using the notation introduced in Method 1, the 
combined table-axis error is expressed as the Root-Mean-Square (RMS) error for 
the two stages (ith and (i + l) st stage). 
Applying this method, the optimised combined table axis error Efcta for the ith 
component of the assembly is given by: 
(for 2D assemblie ) (7.5) 
( 
I ta( )1
2 I t 12] • Ei <Pi + E E ~ I ( < P P + I ) )E ~ c t a a = mm (for 3D a semblies) 
I _ , 360" 360' 360' 2 q>j-O ' --vxl, x2 ... , xN 
_ , '360' 360' 360' 
<jlj+i -0' '--vxl. )(2.. .. xN 
(7.6) 
The orientation ({Ji = al that satisfies Equations (7.5) and (7.6), define the optimal 
configuration. Using these values, the optimised table axis error Efta for the ittl 
component of the assembly is given by: 
Efta = Idp{ (u,)1 
Efta = IE:a (u1)1 
(for 2D assemblies) 
(for 3D assemblies) 
7.2.1.3 Method 3: Table-Axis Based Combinatorial Approach 
(7.7) 
(7 .8) 
In Method 3, all possible orientations of all components in the assembly are 
considered, and the configuration of components that yields the minimum table-axis 
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error for the whole assembly is chosen to be optimal. Applying this method , the 
optimised table axis error Eotaa for the whole assembly is calculated as: 
(for 2D assemblies) (7.9) 
E01aa = min 
,n =0" 360" xl 360" x2 360" x N 
" I • N ' N ... , N 
N 2 
I I E E l l ( < < · ) 1 1
;=1 I I 
N 
(for 3D assemblies) (7.10) 
,n =0" 360" xl 360" x2 . 360" xN 
"2 • N 'N .. , N 
The orientations ({J i = Pi that satisfy Equations (7.9) and (7.10) define the optimal 
configuration . Using these values, the optimised table axis error Ef ta for the i th 
component of the assembly is given by: 
Eta = IdPiX (Pi)1 
Eta = IE;a ( ( ; ) I I
(for 2D assemblies) 
(for 3D assemblies) 
(7.11 ) 
(7.12) 
7.2.1.4 Method 4: Final-Assembly Axis Based Combinatorial Approach 
In Method 4, a similar approach is applied to Method 3, but instead of minimising 
the table-axis error for the whole assembly, Method 4 minimises the final-assembly 
axis error. Final-assembly axis refers to the axis passing through the centre of the 
base of the first component and the centre of top of the upper-most component in 
the assembly. 
7.2.2 Direct Build Assembly 
To investigate any potential improvements in straight-build assembly, the above four 
optimisation methods are compared with each other, and direct-build assembly. 
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Direct-build assembly includes component variations but does not use any 
optimisation methods to control variation propagation. 
7.3 Results and Discussion 
Here, results are calculated for straight-build assembly. The analysis is presented 
for two-dimensional assemblies. However, results for three dimensional assemblies 
are given in Chapter 8. The results are calculated to investigate the performance of 
the proposed optimisation methods for improving the assembly quality. The 
assembly examples considered consists of ax i-symmetric rigid components and the 
following assembly stages. The first stage of assembly is to place the first 
component on the table with its base concentric to the geometric centre of the table. 
As stated earlier, the point of coincidence of the centre of the base of the first 
component and the geometric centre of the table axis is considered as the origin of 
the global coordinate frame. At each subsequent stage, a component is joined to 
the assembly by locating the mating features for the component so that it is 
concentric with the reference frame attached to the assembly feature. 
Each component is assumed to contain variation in size and geometric variations 
(axial and radial run-out) at the mating features. The presence of geometric 
variations causes mis-alignment and mis-orientation of the mating features of the 
component relative to the nominal situation. These variations accumulate as the 
parts are assembled together. In order to improve assembly quality, the four 
different optimisation methods are analysed. 
The performance of the optimisation methods is investigated using the standard 
Monte Carlo simulation approach. In this approach, the nominal dimensions of each 
assembly component are known. Only the size tolerance and the axial and radial 
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run-outs for each component are selected to be Independent zero-mean Gaussian 
random variables with known standard deviation (a). First size and run-out 
tolerances are randomly generated based on '±3a principle' within prescribed 
tolerance zone for each component. then using Equations (5.1). (5.2) and (5.3), 
these values are transformed into translation (dX, dY) and rotation (de) errors for 
each assembly component. Assembly variation propagations are calculated based 
on these transformed values of translation (dX, dY) and rotation (de) errors of 
individual component. The Exact Method described in Section 4.4.1 (in Chapter 4) is 
used to calculate assembly variations. In the variation propagation model used, it 
has been assumed that there is no mating error at the mating between any two 
components. Each assembly is repeated 10,000 times using the proposed 
optimisation methods and direct-build assembly. and statistical data for the resulting 
assembly errors are generated. 
The simulation results are computed to compare the Root Mean Square (RMS) of 
eccentricity error from the final assembly axis as well as the nominal assembly axis. 
The final assembly axis refers to the axis paSSing from the centre of the base of the 
first component to the centre of the top of the final component in the assembly. The 
nominal assembly axis is the axis of assembly that is achieved under Ideal 
conditions with no error present in the assembly. The nominal assembly axis can 
also be defined as the axis perpendicular to the base of the first component and 
passing through its centre. For an assembly consisting of N components, the RMS 
assembly variation from the table axis traMS is calculated as follows: 
(7.13) 
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The RMS assembly variation from the final assembly axis is calculated in a similar 
way, by replacing the table-axis error for each component by the final-assembly axis 
error in Equation (7.13). In what follows, the statistical distribution, mean, and 
standard deviation of the assembly variation (Mean of RMS for 10,000 repeated 
assemblies) are presented for the complete assembly and at different stages of 
assembly. In order to investigate the performance of the proposed optimisation 
methods for straight-build assemblies, two examples are considered. Example 1 is 
the simple case of 2D rectangular components with identical dimension, and 
Example 2 is more realistic example of non-identical 2D components. These 
examples are analysed as under: 
7.3.1 Example 1: Identical Components Assembly 
This example investigates assemblies consisting of identical components. To 
analyse the performance of the straight-build optimisation methods, assemblies with 
4, 6 and 8 identical components are considered. Each component has a nominal 
width of 100 mm and a nominal height of 70 mm. The geometric feature tolerances 
for axial and radial run-out of each component are assumed to be 0.01 mm and 
0.05 mm, respectively, and size tolerance of i O.1 mm (as shown in Figure 7-3). 
70 ± 0.1 
100 ± 0.1 
Figure 7-3: Dimensions and tolerances of 20 rectangular component 
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Figures 7-4 to 7-6 present results for the mean of RMS assembly variation from the 
table axis (using Equation (7.13» and the final axis based on 10,000 repeated 
assemblies using the proposed optimisation methods and direct-build assembly, for 
4, 6 and 8 component assemblies, respectively. Also, Tables 7-1, 7-3 and 7-5 
present numerical results for stage-by-stage mean and standard deviations of table-
axis error for 4,6 and 8 component assemblies, respectively. Tables 7-2, 7-4 and 7-
6 present numerical results for stage-by-stage mean and standard deviations of final 
assembly axis error for 4, 6 and 8 component assemblies, respectively. Tables 7-1, 
7-3 and 7-5 show that the average and the standard deviation of error from table-
axis increase with the stage for each procedure. As final assembly axis passes 
through the center of the base of first component and the center of the top of the 
uppermost component in the assembly, this implies that the eccentricity error for 
final assembly axis will be zero at the base of the first component and the top of the 
uppermost component. Therefore Tables 7-2, 7-4 and 7-6 does not Include error at 
stage 4 (error at the top of the uppermost component) and from these tables it can 
be found that the averages and the standard deviations of error from final-assembly 
axis increase at each following stage. Not surprisingly these results show that the 
errors accumulate as parts are assembled together. 
In all cases it can be seen that all four optimisation methods yield assembly 
variations that are smaller than those obtained using direct-build assembly. This 
shows that the approach of changing relative orientation Is very effective in 
minimising variation propagation in the assembly of ax i-symmetric components. 
The results presented indicate that all proposed optimisation methods produce 
significantly improved eccentricities compared to direct build (without optimisation). 
The combinatorial approaches (Methods 3 and 4) are fully "global" and consider all 
assembly stages simultaneously and always yield the smallest possible 
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eccentricities. However, practical complexities, including potentially large numbers 
of calculations, make them unsuitable for practical implementation currently. Method 
1 is a "local" method based only on the errors for the component being considered. 
Method 2 considers errors in two adjacent components at a time, meaning that it 
makes some allowances for errors in subsequent stages of assembly. Although, 
Methods 1 and 2 are not as effective as Method-3 for reducing table-axis variations, 
they have been shown to produce good improvements compared to direct build, 
with Method-2 always producing smaller eccentricities than Method-1. It is also 
interesting to note that for all cases considered the variations obtained using 
Method 2 are only slightly larger than those obtained using Method 3. 
For an assembly with two components, Methods 2 and 3 are of course equivalent, 
and this suggests that these methods will yield similar results for components with a 
small number of components. However, the results shown indicate that this trend 
also applies when the number of components is increased. Method 4 consistently 
produces the smallest variation from the final assembly axis for the different number 
of components. This is expected, because this optimisation method Is based on 
minimising the final assembly axis variation. 
As the number of components increases, the proposed optimisation methods 
reduce assembly variation more significantly, compared to direct-build assembly. 
For example, from Figure 7-4, Methods 1 and 2 reduce the variation by 29.2% and 
50.3% respectively. for the 4-component assembly; while for the 6-components 
assembly from Figure 7-5, Methods 1 and 2 reduce the variation by 32.3% and 
68.2%, respectively; for the 8-components assembly from Figure 7-6. Methods 1 
and 2 reduce the variation by 36.2% and 77.4%, respectively. These results Indicate 
that the optimisation methods are effective for any number of components in an 
assembly. 
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The above findings can be confirmed by considering the probability that the table or 
final-axis error for the final component in the assembly exceeds certain threshold 
values. The analysis performed to assess this probability is similar for assemblies 
with different numbers of components, and the findings are also similar. For this 
reason, only the results obtained for the 4-component assembly are presented here. 
The threshold values from the table axis considered are: 0.05 mm, 0.1 mm, 0.15 
mm, and 0.2 mm. Results for the probabilities that these threshold variations are 
exceeded are shown in Figure 7-7(a), where it can be seen that all optimisation 
methods are more effective than direct-build assembly. In addition, Method 3 is 
superior to Method 2, and Method 2 is superior to Method 1. Figure 7-7(b) shows 
results for the probability that the assembly variation from the final axis assembly 
exceeds 0.02 mm, 0.04 mm, 0.06 mm and 0.08 mm. These results indicate that 
Method 4 is the most effective at reducing variation from final axis than all other 
methods, as expected. However, it should be noticed that Methods 3 and 4 are 
based on a combinatorial approach which are potentially much less efficient than 
Methods 1 and 2 in terms of computation time, particularly as the numbers of 
components and configurations increase. In practice, Methods 1 and 2 have the 
potential to control the propagation of component variation since they are easily 
implementable and have been shown to yield significant improvements, compared 
to direct-build assembly, as described above. Furthermore. In all cases considered, 
the results obtained using Method 2 are close to those obtained using the 
combinatorial approach (Method 3), as shown in Figures 7-4. 7-5 and 7-6. 
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0.04 
(a) (b) 
Figure 7-4: Mean of RMS assembly variation (equation (7.13)) based on 10,000 
repeated assemblies for four-component assembly: (a) table-axis variation; (b) final-
axis variation. 






Figure 7-5: Mean of RMS assembly variation (equation (7.13)) based on 10,000 
repeated assemblies for six-component assembly: (a) table-axis variation; (b) flnal-
axis variation. 






M.on RMS A ... ....., Voriodon ft'o. final Axl, 
OQl2O 
(b) 
Figure 7-6: Mean of RMS assembly variation (equation (7.13)) based on 10,000 
repeated assemblies for eight-component assembly:(a) table-axis variation; (b) final-
axis variation. 
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Figure 7-7: (a) Probability of the table-axis error exceeding 0.05 mm, 0.1 mm, 0.15 mm, 
and 0.2 mm; (b) Probability of the final-axis error exceeding 0.02 mm, 0.04 mm, 0.06 
mm and 0.08 mm, for four identical components assembly. 
Mean of Table-Axis Error Standard Dev of Table-Axis Error 
stage-1 stage-2 stage-3 stage-4 stage-1 stage-2 stage-3 stage-4 
Method-1 0.0075 0.0171 0.0363 0.0620 0.0056 0.0154 0.0326 0.0546 
Method-2 0.0075 0.0214 0.0293 0.0342 0.0056 0.0168 0.0273 0.0350 
Method-3 0.0075 0.0201 0.0290 0.0324 0.0056 0.0173 0.0270 0.0348 
Method-4 0.0075 0.0229 0.0378 0.0478 0.0056 0.0175 0.0294 0.0373 
Direct-build 0.0075 0.0234 0.0517 0.0904 0,0056 0.0179 0.0391 0.0671 
Table 7-1: Variation from table-axis for four-components assembly. 
Mean of Final-Assembly Axis Error Std Dev of Final-Assembly Axis Error 
stage-1 stage-2 stage-3 stage-1 stage-2 stage-3 
Method-1 0.0172 0.0228 0.0182 0.0138 0.0182 0,0141 
Method-2 0.0114 0.0173 0.0155 0.0094 0.0136 0.0122 
Method-3 0,0112 0,0171 0.0150 0.0093 0.0133 0,0117 
Method-4 0.0112 0.0117 0.0109 0.0094 0.0112 0.0092 
Direct Build 0.0232 0.0305 0.0233 0,0172 0.0226 0,0173 
Table 7-2: Variation from final assembly axis for four-components assembly. 
Mean ofTable-Axis Error Standard Dev of Table-Axis Error 
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 Stage 6 Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 Stage 6 
Method 1 0.008 0.017 0.038 0.064 0.096 0.133 0.006 0.01 6 0.033 0.056 0,082 0,111 
Method 2 0.008 0.021 0.030 0.036 0.041 0.041 0.006 0,017 0,027 0,036 0.042 0,047 
Method 3 0.008 0.023 0.033 0.035 0.032 0.028 0.006 0,018 0.028 0,034 0.037 0,037 
Method 4 0.008 0.024 0.039 0.052 0.062 0.073 0.006 0.018 0.030 0.040 0.048 0,056 
Direct-Build 0.008 0.024 0.053 0.092 0.142 0,203 0.006 0,018 0.040 0,068 0.104 0,145 
Table 7-3: Variation from table axis for six-components assembly. 
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Mean of Final Assembly Axis Error Std Dev of Final Assembly Axis Error 
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 
Method 1 0.023 0.037 0.042 0.038 0.025 0.019 0.030 0.033 0.030 0.019 
Method 2 0.011 0.022 0.028 0.027 0.019 0.009 0.017 0.022 0.022 0.015 
Method 3 0.009 0.022 0.028 0.027 0.019 0.008 0.Q16 0.022 0.022 0.015 
Method 4 0.012 0.012 0.011 0.011 0.010 0.010 0.011 0.011 0.010 0.008 
Direct-Build 0.034 0.054 0.061 0.054 0.034 0.025 0.038 0.043 0.038 0.024 
Table 7-4: Variation from final assembly axis for slx-components assembly. 
Mean of Table-Axis Error 
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 Stage 6 Stage 7 Stage 8 
Method 1 0.008 0.018 0.037 0.064 0.095 0.131 0.170 0.213 
Method 2 0.008 0.021 0.030 0.036 0.040 0.044 0.046 0.045 
Method 3 0.008 0.023 0.033 0.037 0.036 0.031 0.025 0.021 
Method 4 0.008 0.024 0.040 0.053 0.065 0.077 0.088 0.100 
Direct-Build 0.008 0.024 0.053 0.092 0.142 0.203 0.274 0.356 
Standard Dev of Table-Axis Error 
Method 1 0.006 0.Q15 0.033 0.055 0.081 0.111 0.143 0.178 
Method 2 0.006 0.017 0.027 0.036 0.042 0.048 0.052 0.056 
Method 3 0.006 0.Q18 0.028 0.035 0.038 0.037 0.035 0.031 
Method 4 0.006 0.018 0.031 0.041 0.050 0.060 0.069 0.078 
Direct-Build 0.006 0.018 0.040 0.068 0.102 0.142 0.188 0.238 
Table 7·5: Variation from table axis for elght-components assembly. 
Mean of Final Assembly Axis Error 
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 Stage 6 Stage 7 
Method 1 0.028 0.047 0.060 0.065 0.061 0.050 0.030 
Method 2 0.010 0.024 0.033 0.038 0.037 0.032 0.021 
Method 3 0.008 0.023 0.033 0.036 0.034 0.028 0.Q18 
Method 4 0.012 0.013 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.010 
Direct-Build 0.045 0.076 0.095 0.101 0.095 0.076 0.045 
Std Dev of Final Assembly Axis Error 
Method 1 0.022 0.038 0.048 0.051 0.048 0.039 0.023 
Method 2 0.009 0.019 0.027 0.032 0.032 0.027 0.017 
Method 3 0.007 0.018 0.027 0.031 0.031 0.026 0.016 
Method 4 0.010 0.011 0.011 0.010 0.011 0.010 0.009 
Direct-Build 0.030 0.051 0.064 0.068 0.064 0.052 0.031 
Table 7·6: Variation from final assembly axis for elght-component assembly 
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7.3.2 Example 2: Non-Identical Components Assembly 
The dimensions of the components considered in Example 2 are provided In Table 
7-7 and represent scaled versions of components forming part of an aero-engine 
assembly used in industry. 
Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 
Height (H) (mm) 9 202 32 390 
Width (8) (mm) 206 572 572 310 
Table 7-7: Olme.nslons of four components of the assembly 
For this example, the tolerances used for size (height) are again of ±0.1 mm, and 
the axial and radial run-outs in each component are 0.1 mm and 0.05 mm, 
respectively. 
Figure 7·8 presents results for the mean assembly variation from the table axis and 
final-assembly axis. These were obtained using 10,000 simulations in conjunction 
with the proposed optimisation methods and direct-build assembly. Similarly, Table 
7-8 and Table 7-9 present numerical results for the mean and standard deviations of 
table-axis error and final assembly axis error for each assembly stage. 
In all cases, the four optimisation methods produce lower variations than direct-build 
assembly. From Tables 7-8 and 7-9, it is found that the mean and standard 
deviation of the variation increases with stage for all methods for both table-axis and 
final-axis measures. Comparing all these results, identical trends to those indicated 
for Example 1 are found, with Method 3 producing the smallest variation from the 
table axis and Method 4 producing the smallest variation from the final-assembly 
axis. Further confirmation of these findings is presented In Figure 7-9, which plots 
the probability that the assembly variation from the table axis and final assembly 
axis exceeds particular values. Figure 7-9 shows that for table-axis error, Method 3 
always produce the lowest error, Method 2 producing results lower than Methods 1 
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and 4 and slightly higher than Method 3. For final-axis error, Method 4 produces the 
lowest variations with Method 2 always producing errors with lower probability than 
Method 1 and 3 and higher probability than Method 4 for the given values of errors. 
This shows that Method 2 produce lower variations from both table-axis and the 
final-axis results at the same time compared to other methods. 
In summary, the proposed optimisation methods have demonstrated good potential 
to reduce variation propagation in axi-symmetric mechanical assemblies. Although 
Methods 3 and 4 produce the smallest variations, it is important to realise that these 
methods are based on a combinatorial approach which is potentially much less 
efficient than the other proposed methods, particularly as the number of 
components increases. For example, for a N-component assembly, the total number 
of combinations of the complete assembly to be computed is 2N- 1• In spite Methods 
3 and 4 are computationally extensive; the results presented by these methods are 
useful because they provide the best possible outcome, which is useful for 
comparison when considering the performance of other methods. On the other 
hand, Method 2 provides results that are very close to those obtained using Method 
3 for table-axis error and at the same time reasonably close to Method 4 for final 
assembly axis with less computational efforts. Although Method 1 provide results 
with relatively higher variations compared to Methods 2, 3 and 4, Method 1 has the 
potential to control the variation propagation and significant Improvements to 
assembly variations are possible compared to direct-build assembly In all of the 
cases considered. In addition to this, Methods 1 is very simple, provides good 
understanding of minimising eccentricity error in the assembly of rotationally 
symmetric components. 
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Figure 7-8: (a) Assembly variations from table axis, (b) Assembly variations from final 
assembly axis 
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Figure 7-9: (a) Probability of the table-axis error exceeding 0.1 mm, 0.15 mm, 0.2 mm, 
and 0.25 mm; (b) Probability of the final-axis error exceeding 0.02 mm, 0.03 mm, 0.4 
mm and 0.5 mm. 
Mean of Table-Axis Error Standard Dev of Table-Axis Error 
stage-l stage-2 stage-3 stage-4 stage-l stage-2 stage-3 stage-4 
Method- l 0.0076 0.0315 0.0367 0.0952 0.0057 0.0235 0.0273 0.0706 
Method-2 0.0076 0.0248 0.0274 0.0647 0.0057 0.0215 0.0246 0.0632 
Method-3 0.0076 0.0278 0.0293 0.0584 0.0057 0.0227 0.0254 0.0596 
Method-4 0.0076 0.0247 0.0241 0.0790 0.0057 0.0215 0.0234 0.0678 
Direct Build 0.0076 0.0314 0.0369 0.1054 0.0057 0.0235 0.0276 0.0790 
Table 7-8: Variation from table-axis at each assembly stage for four non-Identical 
components' assembly. 
Mean of Final Assembly Axis Error Std Dev of Final Assembly Axis Error 
stage- l stage-2 stage-3 stage- l stage-2 stage-3 
Method- l 0.0076 0.0124 0.0125 0.0057 0.0095 0.0096 
Method-2 0.0076 0.0102 0.0113 0.0057 0.0079 0.0086 
Method-3 0.0076 0.0114 0.0126 0.0057 0.0088 0.0097 
Method-4 0.0074 0.0057 0.0060 0.0056 0.0048 0.0050 
Direct Build 0.0076 0.0139 0.0145 0.0057 0.0105 0.0110 
Table 7-9: Variation from final-assembly axis for four non-identical components 
assembly. 
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Comparing the results of two examples for straight-build assemblies (identical 
component assembly and non-identical component assembly), it is observed that all 
straight-build optimisation methods always yield smaller variations than direct-build 
assembly. It is also observed that Method 3 in both cases always yields in minimum 
RMS error with respect to table-axis, and Method 3 in all cases always yields in 
minimum RMS error with respect to final-assembly-axis. For identical components 
assembly, Method 2 yields smaller variation than Method 1 and Method 4 for table 
axis measures, and slightly larger variations than Method 3. The results comparing 
final-axis measures for identical component assembly shows that Method 2 produce 
assemblies with smaller variations than method 1 only and larger variation than 
Methods 3 and 4. On the other hand for non-identical components assembly 
example, similar trend of results are obtained for all optimisation methods except 
Method 2. For table axis measures, after Method 3, Method 2 yields smaller 
variation than Method 1 and Method 4 and for final-axis measures, Method 2 
produce assemblies with smaller variations than Methods 1 and 3 and larger 
variation than Method 4 only. It is important to note that In practice, assembly 
components for rotating machines are not identical in dimensions but they vary In 
size with respect to each other. Also the manufacturers are not always Interested in 
minimising assembly variations based on table-axis measures only or final axis 
measures only but may also be interested for method that closely satiSfy both table-
axis and final axis measures (Such as Method 2). Therefore It will be quite early to 
decide among proposed straight-build optimisation methods for their suitability. 
7.4 Case Study 2: Circular-Build Assembly 
Uniformly segmented circular components (as described earlier in Chapter 4 in 
Case Study 2) when assembled form the main non-rotating structures (stator) of the 
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rotating machines. In high-speed rotating machines such as jet engines, a precise 
clearance between a rotor and a non-rotating structure (stator or casing) is required. 
The assembly of these uniformly segmented circular components play the main role 
in maintaining the precise clearance between the rotor and the casing (stator). In 
circular-build assemblies, all uniformly segmented components are ideally identical 
in shape and dimensions. During the assembly of uniformly segmented circular 
components, geometric variation at the mating feature of the components plays a 
major role in the overall assembly variations. The KC for such an assembly is to 
have minimum radial variation throughout the assembly to build a precise circular 
structure. 
7.4.1 Optimisation Method (Combinatorial Approach) 
An optimisation method based on combinatorial approach is proposed in this 
section to control variation propagation in the assembly of uniformly-segmented 
circular components. In the proposed optimisation method, optimum assembly 
sequence is identified from all possible combinations of mating sequence of the 
assembly components. The three steps, involved in the proposed optimisation 
strategy for the assembly of nominally identical uniformly-segmented circular 
components, are: 
1. Determine possible combinations of mating sequence of assembly 
components. 
Total mating combinations = (N -1)! (7.14) 
where, N= number of assembly components. 
2. Calculate the overall assembly variation, root-mean-square (RMS) of radial 
error (ef) at all assembly stages. The RMS error is calculated as: 
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N( R)2 L el 
£,RMS = . : . . . . i = ~ l ~ _ _
N 
(7.15) 
where, error ERMS is the over assembly variation in radial direction and ef is the 
error in radial direction at ith assembly stage given by Equation (4.53) for 20 
assemblies and Equation (4.54) for 3D assemblies. 
3. Evaluate the mating sequence of components that gives minimum assembly 
error. 
In order to evaluate the best mating sequence of all assembly components the RMS 
error is calculated for all (N - 1)! mating combination of assembly components. 
Once RMS errors for all (N - 1)! combinations are calculated, the best mating 
sequence that gives minimum assembly error can be calculated as: 
(N-l)! 
eopt = miJ,1 (eRMS ) (Provided there is no interference fit at the end) (7.18) 
combl=l 
where, eopt is the optimum overall assembly error evaluated from all mating 
combinations of assembly components. 
It is important to note that the best mating sequence Is that which has the minimum 
error among those that do not result in interference between the last and the first 
component in the circular-build assembly. Such interference may cause fit-up 
problems in the circular-build assembly. 
7.4.2 Direct-Build Assembly 
To investigate any potential improvements in circular-build assembly, the results 
obtained by the error minimisation method based on the combinatorial based 
approach are compared with direct-build assembly. Direct-build assembly includes 
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component variations but does not use any optimisation methods to control variation 
propagation. 
7.5 Results and Discussion 
Here the results are calculated for assembly examples of two-dimensional and 
three-dimensional uniformly-segmented circular components. To analyse the 
performance of the proposed methods, assemblies with 4, 6 and 8 identical 
components are considered. In the cases of 4, 6 and 8 identical components 
assembly, the nominal dimensions of the components are different in each case. 
Each component is assumed under influence of dimensional and form tolerances. 
The nominal dimensions and size tolerances of 20 uniformly segmented circular 
components for 4,6 and 8 identical component assembly are shown In Figure 7·10. 
Also, the nominal dimensions and size tolerances of 3D uniformly segmented 
circular components for 4, 6 and 8 identical component assembly are shown In 
Figure 7·11. 
From Figure 7·10, coordinates of the feature containing frame 0lXl.>'l relative to the 
base feature for each component of 4,6 and 8 component assembly are [-Rm,Rml. 
[-Rm ( 1 - cos (i)), Rmsin (i)] and [-Rm (1 - cos (;)) , Rmsin (;)]. respectively. 
Similarly from Figure 7·11, coordinates of the feature containing frame Xl)'1Z1 
relative to the base feature for each component of 4, 6 and 8 component assembly 
are [O,-Rm (1- cos (i)), Rmsin (i)] and 
[0, -Rm (1- cos (;)), Rmsin (;)] , respectively, where Rm = (Ro + Rt}/2. A 3D 
components given in Figure 7·11 have similar shape and dimensions to that of a 20 
component (Figure 7-10), except that 20 component has three degrees of freedom 
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of variation (translation error along x and y (dX and dy), and rotation error de) and 
3D component have six degrees offreedom of error (dX, dY, dZ, dex , dey and d8z ) . 
(8) (b) (e) 
Figure 7-10: Nominal dimensions of a uniformly segmented 20 circular component: 
(a) for four component assembly; (b) for six component assembly; (c) for eight 
component assembly. 
I R. 130mm 
R, 90mm 
(a) (b) (t) 
Figure 7-11: Nominal dimensions of a uniformly segmented 3D circular component: 
(a) for four component assembly; (b) for six component assembly; (c) for eight 
component assembly 
The form tolerance limits at the mating features in all cases are assumed to be 0.01 
mm and the size tolerances are taken as ±0.1mm for all dimensions. The circular 
assembly structure is obtained by joining the components together at their mating 
surfaces. It is assumed that the components are rigid components and there is no 
error at the mating between two components. During analysis, the size and form 
variations for each component are selected to be independent zero-mean Gaussian 
random variables with ±3a standard deviation for specified tolerance limit. For 20 
components, the values of size and form tolerance are transformed into translation 
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errors (dX, dY) and rotation error (de) using Equations (5.11), (5.12) and (5.13). For 
3D assemblies the values of size and form tolerances are transformed into 
translation errors (dX, dY, dZ) and rotation error (dex , dey, dez) using Equations 
(5.16) to (5.20). 
For 20 assemblies, the analysis is only presented to investigate the performance of 
the proposed optimisation method (combinatorial approach) compared to direct-
build (assembly without optimisation) using the standard Monte Carlo Simulation 
(MCS) approach based on the exact model, as described in Chapter 4. The analysis 
of 20 uniformly-segmented circular components assembly is based on 4, 6 and 8 
components. For 3D assemblies, the analysis is initially performed to compare the 
results of the probabilistic model developed in Chapter 6 with MCS based on the 
exact model, as described in Chapter 4. Chapter 6 investigates the performance of 
the developed probabilistic model and compared the results with MCS at different 
values of form tolerance for our-component assembly only. However, this Chapter 
investigates the performance of the probabilistic model for direct-build assembly and 
compares the results with MCS based on the exact model at different number of 
assembly components (4, 6 and 8 components). The results for 3D assemblies are 
also presented to evaluate the performance of the proposed optimisation method 
(combinatorial approach) compared with direct-build assembly. The performance of 
the proposed optimisation method (combinatorial approach) is investigated using 
the standard MCS approach based on exact model (as described In Chapter 4). 
7.5.1 20 Example of Uniformly Segmented Circular Components 
Assembly variation propagations are calculated based on translation and rotation 
errors of individual component using the exact method described in Section 4.4.1 (in 
Chapter 4). Each assembly is repeated 10,000 times using the optimisation method 
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and direct-build assembly, and statistical data for the resulting assembly errors are 
generated. Figures 7-12 and 7-13 present results for mean and standard deviation 
of stage-by-stage radial error (Le. mean and STD value of Equation (4.53» based 
on 10,000 repeated assemblies using the optimisation method and direct-build 
assembly, for 4, 6 and 8 component assemblies. Also, Figure 7-14 compare the 
results of RMS assembly error £RMS for direct build assembly and the optimised 
assembly error copt for combinatorial approach based on 10,000 repeated 
assemblies, for 4, 6 and 8 component assemblies. In all cases it can be seen that 
the optimisation method yield assembly variations that are smaller than those 
obtained using direct build assembly, as expected. 
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Figure 7-13: Standard deviation ofstage-by-stage radial error based on 10,000 
repeated assemblies. 
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Figure 7-14: Mean of overall assembly error based on 10,000 repeated assemblies. 
From Figures 7-12 and 7-13 it can be observed that the optimised solution produces 
assemblies with smaller stage-by-stage variations than direct build. This is not 
surprising because combinatorial method considers all possible mating sequence of 
assembly components. 
As the number of components increases, the optimisation method reduce assembly 
variation more significantly, compared to direct-build assembly. For example, from 
Figure 7-14, the combinatorial method reduces the variations by 34.7%, 54.85% 
and 64.8%, respectively, for the 4, 6 and 8-component assembly. 
7.5.2 3D Example of Uniformly Segmented Circular Components 
To confirm the accuracy of the probabilistic model developed in Chapter 6, the 
probability density function (pdf) of radial error er for last component in the 
assembly are obtained analytically using Equation (6 .50) and the pdfs are compared 
with those obtained using MCS method based on exact model (using Equation 
(4.54)) . The pdfs are plotted on both linear and logarithmic axes for comparison 
between analytical and Monte Carlo simulations method for 4, 6 and 8 component 
assemblies as shown in Figures 7-15 to 7-17. 
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From Figures 7-15 to 7-17, it is clear that the distributions of radial error obtained 
using proposed probabilistic approach (in Chapter 6) for 4. 6 and 8 component 
assemblies are in excellent agreement with MCS for given assembly examples. As 
expected, it is observed that as the number of components increase (from 4 to 8) 
the magnitude of radial error increases and the general shape of the distributions 
remain relatively unchanged. The probabilistic approach is much more efficient in 
terms of calculation time and as the number of components is increased, the MeS 
method takes more and more time to compute the distributions. This Is because the 
pdfs can be calculated easily using Equation (6.40) for any number of components. 
The average CPU time ratio (for 4, 6 and 8 component assemblies) for analytical 
method Vs Monte Carlo Simulations was 1:117.5. The results in Figures 7-15 to 7-
17 also indicate that the agreement at the tails of the log-pdf are not matching well 
and as the number of components is increased the disagreement at the tails of log-
pdf is increased. This shows that the Monte Carlo Simulations are less accurate for 
high radial errors. The results also confirm that the derived analytical pdf 
expressions (Equation (6.40) is valid. 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed optimisation method for 
minimising variations in uniformly segmented component assembly. the results of 
mean RMS assembly error £RMS for direct-build assembly and optimised assembly 
error Eopt for combinatorial approach are compared. Figure 7-18 presents results 
obtained by Monte Carlo Simulation based on the exact model for 10,000 repeated 
assemblies using the proposed optimisation method and direct build assembly for 4, 
6 and 8 component assemblies. In all cases it can be seen that the optimisation 
method yield assembly variations that are smaller than those obtained using direct 
build assembly. 
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Figure 7-15: Probability density of radial error of last component in 4 component 
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Figure 7-16: Probability density of radial error of last component in 8 component 
assembly: (a) linear scale; (b) log scale. 
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Figure 7-17: Probability density of radial error of last component in 8 component 
assembly: (a) linear scale; (b) log scale. 
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Figure 7-18: Mean of overall assembly error based on 10,000 repeated assemblies 
Figure 7-18 also show that as the number of components increases, the proposed 
optimisation method reduce assembly variation more significantly, compared to 
direct-build assembly. For example, from Figure 7-18, combinatorial method 
reduces the variation by 34.7%, 52.4% and 60.2%, respectively for the 4, 6 and 8-
component assemblies. All these results also show that the results for 3D 
assemblies are very much similar to those calculated by 20 assemblies. 
7.6 Summary 
This chapter is a core chapter of the thesis that proposes assembly optimisation 
methods for straight-build assemblies and circular-build assemblies. A "relative 
orientation technique" between mating components was introduced to minimise 
error accumulation in straight-build assemblies. Four methods based on the relative 
orientation technique are proposed for controlling variation propagation in straight-
build assemblies. A method of finding the best mating sequence for the assembly of 
uniformly segmented components is proposed to minimise error accumulation in 
circular-build assemblies. 
The variations considered for each component are expressed in terms of the size 
and geometric variations (radial and axial run-outs for axi-symmetric components in 
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straight-build assembly and form variations for circular segmented components in 
circular-build assembly) following ISO standards [37, 154]. These variations have 
been treated as a source of translation and rotation errors in the mating features for 
each component in the assembly. The analysis is presented in 20 for straight-build 
assemblies and circular-build assemblies based on 4, 6 and 8 assembly 
components. 3D analysis is presented for circular-build assemblies only based on 4, 
6 and 8 assembly components. In 20 analysis, Monte Carlo simulations have been 
used to investigate the statistical performance of proposed straight-build 
optimisation methods and the circular-build optimisation method. For 3D analysis, 
initially the results of circular-build assemblies are compared to confirm the 
accuracy and efficiency of probabilistic model developed in Chapter 6 with Monte 
Carlo simulations based on direct-build assembly (assembly without optimisation). 
The circular-build assemblies are further analysed in 30 to evaluate the 
performance of circular-build optimisation method compared to direct-build 
assembly using Monte Carlo simulations based on 10,000 repeated assemblies. 
The results presented for straight-build assemblies indicate that the relative 
orientation technique is very efficient in minimising accumulation of eccentricity error 
in straight-build assemblies. It was also found that all proposed optimisation 
methods produce Significantly improved eccentricities compared to direct build 
(without optimisation). The combinatorial approaches (Methods 3 and 4) are fully 
"global" and consider all assembly stages simultaneously. Methods 3 always yield 
the smallest possible eccentricities from table-axis (not from final assembly axis) 
and Methods 4 always yield the smallest possible eccentricities only from final-
assembly axis. However, practical complexities, including potentially large numbers 
of calculations, make Methods 3 and 4 unsuitable for practical implementation 
currently. For the examples considered it was found that Method 2 is always 
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producing small eccentricities (with respect to table-axis) compared to Methods 1 
and 4, and slightly larger eccentricities compared to Method 3. Also for final-axis 
measures, Method 2 produce small eccentricities compared to Methods 1 and 3 in 
case of assembly example considered for non-identical components. Method 2 is 
also computationally more efficient than Methods 3 and 4 and suitable for practical 
implementation. Although, Methods 1 is not as effective as Methods 2, 3 and 4 for 
reducing assembly variations, it has been shown to produce good improvements 
compared to direct build. Method 1 gives a clearer picture and helps the reader in 
better understanding the concept of the relative orientation technique. 
For circular-build assembly a combinatorial approach based optimisation method 
has been proposed that selects the best mating sequence of assembly components 
from all possible combinations of component mating sequences. The results were 
presented for both 20 and 3D assemblies based on 4, 6, and 8 component 
assemblies. The results presented show that the combinatorial approach produces 
better results than direct-build assembly in all cases of 4, 6, and 8 component 
assemblies. It was also observed that the results produced for 20 assemblies are 
very much similar to those produced by 3D assemblies. The 3D circular-build 
assembly was also analysed to evaluate the performance of probabilistic model 
developed in Chapter 6 for 4, 6, and 8 component assemblies. The results of 
distributions obtained by probabilistic method proposed in Chapter 6 are compared 
with those calculated by Monte Carlo simulation method based on the exact model 
described in Chapter 4. The results validate the efficiency and accuracy of proposed 
probabilistic method and show that probability distributions obtained by analytical 
method are in excellent agreement with those obtained by Monte Carlo simulation 
method. 




Chapter 8: 3D Case-Study of Straight-Build Assembly 
3D CASE STUDY OF STRAIGHT-BUILD 
ASSEMBLY 
8.1 Introduction 
Earlier in Chapter 7, optimisation methods to control variation propagation in two 
assembly case studies were described. The results were calculated using 20 
assembly models for both case studies, and 30 assembly examples were only 
analysed for the case study of circular-build assemblies. For the case study of 
straight-build assemblies, results for 30 assembly will be produced in this chapter to 
show the effectiveness of proposed straight-build optimisation methods. Initially the 
3D tolerance analysis based on probabilistic model (proposed In Chapter 6) Is 
presented for straight-build assemblies without considering assembly optimisations 
in Section 8.2. 
This chapter applies the proposed straight-build optimisation methods to the 
assembly of nominally identical cylindrical components and to more realistic non-
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identical axi-symmetric components. This initially requires some calculations to find 
out the optimum number of indexing orientations of each assembly component 
during the optimisation process. The results of finding optimum number of indexing 
orientations are presented in Section 8.3. In order to check the effectiveness of 
optimisation methods for straight-build assembly, Monte Carlo simulations based on 
10,000 repeated assemblies are performed in Section 8.4. 
Further in this chapter, the effect of measurement and assembly process noise on 
the propagation of assembly variations is analysed. Section 8.5 describes the 
modelling technique for incorporating measurement and assembly process 
variations in assembly variation propagation model. Detailed results to analyse the 
effect of measurement uncertainty and assembly process variations on assembly 
variations are produced in Section 8.5.1. In Sections 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5 the analysis 
presented is based on the exact method for calculating assembly variation 
propagations as described in Chapter 4 of the thesis. 
8.2 Probabilistic Tolerance Analysis 
In Chapter 6, the results of probabilistic method were compared to those obtained 
by Monte Carlo Simulation results (based on the exact method derived in Chapter 4) 
at different values of run-out tolerances. The analysis was performed for assembly 
of four axi-symmetric components with identical dimensions. The accuracy of the 
analytical method not only depends on the different values of component 
tolerances, but also depends upon the nominal dimensions of components and the 
number of components in the assembly. Therefore this section compares the results 
of the probabilistic model with Monte Carlo simulation method based on the exact 
method, when the number of components is large and when the components have 
different dimensions. The results are produced for the assembly of 4, 6 and 8 
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components with nominally identical cylindrical shape. Each cylindrical component 
has a nominal diameter of 100 mm and nominal height 70 mm. The results are also 
produced for a more realistic assembly example with four non-identical components, 
the dimensions of each components represent scaled version of components 
forming part of an aero-engine assembly. The dimensions of the components 
considered in realistic assemble example are provided in Table 8-1. 
Component 1 2 3 4 
Height (H) (mm) 9 202 32 390 
Dia of base (mm) 206 228 572 572 
Dia oftop surface (mm) 228 572 572 310 
Table 8·1: Dimensions of four components ofthe assembly. 
The geometric feature tolerances for axial and radial run-out of each component in 
all cases are assumed to be 0.05 mm (for both axial and radial run-out) and the size 
tolerance is assumed to be ±0.1 mm. Components variations in all cases are 
selected from independent zero-mean Gaussian random variables for size, axial 
and radial run-out variation with known standard deviation based on specified 
tolerance limits. The component variations are transformed into variations along 
degrees of freedom (VDOF) as described in Section 5.4.1.2 of Chapter 5. Assembly 
variation propagations are then calculated based on VDOF of each assembly 
component using Equation (4.31) while assuming that there is no variation at the 
mating between any two components. 
To confirm the accuracy of the probabilistic method derived in Chapter 6, the 
probability density functions (pdfs) of eccentricity error efcc for last component in the 
assembly are plotted on both linear and logarithmiC axes. Figures 8-1 to 8-3 present 
the comparison of pdf obtained analytically (using Equation (S.40) on linear scale 
and logarithmic scale) and using MCS method for assembly of 4,6 and 8 identical 
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components. Also Figure 8-4 presents the results of the more realistic assembly 
example of four non-identical axi-symmetric components. 
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Figure 8-1: Probability density of eccentricity of last component in 4 identical 
components assembly: (a) linear scale; (b) log scale. 
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Figure 8-2: Probability density of eccentricity of last component In 6 Identical 
components assembly: (a) linear scale; (b) log scale. 
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Figure 8-3: Probability density of eccentricity of last component In 6 Identical 
component assembly: (a) linear scale; (b) log scale. 
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Figure 8-4 Probability density of eccentricity of last component in 4 non-identical 
components assembly: (a) linear scale; (b) log scale. 
All above results show that the distributions of eccentricity error obtained using the 
probabilistic approach of Chapter 6 are in excellent agreement with MCS for 4, 6 
and 8 component assemblies of identical cylindrical components and the more 
realistic assembly example of four non-identical axi-symmetric components. For 
assembly example of identical components, it is observed that as the number of 
components increase (from 4 to 8) the magnitude of eccentricity increases and the 
general shape of the distributions remain relatively unchanged. Also the results for 
realistic assembly example show excellent agreement between two methods. The 
above results also indicate that the agreement at the tails of the log-pdf is not as 
good in all cases. It was observed that for assembly of identical components, the 
disagreement at the tails of log-pdf is increased with the increase of components In 
the assembly. This shows that the Monte Carlo simulations are less accurate for 
high eccentricities. During the analysis, it was also observed that the proposed 
probabilistic method is much more efficient than Monte Carlo Simulations as the 
average time ratio for CPU time for analytical method Vs Monte Carlo Simulations 
was 1: 120. This is because the pdfs can be calculated easily using Equation (6.40) 
for any number of components. The results also confirm that the derived analytical 
pdf expressions (Equation (6.40) is valid . 
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8.3 Optimum Selection for the Number of Indexing 
Orientations 
In Chapter 7, it was shown that for any rotationally symmetric component assembly, 
the assembly results can be changed by rotating the component about its axis of 
symmetry. For 2D straight-build assemblies, each 20 component can be rotated 
(flipped) at two orientations only. However, for 3D components, the assembly 
results can be changed by rotating each component (theoretically at any angle from 
0° to 360°) about the axis of symmetry. This technique of minimising assembly error 
by rotating (indexing) components about its axis of symmetry is termed here as 
relative orientation technique. The number of indexing orientations depends upon 
the method of joining two components in the assembly. If the components are joined 
together using bolts, the total number of indexing orientations depend upon the 
number of bolting holes in each component. Similarly. if the components are joined 
together by welding. the two component can be theoretically indexed (rotated about 
the axis of symmetry) with respect to each other at an infinite number of orientation 
(between 0° and 360°). Therefore It is necessary. to find out the optimum number of 
orientations that a component may be rotated about its axis of symmetry during 
error minimisation process. Here, the optimum number of indexing orientations 
refers to selection of a suitable indexing number that Is viable In terms of calculating 
minimum error and is not computationally extensive. 
In order to find out the optimum number for indexing orientation of an axl-symmetric 
component, an assembly example of four Identical cylindrical components is 
considered. Each cylindrical component has a nominal diameter of 100 mm and 
nominal height 70 mm. The Components variations and the process of calculating 
assembly variations is same as described in Section 8.2. 
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Monte Carlo simulation is performed for 10,000 repeated assemblies using four 
optimisation methods (as proposed in Chapter 7). The simulations are performed 
based on various equi-spaced indexing orientations such as; 4, 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 
48, and 56. RMS assembly error is calculated for four optimisation methods (using 
Equation (7.13)) at each equi-spaced indexing orientations. Statistical results are 
calculated for mean and standard deviation of Root Mean Square (RMS) assembly 
error for 10,000 repeated assemblies based on table-axis and final assembly axis 
(as shown in Figure 8-5 and Figure 8-6). The optimum number of equi-spaced 
indexing orientation is selected based on the criteria where the mean, standard and 
deviation are accurate within ±1 %. The results show that for all four optimisation 
methods, assembly variations are reduced as the number of indexing orientations 
are increased. However, if the number of indexing orientations is increased from 24, 
there is no significant difference observed for mean and standard deviation of RMS 
assembly variation with reference to table-axis as well as final-assembly-axis. From 
the convergent analysis presented in Figures 8-1 and 8-2, the optimum number for 
indexing orientation is selected as 24. If the number of indexing orientations is 
increased, it will result in unnecessary increase of calculation time with no 
significant difference in the results . 
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Figure 8-5: Mean of RMS assembly variation based on 10,000 repeated assemblies for 
four optimisation methods at different indexing orientations: (a) table-axis variation; 
(b) final-axis variation. 
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Figure 8-6: Standard deviation of RMS assembly variation based on 10,000 repeated 
assemblies for four optimisation methods at different indexing orientations: (a) table-
axis variation; (b) final-axis variation. 
8.4 Assembly Variation Analysis for 3D Straight-build 
Assemblies 
Two examples are considered to investigate the performance of the optimisation 
methods (proposed in Chapter 7) to improve straight-build assembly. Each of the 
assembly examples consists of ax i-symmetric rigid components and the following 
assembly stages. The first stage of assembly is to place the first component on the 
assembly table with its base concentric to the geometric centre of the table. The 
point of coincidence of the centre of the base of the first component and the 
geometric centre of the table axis is considered as the origin of the global 
coordinate frame. At each subsequent stage, a component is joined to the assembly 
by locating the mating features for the component so that it is aligned with the 
reference frame attached to the assembly feature. 
To measure the variations in the complete (or part) assembly for each assembly 
example, the RMS variation for all components in the assembly is calculated (using 
Equation (7.13)) based on size and geometric feature tolerances for axial and radial 
run-out of each component. The error minimisation in assembly is based on 24 
indexing orientations of each component during the optimisation processes. In this 
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approach, the variations (size and run-out) for each component are selected to be 
independent zero-mean Gaussian random variables with known standard deviation 
based on specified tolerance limits. Each assembly is repeated 10,000 times using 
the optimisation methods and direct-build assembly, and statistical data for the 
resulting assembly errors are generated. For an assembly consisting of N 
components, the RMS assembly variation from the table axis E ~ M S S is calculated 
using Equation (7.13). The RMS assembly variation from the final assembly axis is 
calculated in a similar way, by replacing the table-axis error for each component by 
the final-assembly axis error in Equation (7.13). 
8.4.1 Example 1: Assembly of Four Identical Components 
This example investigates assembly consisting of four identical components. Each 
component is ideally a perfect cylinder with nominal diameter of 100 mm and 
nominal height 70 mm. The geometric feature tolerances for axial and radial run-out 
of each component are assumed to be 0.01 mm and 0.05 mm, respectively, and 
size tolerance of ±0.1 mm. The results are presented to compare the proposed 
optimisation methods in 3D compared with direct-build assembly and the assembly 
variations are calculated using exact method (as described in Chapter 4). Figure 8-7 
presents results for the mean assembly variation from the table axis and final-
assembly axis for 10,000 repeated assemblies using the proposed optimisation 
methods and direct build assembly. 
Figure 8-7 shows that a similar trend of results is obtained for 3D assemblies 
compared to those obtained for 20 assemblies in Chapter 7. In Figure 8-7, it can be 
seen that all four optimisation methods yield assembly variations that are smaller 
than those obtained using direct-build assembly. Method 3 produces assemblies 
with the smallest variations from table axis and Method 4 consistently produces the 
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smallest variation from the final-assembly axis. This is because Methods 3 and 4 
use fully "global" approaches that consider all assembly stages simultaneously to 
minimise variations from table axis and final-assembly axis, respectively. The 3D 
analysis also confirms that the analysis presented for 20 straight-build assemblies 
in Chapter 7 is a good representation of straight-build assembly optimisation and 






Figure 8-7: Mean of RMS assembly variation (equation (7.13)) based on 10,000 
repeated assemblies for four-identlcal-component assembly: (a) table-axis variation; 
(b) final-axis variation. 
8.4.2 Example 2: Assembly of Four Non-Identical Components 
The dimensions of the components considered in Example 2 are provided in Table 
8-1 and represent scaled versions of components forming part of an aero-engine 
assembly used in industry. For this example, the tolerances used for size (height) 
are ±0.1 mm, and the axial and radial run-outs in each component are taken as 0.1 
mm and 0.05 mm, respectively. 
Figure 8-8 presents results for the mean of RMS assembly variation from the table 
axis and the final-assembly axis for 10,000 repeated assemblies using the proposed 
optimisation methods and direct-build assembly. 
Similarly to the 20 analysis of the given assembly example in Chapter 7, Figure 8-8 
shows that the four optimisation methods produce lower variations than direct-build 
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assembly with Method 3 producing the smallest variation from the table-axis and 
Method 4 producing the smallest variation from the final-assembly-axis . On the 
other hand, it is also found that unlike the 20 analysis, Method 4 produces 
assemblies with larger variations than Methods 1, 2 and 3 for table axis measures 
and Method 3 produce assemblies with larger variations than Methods 1, 2 and 4 for 
final-assembly axis measures. This can be explained by noting that Methods 3 and 
4 consider all assembly stages simultaneously for minimising assembly error, and 
due to variety of 24 indexing orientations (for each assembly component) , Methods 
3 and 4 absolutely minimise assembly error from the corresponding assembly axes 
only. 
It is also interesting to note that Method 2 produce assemblies with smaller 
variations than Methods 1 and 4 (but slightly larger than method 3) for table-axis 
measures and smaller variations than Methods 1 and 3 (but larger than method 4) 
for final-assembly-axis measures. This trend shows the superiority of Method 2 over 
all other optimisation method in minimising variations in straight-build assemblies. In 
addition to this, Methods 2 is simple and efficient compared to Methods 3 and 4 and 








Figure 8-8: Mean of RMS assembly variation (equation (7.13)) based on 10,000 
repeated assemblies for four non-identical-components assembly: (a) table-axis 
variation; (b) final-axis variation. 
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8.S Modelling for Measurement and Process Noise 
The assembly process can also be considered as a variation stack up process due 
to interaction of parts that contain variation, variation in fixtures used for assembly, 
various random errors in the assembly process, and measurement errors at each 
assembly stage [95, 96, 155]. The analysis presented in Sections 8.3 and 8.4 was 
based on tolerance limits for components features. These sections did not consider 
the measurement uncertainty and process variations in the assembly variation 
propagation analysis. In real practice, the validity of the predictions of assembly 
variation propagation depends on the accuracy of the measured variations during 
the inspection process and variations in the assembly process. 
Every measurement has errors which result in a difference between the measured 
value and the true value. This difference between the measured value and the true 
value is the total measurement error. Due to inherent variability in any measurement 
system the true value cannot be known and thus the total measurement error also 
cannot be known. Therefore, only the limit of total measurement error can be 
estimated. It must be noted that the total measurement error due to the 
measurement uncertainty is always Significantly smaller than the specified 
tolerances of the feature [192, 193]. 
Assembly variations not only stem out from individual part variation and variation 
due to measurement errors, but assembly process variations also have significant 
impact on final assembly variations. Since the presence of process and 
measurement noise may lead to in-accurate prediction of assembly error at each 
stage, it is therefore necessary to analyse the variation propagations after 
considering process and measurement noise in the assembly modelling. The 
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simulations of assembly variation after considering process and measurement noise 
will help in better prediction of actual assembly error. 
This section describes modelling for incorporating assembly process and 
measurement error in the variation propagation model (Exact Model) described in 
Chapter 4 of this thesis. 
In Chapter 4 Equation (4.23) describes the nominal assembly (assembly without 
any error) of two components, and the assembly of two components considering 
part manufacturing variations is given by Equation (4.27). These equations are ra-
produced in Equations (8.1) and (8.2), respectively, 
(8.1) 
(8.2) 
where TI and T2 are the nominal transforms representing the nominal geometry of 
components, '1;-2 is the feature interface transform describing the mating 
relationship between the two components, T: = 1; D1; considering the 
manufacturing variations in component 1, T ~ ~ = T2 DTz considering the 
manufacturing variations in component 2 and DT. and DT2 are the transforms 
associated with manufacturing variations in each component. 
If the measurement error is considered in the component error, therefore the 
assembly of two components after considering manufacturing and the measuring 
uncertainty can be written as: 
(8.3) 
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where A; is the transform representing the assembly of two components after 
considering measurement uncertainty and manufacturing variations in the 
components, VI and V1 are the transforms representing the measuring error in 
each component. Transforms VI and V1 have a form similar to Equation (4.12). 
Similarly the transform representing the assembly of i components can be written 
as: 
(8.4) 
Transform A;' can be expressed in the same form as Equation (4.1) such that: 
(8.5) 
where R:/ is a 3x3 rotational matrix indicating the orientation of last frame of ith 
component relative to global frame of the assembly and P ~ 2 2 is a 3)(1 displacement 
vector indicating the position of last frame of lthcomponent relative to the global 
frame. 
Here, the assembly variations are expressed as a position error in the location of 
the coordinate frame attached to top feature of the itlt assembly component from Its 
nominal position. These errors are described as the translation error between the 
actual assembly and the nominal assembly. The calculated translation error can be 
used to quantify the influence of component manufacturing variation on the 
assembly, where the translational error vector (dp/'" , dPi' ,dp;Z") for the assembly 
of i components is given by: 
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Now, if a part is not placed in its nominal mating position due to variations in 
assembly process, there is an error of mis-position and mis-orientation for the part. 
This variation is described by a transform W, describing mis-position and mis-
orientation for the part due to variability in the assembly process. Therefore, the 
transform representing the assembly of two components (Equation(8.3» after 
considering assembly process error can be written as: 
(8.7) 
If there are 'i' components in the assembly, the transform representing the 
relationship between the last feature of the "ith' assembly component relative to 
base feature of the first component in the assembly after considering assembly 
process error and measurement noise can be written as: 
(8.8) 
In Equation (8.8), it is important to note that the process noise transform WI is 
multiplied before transform ~ ' , , and measurement noise transform V, Is multiplied 
I 
after transform ~ ~ . This is due to the fact that variations due to assembly process 
I 
occur before the transform ~ ~ is accomplished (using the property of Equation 
I (4.18», and variations due to measurement system occur after the transform 1/ Is 
accomplished. 
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Here, the assembly variations are expressed as a position error in the location of 
the coordinate frame attached to top feature of the ith assembly components from 
its nominal position. These errors are described as the translation error between the 
actual assembly and the nominal assembly. The calculated translation error can be 
used to quantify the influence of component manufacturing variation on the 
assembly, where the translational error vector (dp/'''' ,dp{'" • dp;" ) for the assembly 
of i components is given by: 
(8.9) 
where. P ~ ' i i is a 3 x 1 displacement vector indicating the position of the top frame of 
the final component in the assembly relative to the global frame of the assembly 
after considering measurement and assembly process errors. and PAl is the 3 x 1 
displacement vector indicating the corresponding nominal position of the top frame. 
8.5.1 Results and Discussion 
This section intends to investigate the impact of the assembly process error and 
variations due to measurement uncertainty on the overall assembly error using 
Monte Carlo simulations based on the exact model described in Chapter 4. In order 
to analyse the impact of assembly process noise and measurement noise, an 
assembly example of four axisymmetric components is considered. The dimensions 
of each assembly component are the same as given in Table 8-1. As discussed in 
Section 8.4.2. these dimensions represent the scaled versions of components 
forming part of an aero-engine assembly used in industry. The tolerances in each 
component are specified for size. and the axial and radial run-outs. Size tolerance is 
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taken as ±0.1 mm and the axial and radial run-out tolerances are taken as 0.05 
mm. 
For simulations, individual component tolerances are generated as independent 
normally distributed random variables. The generated tolerances are then converted 
to variations along degrees of freedom (dX,dY,dZ,dfJx,dfJy,dfJ,) for each assembly 
component using Equations (5.5) to (5.9). To measure the variation in the complete 
(or part) assembly, the Root-Mean-Square (RMS) variation for all components in the 
assembly is calculated, as described in Chapter 7 (using Equation 7.13) from both 
table axis and final-assembly axis. Assembly variations from table axis and final axis 
are calculated for the four straight-build optimisation methods and for the direct-
build assembly for the comparison under conditions of different levels of 
measurement accuracy and process noise. In industries assembling rotating 
machines, the measurements usually are taken in the radial and axial directions to 
quantify the radial and axial run-out for rotationally symmetric components. 
Therefore measurement noise is assumed in both the radial and axial directions. 
Similarly the process noise is also assumed to incorporate variations In radial and 
axial directions. The measurement and process noise are taken for radial and axial 
errors and these values are assumed to be normally distributed random variables 
with in specified levels of the noise. 
Initially, the assembly variability analysis is performed for measurement noise 
(without considering process noise) at four levels of measurement uncertainty 
(0.001 mm, 0.005 mm, 0.01 mm, and 0.05 mm) and the results are compared with 
assemblies without considering measurement noise. The results for the mean of 
RMS table axis error (Equation (7.13» and similarly for final axis error are given In 
Figure 8-9. Also percentage increase in the mean of RMS assembly error (for table 
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axis and final axis) compared to assembly without considering measurement noise 
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Figure 8-9: Comparison of five methods under various conditions of measurement 
noise based on 10,000 simulations, (a) Mean of RMS table axis error (b) Mean of RMS 
final axis error. 
Measurement Table Axis Error (%) Final Axis Error (%) 
Noise (mm) 0.001 0.005 0.01 0.05 0.001 0.005 0.01 0.05 
Method-1 0.040 0.435 2.046 42.075 0.007 0.324 1.841 41 .162 
Method-2 0.022 0.462 1.964 42.123 0.051 0.389 1.971 41 .718 
Method-3 0.004 0.532 2.173 41 .961 0.080 0.362 1.980 41 .145 
Method-4 0.045 0.525 1.747 41 .529 0.009 0.589 1.884 41 .758 
Direct-build 0.001 0.435 2.062 41 .647 0.016 0.487 2.044 41 .765 
Table 8-2: Percentage increase of assembly error with Increase In measurement noise 
level. 
Figure 8-9 shows that the RMS assembly error increase with increase of 
measurement noise for all methods and the trend of the proposed optimisation 
methods compared to Figure 8-8 remain unchanged. The four optimisation methods 
produce smaller assembly variations compared to direct-build method, with Method 
3 producing the smallest variations for table axis errors and Method 4 producing the 
smallest variations for final axis errors. Method 2 producing smaller variations than 
Methods 1, 4 and direct-build for table axis errors and smaller variations than 
Methods 1 t 3 and direct-build for final axis errors. In Table 8-2, it can be observed 
that for measurement noise level of 0.001 and 0.005, the percentage increase of 
RMS assembly error compared to assembly without considering measurement 
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noise is very small for both table axis and final axis measures (less than 0.1 % for 
table axis and less than 0.6% for final axis error). The percentage difference of RMS 
assembly error is increased with the increase of measurement noise level and the 
maximum percentage increase is observed at measurement noise level of 0.05. 
These results demonstrate that better prediction of assembly error and good quality 
assembly requires high accuracy for the measurement, but the results also show 
that infinite accuracy is not required. 
Further results are produced to analyse the assembly variability at five levels of 
process noise (0.000 mm, 0.001 mm, 0.005 mm, 0.01 mm, and 0.05 mm) without 
considering measurement noise. The results for mean of RMS table axis error (for 
table axis and final axis) based on 10,000 repeated assemblies are given in Figure 
8-10 and percentage increase in the mean of RMS assembly error compared to 
assembly without considering process noise is given in Table 8-3. 
Figure 8-10 shows that the four optimisation methods produce assemblies with 
smaller variations compared to direct-build assembly for both table axis and final 
axis measures. Comparing the results of Figure 8-10 with Figure 8-9, it is observed 
that assemblies are produced with larger variations due to process noise compared 
to assemblies that are produced based on measurement noise of the same levels. 
For smaller levels of process noise (such as 0.001 mm, 0.005 mm and 0.01 mm), 
there is not much difference between the assembly results produced for process 
noise (see Figure 8-10) and those produced for measurement noise (see Figure 
8-9). The results of Figure 8-10 are further confirmed by results provided In Table 
8-3 for percentage increase in the mean of RMS assembly error for both table axis 
and final axis. Table 8-3 show that at each level of process noise, the assembly 
variations are larger compared to those obtained by measurement noise (see Table 
8-2). For smaller levels of process noise (such as 0.001 mm, 0.005 mm and 0.01 
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mm), there is small increase in assembly error in Table 8-3 compared to Table 8-2. 
However, at process noise of 0.05 mm, there is significant increase in assembly 
variation measurement noise of same level. These results show that assembly 
variations are more dominated by process noise compared to measurement noise. 
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Figure 8-10: Comparison of five methods under various conditions of process noise 
based on 10,000 simulations, (a) Mean of RMS table axis error (b) Mean of RMS final 
axis error. 
Measurement Table Axis Error (%) Final Axis Error (%) 
Noise (mm) 0.001 0.005 0.01 0.05 0.001 0.005 0.01 0.05 
Method-1 0.107 1.082 4.324 78 .754 0.127 0.722 2.636 46.761 
Method-2 0.045 1.061 4.787 79 .939 0.033 0.908 2.898 58.896 
Method-3 0.077 1.205 4.723 87.356 0.016 1.049 3.652 66.269 
Method-4 0.006 0.447 2.565 60 .039 0.009 0.326 1.379 33.929 
Direct-build 0.036 0.721 3.275 59.123 0.022 0.602 2.224 41 .144 
Table 8-3: Percentage increase of assembly error with Increase In process noise 
levels. 
Finally, results are produced to analyse the assembly variability at five levels of 
process noise (0.000 mm, 0.001 mm, 0.005 mm, 0.01 mm, and 0.05 mm) when 
measurement noise is considered as 0.001 mm (Figure 8-11), 0.005 mm (Figure 
8-12), 0.01 mm (Figure 8-13), and 0.05 mm (Figure 8-14), respectively. Figures 8-
11 to 8-14 show that there is no significant difference in the assembly variations due 
to the increase in measurement noise from 0.001 to 0.005. At the measurement 
noise of 0.01 mm, there is small increase in assembly variations (see Figure 8-13) 
compared to Figure 8-11 and Figure 8-12. At measurement noise value of 0.05 mm 
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there is relatively larger increase in the assembly variations (see Figure 8-14). In all 
cases for the five methods, it has been observed that the measurement noise 
contributes much less compared to process noise in the accumulation of assembly 
variation. 
It is also found that the trend of assembly variation for all five methods is similar to 
that obtained from five methods without considering any noise. All four optimisation 
method produce less error (RMS) compared to direct-build assembly in all cases 
with Method 3 producing the smallest variation from the table axis and Method 4 
producing the smallest variation from the final assembly axis. 
All these results indicate that if special care is taken during the measurement of part 
variation for the assembly, it would provide a great improvement for the assembly. It 
can also be seen that as the measurement uncertainty increases, the assembly 
variation continues to increase with more significant rate. 
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Figure 8-11: Comparison of five methods under various conditions of process noise 
while measurement noise is considered 0.001 mm, (a) Mean of RMS table-axis error 
(b) Mean of RMS final-axis error. 
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Figure 8-12: Comparison of five methods under various conditions of process noise 
while measurement noise is considered 0.005 mm, (a) Mean of RMS table-axis error 
(b) Mean of RMS final-axis error. 
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Figure 8-13: Comparison of five methods under various conditions of process noise 
while measurement noise is considered 0.01 mm, (a) Mean of RMS table-axis error (b) 
Mean of RMS final-axis error. 
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Figure 8-14: Comparison offive methods under various conditions of process noise 
while measurement noise is considered 0.05 mm, (a) Mean of RMS table-axis error (b) 
Mean of RMS final-axis error. 
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8.6 Summary 
Detailed results for 3D assemblies have been presented for the case study of 
straight-build assembly. Initially, the tolerance analysis is performed based on the 
probabilistic method proposed in Chapter 6 and the results are compared with those 
obtained by Monte Carlo simulations based on the exact model presented in 
Chapter 4. The results show that the proposed probabilistic method is in excellent 
agreement with Monte Carlo simulations based on the exact method, and the 
probabilistic model is much more numerically effiCient compared to Monte Carlo 
simulations. 
Later, assembly variation analysis is performed to investigate the effectiveness of 
the proposed straight-build optimisation methods based on component variations 
and without considering measurement and process noise. Straight-build 
optimisation methods use relative orientation technique, in which each component is 
rotated (indexed) about its axis of symmetry to minimise assembly error and the 
optimum number of uniformly arranged indexing orientation was found to be 24. 
Based on 24 indexing orientations, analYSis of the straight-build optimisation 
methods was performed using two assembly examples. The first assembly example 
consists of cylindrical components of identical dimensions and the nominal 
dimensions of components for second assembly example were scaled from a real 
example of a jet-engine assembly. The variations considered for each component 
were expressed in terms of size, and the radial and axial run-outs (following ISO 
standards [37, 154]) and have been treated as a source of translational and 
rotational error in the mating features for each component in the assembly. The 
results presented indicate that all proposed optimisation methods produce 
significantly improved eccentricities compared to direct-build method (without 
optimisation). It was found that Method 3 always yields the smallest possible 
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eccentricities from table axis, and Method 4 produces the smallest eccentricities 
from final axis. However, Method 2 produces assemblies with smaller variations 
than Methods 1 and 4 (but slightly larger than Method 3) for table axis measures 
and smaller variations than Methods 1 and 3 (but larger than method 4) for final-
assembly axis measures. Methods 1 is not as effective as Method 2, 3 and 4 for 
reducing variations, but it produces good improvements compared to direct build, 
and helps in better understanding of the straight-build optimisation technique. 
The assembly has also been analysed for different levels of measurement accuracy 
and process noise. It was found from the results that the prediction of overall 
assembly variation can be improved by increasing the measuring accuracy. 
Although, the measurement errors influence prediction accuracy of assembly 
variation, the overall effect of measurement error on assembly variation is quite 
small if the value of measurement noise is 0.01 mm or less for the assembly 
examples studied. Whatever value of measurement noise was considered an 
identical trend for the performance of optimisation methods was found when 
compared to assembly without considering measurement noise. It has been 
observed that the measurement noise contributes much less compared to process 
noise in the accumulation of assembly variation. 




Chapter 9: Conclusions and Recommendation for Future Work 
CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR FUTURE WORK 
9.1 Summary of the Thesis 
In order to manufacture products with high quality, it is necessary to improve the 
assembly quality. Due to variability in manufacturing processes parts are not 
produced with precise dimensions. Therefore, the assembly process plays a major 
role in improving product quality by ensuring that the parts are assembled in a way 
to compensate for variation between the parts. This requires a robust and accurate 
assembly model to calculate assembly variation propagation and part models to 
represent part dimensions and geometric variations, in a form compatible with 
assembly variation propagation models. The goals of this thesis have been (a) to 
develop methods that use consistent mathematical approach, that enable the 
design engineer to quantify major contributing factors in the assembly variation and 
that produce accurate results, (b) to incorporate non-ideal geometry of parts, and (c) 
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to identify new methodologies to control variation propagations in assemblies of 
high-speed rotating machines, such as an aero-engine assembly. 
Models have been presented to represent non-ideal geometries of manufactured 
components. In order to model geometric variations in manufactured components, 
Cartesian frames are attached to mating features on every part and variational 
constraints are defined to represent part variations into six degrees of freedom of 
error. A methodology has been presented to approximate the location of actual 
mating feature from inspection data obtained for axi-symmetric components. 
Two approaches to model assemblies and assembly processes have been 
developed. Both approaches are based on connective assembly models [201. The 
connective assembly is mathematically inconsistent because it uses linearised 
approach to model individual component but for modelling an assembly, connective 
model does not linearise the chain of matrix transform representing each assembly 
component. To overcome this discrepancy, the proposed models use consistent 
approach (either linear or fully non-linear) for modelling individual component or the 
assembly. The presented models are: i) Exact Model, based on fully non-linear 
matrix transforms; and ii) Linear Model, based on first order perturbation analysis of 
transformation matrices. The Exact Method is presented to obtain the exact 
solution, whereas the Linear Method is developed to enable a design engineer to 
characterise major contributing factors in assembly variation propagation, which 
otherwise cannot be identified in the exact method. The linear model has been 
extended to perform probabilistic analysis for assembly variability. The fully non-
linear (exact) model has been extended to accommodate for assembly process and 
in-process measurement errors, for calculation of error build-up. 
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In order to implement the developed models. results are calculated for two case 
studies. The two assembly Case Studies are representative examples of two sub-
assemblies of an aero-engine. The first case study represents the assembly of an 
engine rotor of a jet engine (named as straight-build assembly). whereas the second 
case study represents the assembly of an engine casing (named as circular-build 
assembly). In order to improve the quality of build after assembling components in 
each case study. optimisation methods are proposed to minimise error propagation. 
Four optimisation methods are proposed for the case study of straight-build 
assembly, and one optimisation method is proposed to minimise error propagation 
in the circular-build assembly. It was shown that for straight-build assemblies, the 
optimisation methods produce Significantly improved assembly quality compared to 
assembly without optimisation. Also, the optimisation method for the circular-build 
assembly produces significantly improved assembly quality compared to assembly 
without optimisation. 
9.2 Research Contribution 
This section summarises the major contributions made by this thesis and highlights 
main findings and limitations. 
9.2.1 Modelling Variations in axl-symmetrlc and uniformly-
segmented circular Components 
A methodology for modelling component variation was presented to represent non-
ideal geometry of manufactured components in a form compatible with assembly 
variation propagation models. The assembly variation propagation models 
presented in this thesis are based on homogeneous transformations that require 
representation of manufactured components in terms of variations along a degree of 
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freedom (VDOF). In past no work has been carried out that model axi-symmetric 
and uniformly segmented circular components in terms of VDOF using variational 
constraints. The idea of modelling variations in manufactured components (in this 
thesis) was to represent the combined effect of size and geometric variation in 
terms of VDOF between the mating features of the axi-symmetric components and 
the uniformly segmented circular components. Equations for variational constraints 
have been developed to model the combined effect of size and run-out tolerances in 
the location of assembly features in axi-symmetric components. Also, equations for 
variational constraints have been developed to model the combined effect of size 
and flatness tolerances in the location of assembly features in uniformly segmented 
circular components. Variational constraints in both cases are defined based on 
design tolerances specified by aero-engine manufacturers and respecting the 
definitions given in ISO standards. A methodology to represent component variation 
has also been provided, based on inspection data. The aim of modelling inspection 
data is to facilitate assembly analysis for real assemblies on shop floor. 
9.2.2 Modelling Assembly Variation Propagation 
Variation propagation modelling is a method of calculating the accumulation of 
tolerances in a mechanical assembly during individual assembly stages. Variation 
propagation models are used for tolerance analYSis and for the purpose of 
evaluating assembly design. In past various linear and non-linear models have been 
developed, but none of these are very accurate and capable to quantify major 
contributing factors in the assembly variation. Two models for calculating assembly 
variation propagation are proposed in this thesis. A fully non-linear model Is 
proposed to obtain exact results for the assembly variations. Due to non-linear 
nature of the model it is not possible to characterise major contributing factors In 
assembly variation propagation. Therefore, a linear assembly model based on first 
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order perturbation analysis of homogeneous matrix transforms is also developed to 
precisely approximate assembly variation propagation and to enable the design 
engineer to quantify major contributing factors in the assembly variation. The non-
linear model is termed as exact model in this thesis because it is capable of 
calculating exact location error accumulated during assembly. The exact model can 
be used as the performance benchmark in order to verify the accuracy of the 
simplified (linear) models. Another advantage of the exact model is that it can also 
accommodate for assembly process and in-process measurement errors. for 
calculation of error build-up in an assembly. On the hand. the main advantage of the 
linear model is that. for the linear model. it is possible to derive analytical 
expressions for the probability density function (pdf) to perform statistical tolerance 
analysis for predicting assembly variations. which otherwise is not possible in case 
of the exact model. Therefore statistical tolerance analysis based on exact model 
can only be performed using Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) method. This highlights 
the competency of the linear model over the exact model. because the statistical 
tolerance analysis performed by analytical expressions of the pdf Is much more 
efficient than the analysis based on the Monte Carlo simulation method that requires 
a very large number of repeated simulations. 
In the light of existing state of art for the assembly modelling, both the linear and the 
non-linear model proposed in this thesis are novel in their nature. The proposed 
exact model is the only model of its kind that is the most accurate. capable to 
incorporate assembly process errors. in-process measurement errors. and any 
other parameter such as assembly optimisation in the calculation of variation 
propagation during the assembly. On the other hand the linear model Is more 
simplified providing very precise approximation of the assembly error build-up, 
enabling the design engineer to quantify major contributing factors in the assembly 
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variation, easier to derive analytical expressions for the uni-variate probability 
density function (pdf) to perform statistical tolerance analysis more efficiently. 
9.2.3 Probabilistic Tolerance Analysis for Assembly Variability 
In order to perform tolerance analysis, a probabilistic model has been developed 
based on a linearised assembly mode/. Tolerance analysis based on a non-linear 
model is also performed in this thesis. The non-linear analysis is conducted using 
the Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) method. The main drawback of Monte Carlo 
simulations method is that it is necessary to generate a large number of samples to 
achieve accurate predictions, which may require intensive computation and the 
solution can become extremely time consuming. There is a substantial difference in 
capabilities between the MCS and the linearised method. The latter is well suited for 
design iteration due to its speed, because in linear method, uni-variate probability 
density functions (pdfs) are derived to calculate assembly variability more 
accurately. In past various probabilistic models have been developed [34, 35, 74, 
88, 89] that do not provide precise/more accurate approximation, computatlona"y in-
efficient due to the complex form of pdf function, and are incapable of providing the 
approximation of assembly error in a particular degree of freedom of variation. On 
the other hand, MCS is advantageous over linearised probabilistic method because 
this method can be used for tolerance analysis based on fully non-linear method 
and tolerance analysis for assemblies considering assembly error minimisation and 
other factors such as assembly process and measurement errors. The probabilistic 
model proposed in this thesis is only developed to accommodate for manufacturing 
variations of each assembly component, however, it can be extended to incorporate 
assembly process errors, in-process measurement errors, and assembly error 
minimisation in the calculation of variation propagation during the assembly. The 
tolerance analysis using MeS based on fully non-linear method, when performed 
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considering the error minimisation, it is extremely time consuming and in efficient 
due to involvement of large number of iterative calculations. Thus it is highly 
recommended to extend the proposed probabilistic model to incorporate assembly 
error minimisation and other factors such as assembly process and in-process 
measurement errors. 
9.2.4 Assembly Optimisation 
In order to improve the assembly quality, optimisation methods are developed to 
minimise error propagation. Four methods are proposed for the case study of 
straight-build assembly, and one method is proposed to minimise error propagation 
in the case study of circular-build assembly. 
The proposed optimisation methods for straight-build assemblies use a relative 
orientation technique to minimise error propagation during assembly. It was shown 
that for any rotationally-symmetric-component assembly, the assembly results can 
be changed by rotating the component about the axis of symmetry. Each method 
finds an optimum indexing orientation based on a given objective function for that 
method to minimise error propagation. In past no work has been reported that 
minimise eccentricity error build-up during the assembly of rotating parts of high 
speed rotating machines to maintain the assembly of rotor as straight as possible. 
The most important aspect of the proposed straight-build assembly optimisation 
methods is that these methods are cost effective and require no special tooling 
during the error minimisation process. 
The results of the four optimisation methods are calculated and compared with 
those obtained by direct-build assembly (assembly without optimisation) to check 
the effectiveness of each method. It was found that the four optimisation methods 
produce assemblies with smaller variation compared to assembly without 
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optimisation. Method 3 always yields the smallest possible eccentricities from the 
table axis, and Method 4 produces the smallest eccentricities from final axis. 
Method 2 always produces small eccentricities (with respect to the table axis) 
compared to Methods 1 and 4, and slightly larger eccentricities compared to Method 
3. For final-axis measures, Method 2 produces small eccentricities compared to 
Methods 1 and 3 and slightly larger eccentricities compared to Method 4. Method 2 
is also computationally more efficient than Methods 3 and 4 and more suitable for 
practical implementation. 
Method 1 is not as effective as Methods 2, 3 and 4 for reducing assembly variations, 
but it produces good improvements compared to direct-build (assembly without 
optimisation). Method 1 helps achieving better understanding for the concepts of the 
relative orientation technique. 
A method to minimise assembly variation in circular build assemblies is also 
presented in this thesis. Method of minimising radial error in a circular-build 
assembly (casing assembly) has been studied for the first time In this thesis. The 
proposed optimisation method is aimed to find best mating sequence of the 
assembly components to produce assembly with minimum radial error and to 
maintain the build precisely circular after assembly. It waS observed that the 
proposed optimisation method produces Significantly Improved assembly quality 
compared to assembly without optimisation. 
9.3 Recommendations for Future Work 
Based on the research conducted in this thesis, recommendations for future work 
are suggested as follows: 
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9.3.1 Modelling Geometric Variations In Manufactured 
Components 
In order to get more realistic results for assembly variation, extensive work is 
required to evaluate the geometric variations at the mating surtace(s) of the 
production parts and to know the contact pOints between two mating components. 
9.3.2 Straight-Build Assemblies 
In order to meet strict vibration requirements and pertormance of high-speed 
rotating machines, it is suggested to incorporate the mass balancing information of 
axisymmetric components in the variation propagation analysis and to find optimum 
assembly configuration based on the combined effect of part manufacturing 
variations and variations due to mass imbalance. Imbalance occurs if the principal 
axis of inertia of the rotor is not coincident with its geometric axis (194). 
9.3.3 Probabilistic Modelling 
Extend proposed probabilistic model (1) to analyse straight-build assemblies after 
taking into account for relative orientation technique (2) to analyse circular-build 
assembly after taking into account for best mating sequence to minimise assembly 
variations. 
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Appendix: Evaluating Run-out Measurement Data 
Industries assembling high-value rotating machines, measure the component to 
check for run-out in axial and radial direction (as shown in Figure 3-2). The radial 
run-out is measured to identify center of geometry offset from center of rotation, and 
axial run-out is obtained to identify the irregularities of surface profile of the mating 
surface. In order to measure axial and radial run-out, each component is places on 
rotating table of the measurement system and the measurements are taken during 
the complete revolution of the rotary table. 
The measurement data obtained from run-out measurement instruments Is obtained 
in polar form. For axial and radial run-out, the run-out values are measured in 
microns and the rotation of rotating table of measuring instrument are described In 
degrees or radians. Mathematically, the axial and radial run-out can be expressed In 
polar coordinates as follows: 
R( rp) = R" + r run-Olit (rp) (A.1) 
Z(rp) = H +anm-out(rp) (A.2) 
where R(lfJ) is the radius of a point on the measured surface at table orientation €P, 
R n is the nominal radius, rrun-out(lfJ) is the measured run-out in the radial direction 
and Z(lfJ) is the height of a point on the measured surface at table orientation tp, H 
is the nominal height, and arun-out(tp) is the measured run-out in the axial direction. 
The radial run-out data is examined to find the location error of the actual mating 
feature in the direction perpendicular to a datum axis, whereas, the axial run-out data 
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is analysed to evaluate the relative orientation error of actual feature with reference 
to the nominal feature and the location error in direction along the datum axis. 
Evaluation of Radial Run-Out 
The circular representation of radial run-out is shown in Figure A-1(a) . It can be 
observed from Figure A-1 (a), that large deviations in radial run-out from the ideal 
form can cause an unwanted shift in the rotational centre of the part. 
~ ~
I 
Shifted - ~ - -
centre 
(a) (b) 
Figure A-1: A typical example of axial and radial run-out measurement 
Let n points are measured for radial run-out on a given mating feature. Each of 
measured point gives the reading of distance along the radial direction at given 
angle about the axis of rotation. Equation (A. 1 ) describes each run-out 
measurement in polar coordinates. In order to best fit a circle to the given set of 
points, we first convert the polar form in to Cartesian form. Therefore x, y coordinate 
with reference to table axis centre can be calculated as: 
X; (8; ) = (Ro + l\",,-w, (8J)· cos(8J (where i = 1,2,3, ... n) (A. 3) 
(A.4) 
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where Ro is the nominal radius across the feature, Rf.un-out is the radial run-out, and 
Of angle of rotation at which the radial run out is measured. 
First step towards the best fit algorithm is to find an initial guess for the centre and 
radius of circle. Initial guess can be computed by averaging all the circles that can 
be built using all triplets of non-aligned points. 
For any given triplet of non-aligned pOints. there is a single circle passing through all 
three points. Let Pi(Xi,Yt). 1'j(Xj,Yj) and Pk(Xk,Yk) be three pOints. Two lines can be 
formed through 2 pairs of the three points. Line a passes through points Pt and Pj. 
and line b passes through points Pj and Pk (see Figure A-2). 
a 
Figure A·2: Three point circle 
The equation of these two lines can be written as: 
(A. 5) 
(A.6) 
where m is the slope of the lines given by 




Thus, centre of the circle is the intersection of the two lines perpendicular to and 
passing through the midpoints of the lines a and b. Thus equations of the lines 
perpendicular to lines a and b and passing through their midpoints are: 
(A.S) 
(A. 9) 
Intersection of the two perpendicular bisectors can be calculated by solving 
Equation (A8) and Equation (A.9) for Xc 
(A.10) 
substituting the value of Xc in Equation (A.S) or (A.9) will give the value of Ye' 
Therefore, the radius of the three pOint circle can be calculated as: 
(A,11) 
The initial guess of the 'fitting circle can be built by averaging the coordinate, and 
radii of the circles obtained from all triplets of non-aligned points. Total number of 
triplet combinations nC3 for the set of n measurement points is given by: 
nC 
_ n! 
3- (n-3)!·3! (A,12) 
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Once an initial guess for the circle centre is known, best fit circle can be found using 
a least squares estimator based on the Euclidean distance between the points and 
the circle. The least square (LS) method for best fit circle can be mathematically 
expressed as: 
LS _circle = m i n t ( ~ ( x l - a ) 2 2 +(YI _b)2 -Rf 
1=1 
(A. 13) 
where (a, b) represent the optimum location of the best fit circle. If the best fit is 
applied to base feature, then the (a, b) represents (dXv dY1), and if best fit is applied 
for top feature measurements, (a,b) represents (dX2• dY2). 
Evaluation ofAxia' Run-Out 
The best fit plane algorithm assumes that the circular element at which the axial 
run-out is measured has nominal radius (Ra) with its centre at (0,0,0), and this 
circular element lies on the plane XOY as shown in Figure A-1(b). 
The step by step method of calculating trans/ational and angular errors from axial 
run-out data for a given feature is described as follows: 
1. Calculating the n points in three-dimensional space as: 
Xj(9;) = Ro ·oos{9;) (where i = 1, 2, 3, ... n) (A.14) 
),;(9,) = Ro ·sin(9,) (where i = 1, 2, 3, ... n) (A.15) 
(A. 16) 
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To find an initial guess for the best fit plane equation constants. Initial guess can be 
computed by averaging all the planes that can be built using all triplets of non-
aligned points. The constant A, 8, C and D for a plane containing points P, (Xt,Yt), 





Using a plane to fit the n measurements to minimise the sum of squared distances 
from the measurement to the plane, provided Equation of the best fit plane Is of 
following form: 
Ax+By+Cz+D=O (A.21) 
If the distance of each point to the plane is given by: 
(A.22) 
Then the best fit plane can be calculated as: 
j(A,B,C,D) = min [tU);)2] (where i = 1,2,3, ... n) 
.=\ (A.23) 
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Calculating unit normal vectors of the best fit plane through origin (0,0,0). If the unit 
normal vector of nominal plane is Ca, b, c) :::: (0,0,1) as the nominal plane Is z = 
O.Thus unit normal vector of the best fit plane (al , bl , el) can be calculated as: 
(A. 24) 
Calculating the angular errors about any axes from rotating the normal vectors. 
Thus angular errors d8x and d8y about the x, and y-axis can be calculated by: 
b = bl cos(d9x )-cl Sin(d9x )} 
C = i1 sin(d9x )+c1 cos(d9x ) 
a=al 
C = C1 cos(d9y)-al Sin(dBy)} 




As the component is assumed as rigid and it does not twist about Its central axis, 
the angular error d9z. If the angular errors d6xl and d8)'l and translation error dZ1 
represents the deviation of the base of ax i-symmetric component (as shown In 
Figure 5-15), and d6x2 , d9y2 and dZ2 are the variations at the top mating feature of 
the aXi-symmetric component, therefore, the net translation and rotation error In the 
component obtained by axial run-out inspection data can be written as: 
(A.27) 
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